


Fall
Howdy out there,

At Klutz, we have the good fortune of receiving letters and 

e-mails everyday from folks telling us things like “You guys 

are awesome!”, “I laughed so hard…”, “You made my day”, 

“I love all the things I can make”, and “I think being weird is 

good” (Hey, Luke from Manvel, TX, we couldn’t agree more). It 

takes a lot of trying new things, being a little nutty, and putting 

all our energy into making Klutz great. And we wanted you 

to know how grateful we are for your support year after year, 

especially in a year where we make the ride a little bumpy (we 

promise not to do that again for a long time). Without that, 

we’d never get all these wonderful expressions from happy, 

creative kids of all ages. 

We love the underdog. We love celebrations. We love laughing. 

We love to be amazed. So it’s with humble fanfare that we 

acknowledge our little book that 

could… Cat’s Cradle. This year 

we sold our 4 millionth copy, that’s 

almost a zillion. And how many 

kids’ fingers have blurred into action 

making Jacob’s ladder is anyone’s 

guess (80,000,000 is ours). If you 

stacked them all, you’d have to climb 

Mt. Everest four times before you 

reached the top. What a feat!

We can’t wait to report facts for this 

new season of books that are just as 

amazing as these for Cat’s Cradle. 

Until then, we’ll stop boasting and get 

back to creating.
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Crafts $16.99 US Available July 2011
$18.99 CDN ISBN: 978-0-545-34624-5
Age 8+ UPC: 7-30767-46245-1 
9 3/4" x 7 1/2" 6-copy display: 534634
46 pp ISBN: 978-0-545-34634-4
 $101.94 US / $113.94 CDN
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1Canada Customers Call to Order 800-268-3848 
Fax to Order 866-346-1288

Pom-Pom Monster Salon
Create, Cut & Style Your 
Own Monsters
 By ApriL ChOrBA

Pom-poms get a monster makeover

There’s always been something incredibly 
satisfying about making pom-poms. Ask any 
kid — transforming ordinary yarn into fuzztastic 
fluffballs is totally awesome. And now, with our 
amazing new pom-pom maker, it’s easier than 
ever. Just wrap, snap, and snip! But here’s the 
big news: Making pom-poms is just the beginning.

With Pom-Pom Monster Salon, anyone can create homemade pom-poms 
that have real personality. Our pom-pom maker is marked with a simple 
number code that makes it easy to make custom pom-poms in endless 
color combinations. Super-clear cutting and styling instructions let you 
perfectly coif your creations with mop tops, afros, pigtails, mohawks — 
just about any style you can imagine. Adding the included accessories, 
like tiny hair bows, punch-out feet, wings, and horns, and foam teeth, 
brings out the beauty in your pom-pom beast.

Everything you need is here, including glue, 
googly eyes, 85 feet of crazy-bright yarn, and 

a built-in tool for math-free measuring. 
We even provide a functional comb, 

for ‘dos that flaunt maximum frizz. 
Any way you style it, we’re 

pretty sure we’ve got a 
monster hit on our hands.

Comes with: pom-pom maker, acrylic 
yarn, styling comb, pre-made bows, 
googly eyes, foam pieces, glue



Comes with: custom clear acrylic 
stamp block, 64 see-through stamps, 
black ink pad, 3 double-tipped pencils 
in 6 colors

Art & 
Drawing 

$21.99 US Available August 2011
$23.99 CDN ISBN: 978-0-545-34626-9
Age 8+ UPC: 7-30767-46269-7
9 1/2" x 11 1/4" 6-copy display: 534636
56 pp ISBN: 978-0-545-34636-8
 $131.94 US / $143.94 CDN

N E W

2 US Customers Call to Order 866-695-5889
Fax to Order 800-524-4075

Finally, stamping gets goof proof

A traditional stamp is a rubber design on a wooden block. 
You press it on an ink pad and then on your paper — and 
hope the image comes out the way you want. Half the 
time, it doesn’t. Which made us think: Making tricky crafts 
easy is a Klutz trademark. Isn’t it about time we put our 
stamp all over this one?

Stamp Art makes stamping simpler — and more creative — than 
ever. Instead of pre-designed rubber stamps, it comes with a collection of 
clear shapes you can combine to create nearly anything. The shapes stick 
like magic on the provided see-through acrylic block. When you put 
your inked stamp on the page, the transparent block lets you see 
exactly where it’s going. Ready to stamp some more? Just peel off 
the shapes and do it again… and again… and again.

Full of inspirational artwork and instruction, this stamp-right-in-it 
book shows you how to create animals, flowers, houses, aliens...  
anything you can dream up. Use the included rainbow of 
pencils to add finishing touches and you’ve got a stamp art 
masterpiece. No frustration required. 

Stamp Art
Ordinary Shapes –  
Endless Possibilities
By KAiTLyN NiChOLS



Art & 
Drawing 

$19.99 US Available August 2011
$21.99 CDN ISBN: 978-0-545-34619-1
Age 8+ UPC: 7-30767-46191-1
9" x 8 1/2" 6-copy display: 534628
104 pp ISBN: 978-0-545-34628-3
 $119.94 US / $131.94 CDN

Comes with: pencil, drawing marker, 
3 double-tipped pencils in 6 colors, 
block eraser, 2 pages of stencils

N E W

3Canada Customers Call to Order 800-268-3848 
Fax to Order 866-346-1288

Draw the DC Universe
By ThE EDiTOrS OF KLuTz

A drawing book for those of 
us without superhuman skills

Never fear, comics fans! The team that 
brought you Draw the Marvel™ Heroes 

and Draw Star Wars®: The Clone 
Wars™ have seen the Bat-Signal, and 
we know your drawings need some 
saving. Draw the DC Universe is 

here to help. 

This book is a complete how-to-draw package, jammed 
with expert tips and techniques, tons of practice space, 
and, of course, a universe of DC characters. They’re 
all here, from the coolest heroes (Superman, Batman, Wonder 
Woman, and Green Lantern) to the vilest villains (the Penguin, Riddler, 
Mr. Freeze, and the Joker). Learn to draw them all step-by-step: starting 
with stick figures, filling them out with rough shapes, and adding final details. 
Then use shadow and perspective to add depth and motion — because we’re 
pretty sure the epic battle of good versus evil requires some action scenes.

The draw-right-in-it book comes with everything 
you need: a sketching pencil, artist pencils in six 
colors, a big block eraser to fight crimes against 
the page. Translucent overlays are scattered 
throughout the book for can’t-fail tracing 
activities, and stencils with the Bat-symbol, 
word balloons, and smash–bam–pow sound 
effects. Altogether, it’s everything you need to 
master the DC universe. 

TM & (c) DC Comics.



Express 
Yourself 

$19.99 US Available August 2011
$21.99 CDN ISBN: 978-0-545-34625-2
Age 8+ UPC: 7-30767-46252-9 
9 1/2" x 8 1/2" 6-copy display: 534635
52 pp ISBN: 978-0-545-34635-1
 $119.94 US / $131.94 CDN

Comes with: 5 bracelets, 9 different 
kinds of ribbon, glue

N E W

4 US Customers Call to Order 866-695-5889
Fax to Order 800-524-4075

For gorgeous, make-’em-yourself 
bracelets, it’s a wrap

There’s something about ribbon — its silky sheen, 
its yummy elegance, its magical powers. What 
magic, you ask? Ribbon has the power to transform 
everyday plastic bracelets into shimmering designer 
bangles. Gorgeous!

With Ribbon Bangles, anyone can make their 
own beautiful wrapped bracelets. The book details 
step-by-step directions for all kinds of knotting, 
twisting, and wrapping techniques. Combine 
them to make seven unique bangle designs, from 
crisscrossing spirals to vibrant swirls. We provide the sturdy, 
blank plastic bracelets, a bright array of ribbon, and a bottle of glue to hold 

it all together — everything you need to make a wardrobe of 
fashionable bangles. Wear a different one 

every day of the school week, 
or stack ‘em all at once 
for major impact.

It all adds up to 
a basic craft with 
a big reward. But 
don’t let the ease of 
this activity fool you. 
Ribbon bangles may be simple, but 
they’re totally addictive. And we’re 
thrilled to be all wrapped up in them.

Ribbon Bangles
By EvA STEELE-SACCiO



Science & 
Building 

$19.99 US Available August 2011
$21.99 CDN ISBN: 978-0-545-34621-4
Age 8+ UPC: 7-30767-46214-7
9 1/4" x 10" 6-copy display: 534631
56 pp ISBN: 978-0-545-34631-3 
 $101.94 US / $131.94 CDN

Comes with: build-it-yourself 
sarcophagus, hieroglyphic curse-o-
matic, mix-and-match puzzle with 
punch-out cards, punch-out postcards 
and luggage tags

RAP

N E W

5Canada Customers Call to Order 800-268-3848 
Fax to Order 866-346-1288

Making Mummies, 
Shrinking Heads
 And Other Useful Skills 
 By pAT Murphy & ThE SCiENTiSTS OF KLuTz LABS

Do this book… if you dare

Whether you are exploring the Amazon or negotiating 
middle school, it’s a jungle out there. Wouldn’t it be great 
to face life’s challenges armed with the knowledge and 
panache of an Indiana Jones? Now you can. 

In Making Mummies, Shrinking Heads, you can 
learn how to unleash an ancient tomb curse to protect 
your bedroom from intruders. Avoid offending your 
hosts by mastering the art of ingesting unusual foods, 
like crickets. Shrink a head (or an apple). And make a 
mummy that will last for thousands of years. Really! Sure, it 
starts out as a hot dog, but it ends up as a genuine mummy.

As always, we provide the tools you need to practice your new skills — 
from an interactive treasure map that tests your decision-making reflexes, 
to a hieroglyphic translator wheel to help you read cryptic messages. Not to 
mention the world’s first make-it-yourself reversible hot dog sarcophagus —  
ready to house your mummy for eternity. It’s everything you need to 
conquer the jungles of the Amazon — or just your everyday concrete 
jungle — and live to tell the tale.

What kind of music 
do mummies like?

assassin bugs 
suck the blood of 
vampire bats — 
or archeologists, 
if bats are in 
short supply.

Meet Frank

Meet Mummified 
Frank

answer: Rap



 

   

$16.99 US Available July 2011
$18.99 CDN ISBN: 978-0-545-34622-1
Age 8+ UPC: 7-30767-46221-5
8 1/2" x 7 1/2" 6-copy display: 534632
48 pp ISBN: 978-0-545-34632-0
 $101.94 US / $113.94 CDN

Comes with: 21 yards of cord in 
black, purple, and silver, 5 charms, 
red droplet beads, iridescent red and 
purple round beads

Crafts 

N E W

6 US Customers Call to Order 866-695-5889
Fax to Order 800-524-4075

Wicked Cool  
Friendship Bracelets
  By KArEN phiLLipS

At last, a girls’ jewelry book with an 
irresistibly sophisticated bite 

If you look at most jewelry kits for tweens, you’d 
think girls are all about sunshine, flowers, and 
rainbows. But if you actually know any girls, you’re 
doubtless aware that they are not always into the 
“sweet” thing. Real girls are sometimes just a little 
bit edgy — and they want to make jewelry that’s a 
little bit edgy, too.

Whimsical graphics, a moody color palette, and 
a gently wicked sense of humor make Wicked 
Cool Friendship Bracelets a different kind of friendship bracelet 
book. It comes with a supply of cord (in jet black, shadow purple, and 
quicksilver), beads (iridescent red and amethyst), and charms (moon, star, 
bat, and two matching hearts). That’s enough stuff to make 
every project in the book and more. 

Mix and match the supplies to make your own custom 
looks. The gorgeous patterns (with evocative names like 
Cobweb, Bitten, and Snake Charmer) are each clearly 
explained and illustrated in step-by-step detail. The resulting 
bracelets are so cool, any girl will be proud to make them to share 
or keep them to wear. And they’re so stylish it’s spooky.



 

   

$19.99 US Available August 2011
$21.99 CDN ISBN: 978-0-545-34620-7
Age 8+ UPC: 7-30767-46207-9
10 3/4" x 9 1/2" 6-copy display: 534629
114 pp ISBN: 978-0-545-34629-0 
 $119.94 US / $131.94 CDN

Comes with: 72 art-starter pages, 
5 double-tipped pencils in 10 colors, 
sparkly stickers, 16 pages of die-cut 
frames 

Art & 
Drawing 

N E W

7Canada Customers Call to Order 800-268-3848 
Fax to Order 866-346-1288

My Fabulous Look Book
Fashion Drawing Made Easy
By KArEN phiLLipS

The simple way to draw simply 
gorgeous pictures

If you’re a girl, you probably already know how fun 
it is to draw glamorous clothing, hair, and makeup 
looks. But you also probably know how tricky it 
is to get your drawings to come out the way you 
imagine them. With My Fabulous Look Book, 
young designers can create beautiful faces and 
fashions — no drawing skills required.

The secret is the art-starters — more than 70 
pages of lightly printed faces, figures, and other 
fashionable shapes. Use the included 10 pencil 
colors to draw right over the art starters in your own unique style. 
The result? Perfectly proportioned drawings, every time.

The book includes handy tips for using the pencils and simple step-by-
step how-tos for drawing tricky things like shiny hair and sparkling eyes. 
Galleries of style ideas for makeup, hair, and fashions provide plenty of 
what-to-draw inspiration. A selection of glittery stickers makes it easy to 
add jewelry and other bling to your drawings. And when you’re done, 
you can display your best work in the Look Book, a set of beautifully 

decorated, bound-in frames that 
are perfectly sized to showcase 
your gorgeous creations. 
Fabulous!



$16.99 US Available August 2011
$18.99 CDN ISBN: 978-0-545-34617-7
Age 8+ UPC: 7-30767-46177-5 
7 1/2" x 7 1/2" 6-copy display: 534627
60 pp ISBN: 978-0-545-34627-6
 $101.94 US / $113.94 CDN

Comes with: over a thousand beads, 
wire

Crafts 

N E W

8 US Customers Call to Order 866-695-5889
Fax to Order 800-524-4075

Brilliant Bead Rings
By ANNE AKErS JOhNSON

Make the cutest, sparkliest, brilliantest bead 
rings ever

Back in 1999, we published a little book called Bead Rings. 
At the time, we considered it a fairly modest venture into 
the world of beading, but it turned out to be a dazzling 
success. With close to 800,000 copies sold and trend  
setting bead rings popping up all over the place, it’s clear 
this book deserves an update. And this time we’re turning 
up the sparkle. 

The basic idea remains the same: String shimmering beads 
on flexible wire to form totally durable, totally adorable, 
totally fashionable little rings.

But now we’ve made the book bigger and filled it with fresh, new 
photography. We updated the seed beads with a bright, poppy palette. 
We added custom, jewel-toned specialty beads. And we came 
up with seven sparkly new ring designs, each one easy to make 

and totally cute, as determined by a 
board of certified stylish girls. 

Finally, realizing we’d created 
something altogether new, we gave 
the book a new name. Introducing 
Brilliant Bead Rings — the only book 
that comes with everything you need 
to make those chic little rings that are 
showing up absolutely everywhere. 
Prepare to be dazzled. Again.



Crafts  $16.99 US Available August 2011
$18.99 CDN ISBN: 978-0-545-34623-8
Age 6+ UPC: 7-30767-46238-3
7 3/4" x 10" 6-copy display: 534633
54 pp ISBN: 978-0-545-34633-7 
 $101.94 US / $113.94 CDN

Comes with: 70 pipe cleaners in a 
variety of sizes and colors 

N E W
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Fax to Order 866-346-1288

Twisted Critters
The Pipe Cleaner Book
By ThE EDiTOrS OF KLuTz

Giving the common pipe cleaner a booster shot 
of creativity

The publication of Pipe Cleaners Gone Crazy was clearly a 
watershed moment in the history of pipe cleaners, shining a 
spotlight of crafty goodness on the humble bendy stem. Flash 
forward some 14 years and 750,000 copies later. There’s a 
whole new generation waiting to make fuzzy new friends. 
And have we got a book for them.

Twisted Critters is our new take on the good old pipe cleaner. We’ve 
included many of the original, well-loved projects, from cuddly caterpillars to 
funny fruit to parading penguins. Plus, we’ve added five brand-new creations, 
including a fire-breathing finger-puppet dragon and a handsomely antlered 
moose. In true Klutz fashion, we break down the how-to’s into five easy-to-
master moves, so even beginners will be able to twist, curl, 
and swirl their way to fuzzy success in no time.

We gave the new book a fresh look that puts the pipe 
cleaners front and center. It’s only right, since this time around 
we’ve got more pipe cleaners in more varieties than before, 
from tiger-striped stems to ultra-furry fuzzies. Because 
sometimes even a classic could use a new twist.



    

Art &
Drawing

$19.95 US
$21.99 CDN
Age 8+
9 3/4" x 10"
14 pp

Comes with: 8 art boards of 
velvet art in 13 designs, 6 brightly 
colored markers

ISBN: 978-1-59174-724-6
UPC: 7-30767-48298-5
6-copy display: 267785
ISBN: 978-1-59174-722-2
$119.70 US / $131.94 CDN

Art &
Drawing

$21.99 US
$23.99 CDN
Age 8+
9 3/4" x 9"
38 pp

Comes with: one 40-ml bottle 
of black outline paint, five 22-ml 
bottles of colored paint (blue, red, 
green, white, yellow), 2 plastic 
tracing sheets

ISBN: 978-1-59174-727-7
UPC: 7-30767-48298-5
6-copy display: 267784
ISBN: 978-1-59174-725-3
$131.94 US / $143.94 CDN

Crafts $16.95 US
$18.99 CDN
Age 8+
11 1/4" x 6 1/2"
32 pp

Comes with: faux flower petals, 
faux leaves, embroidery floss, 
florist’s wire, 8 wooden beads, 
sequins, glitter, and glue

ISBN: 978-1-59174-597-6
UPC: 7-30767-48298-5
6-copy (no display): 154422
ISBN: 978-1-59174-597-6
$101.70 US / $113.94 CDN

Express 
Yourself

$12.95 US
$14.99 CDN
Age 8+
8 3/4" x 5 1/2"
22 pp

Comes with: 2 ready-to-customize 
bracelets, 12 clear plastic droplets, 
over 100 stickers, double-sided 
removable adhesive dots

ISBN: 978-1-57054-868-0
UPC: 7-30767-48298-5
6-copy display: 895551
ISBN: 978-1-57054-236-7
$77.70 US / $89.94 CDN

10 US Customers Call to Order 866-695-5889
Fax to Order 800-524-4075

S E A S O N A L

Christmas velvet Art
By ThE EDiTOrS OF KLuTz

This is the feel-good activity of the holiday season. The plush velvet format 
makes coloring the cheery velvet designs, with the included six bright 
markers, easier than ever. With 24 velvet-flocked designs, you can make 
festive ornaments, greeting cards, and gift tags.

Make your Own Angel Ornaments
By ThE EDiTOrS OF KLuTz

Make eight angel ornaments with this beautifully illustrated book of 
instructions. Each angel is as adorable as the next, but no two are exactly 
alike. Once you’ve made all your ornaments, the package serves as a 
perfectly sized storage box.

Christmas Window Art
By ThE EDiTOrS OF KLuTz

Christmas Window Art is back and better than ever with a fresh new cover. 
The book features 101 ready-to-trace designs, including holiday necessities like 
snowmen, angels, reindeer, toys, ornaments, and snowflakes. Packaged with 
ideal Christmas colors (red, green, white, blue, yellow, and black outline), this 
is the perfect gift for every good little boy and girl on Santa’s list.

holiday picture Bracelets
By ThE EDiTOrS OF KLuTz

Make your holidays glisten this season with Holiday Picture Bracelets. 
This book comes with everything you need to make two personalized 
picture bracelets: two bracelets, 12 droplets, and more than 100 holiday-
themed stickers. Holiday Picture Bracelets is great for gift givers and gift 
makers alike.

‘Tis the Season!
Available in 6-packs only 
and while supplies last



    

11Canada Customers Call to Order 800-268-3848 
Fax to Order 866-346-1288

G I F T  G U I D E

The 10 Most Wanted

LEGO® Crazy Action Contraptions  
$21.95 uS / $25.99 CDN
See page 24

paper Fashions  
$21.95 uS / $24.99 CDN
See page 28

paper Airplanes  
$16.95 uS / $18.99 CDN
See page 27

Friendship Bracelets   
$16.95 uS / $19.99 CDN
See page 20

Encyclopedia of immaturity™  
$19.95 uS / $21.99 CDN
See page 18

Stencil Art  
$19.95 uS / $21.99 CDN
See page 32

1
2

3

4

5

6

7

8 9 10

Nail Art  
$21.95 uS / $24.99 CDN
See page 27

Fancy Friendship Bracelets  
$19.95 uS / $21.99 CDN
See page 20

Glossy Bands  
$19.95 uS / $21.99 CDN
See page 21

Face painting  
$24.95 uS / $29.99 CDN
See page 19



Games & 
Puzzles

$14.95 US
$16.99 CDN
Age 4+
9 1/8" x 11"
120 pp

Comes with: 5 twist-up crayon 
colors

ISBN: 978-1-59174-781-9
UPC: 7-30767-47819-3
6-copy display: 270605
ISBN: 978-1-59174-779-6
$89.70 US / $101.94 CDN

Express
Yourself

$16.95 US
$19.99 CDN
Age 8+
6 1/2" x 8"
70 pp

Comes with: color-coordinated 
ballpoint pen, 70-page notepad

ISBN: 978-1-59174-765-9  
UPC: 7-30767-47659-5
6-copy display: 270572
ISBN: 978-1-59174-775-8
$101.70 US / $119.94 CDN

Express 
Yourself

$19.95 US
$21.99 CDN
Age 8+
9" x 11"
72 pp

Comes with: block of clay, 
googly eyes

ISBN: 978-1-59174-733-8
UPC: 7-30767-47338-9
6-copy display: 268224
ISBN: 978-1-59174-731-4
$119.70 US / $131.94 CDN

Art & 
Drawing

$21.95 US
$23.99 CDN
Age 8+
9 3/4" x 9"
86 pp

Comes with: embossing 
templates, sunprint paper,  
fine art stickers, tracing paper,  
4 color pigments, brush

ISBN: 978-1-59174-784-0 
UPC: 7-30767-47840-7
6-copy display: 270607
ISBN: 978-1-59174-782-6
$131.70 US / $143.94 CDN

12 US Customers Call to Order 866-695-5889
Fax to Order 800-524-4075

Core List

It’s All About Me 
Personality Quizzes for You  
and Your Friends
BY kAren phIllIps

          Oppenheim Toy Portfolio Award

This book includes 30 confidence-building 
quizzes that answer only-from-Klutz 
questions like “What Kind of Cookie  
Are You?“ and “Eight Ways to Tell if  
Your Parents are Extraterrestrials.“  
Girls will love using the included 70- 
page notepad and stylish pen to jot 
down their quiz results and compare 
answers with friends.

The Only Coloring, Puzzle, 
Game, Dot-To-Dot

Activity Book 
You’ll Ever Need
BY the edItOrs OF klutz

          Dr. Toy Award 
          Oppenheim Toy Portfolio Award 
          Parents’ Choice Award 

None of the 120 pages is complete 
until it has been folded along the 
dotted lines, cut out, colored in,  
or scribbled on. More than 25 
different illustrators contributed  
to this project. You get to add 

color using the included twist-up crayons. This 
new edition has a fresh cover and a bound-on resealable pencil pouch that 
makes storage a snap.

the klutz Book of
Animation 
How to Make Stop  
Motion Movies
BY JOhn CAssIdY  
& nIChOlAs Berger

Anybody with a computer, camera, 
internet connection and a little bit of 
creativity can create animated films for 
the masses. The Klutz Book of 
Animation is a how-to-guide for this 
newly accessible art form. Real-life 
samples and free downloadable 
software are available online.

Want to see how we turned a blob of red clay into a 
groovin’ guy? Check out klutz.com/ani

A Book of 
Artrageous 
projects
BY the edItOrs OF klutz & the 
MetrOpOlItAn MuseuM OF Art, 
neW YOrk

Oppenheim Toy Portfolio Award 
Parents’ Choice Award

This is the collection of the  
Metropolitan Museum of Art 
squeezed between the covers of a 
book. Because we think the best 
way to appreciate art is to make some 
of your own, this book is designed to be stickered, painted, 
pounded, rubbed, woven, soaked, and poked. This new edition comes with a 
brand new cover, supplies, and endless creative possibilities.

If you asked us to pick our single favorite Klutz book, we 
couldn’t. Sorry. It’s a tough call because each of the products 
here meets uncompromising standards of clarity,  
creativity, and quality. Each delivers a completely  
satisfying hands-on experience. And each was  
born of near-obsessive enthusiasm. So we can’t  
pick favorites. But go ahead. You do it.



$19.95 US
$21.99 CDN
Age 8+
9 1/2" x 9"
58 pp

Comes with: 40 balloons in 
8 colors, plastic balloon pump

ISBN: 978-1-59174-674-4
UPC: 7-30767-46744-9
6-copy display: 206210
ISBN: 978-1-59174-672-0
$119.70 US / $131.94 CDN

Art & 
Drawing

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD. Children under 8 years can 
choke or suffocate on uninflated or broken balloons. Adult 
supervision required. Keep uninflated balloons from children. 
Discard broken balloons at once. 

Science &
Building

$21.95 US
$24.99 CDN
Age 8+
8 5/8" x 8"
56 pp

Comes with: “C“ cell alkaline 
battery, battery canister, motor 
pulley, insulated wire, buzzer, 
3-blade propeller, light bulb, 
plastic straws, cable tie, magnet 
wire, two alligator clips

ISBN: 978-1-59174-251-7
UPC: 7-30767-42510-4
6-copy display: 433516
ISBN: 978-1-59174-250-0
$131.70 US / $149.94 CDN

Crafts $24.95 US
$24.95 CDN
Age 12+
8" x 10 1/4"
60 pp

Comes with: custom fold-up 
bead loom (requires no assembly), 
beading floss, 3 beading needles, 
seed and bugle beads, decorative 
closure beads, 6 sheets custom 
sketch paper

ISBN: 978-1-59174-504-4
UPC: 7-30767-45044-1
6-copy display: 141049
ISBN: 978-1-59174-502-0
$149.70 US / $149.70 CDN

Games &
Puzzles

$24.95 US
$24.95 CDN
Age 7+
10" x 10"
36 pp

Comes with: 44 colored plastic 
playing pieces, 36 specialized 
tokens, 12 geometric playing 
pieces, 2 dice

ISBN: 978-1-59174-507-5
UPC: 7-30767-45075-5
6-copy display: 141051
ISBN: 978-1-59174-505-1
$149.70 US / $149.70 CDN

Art &
Drawing

$14.95 US
$16.99 CDN
Age 4+
10 5/8" x  6 1/4"
42 pp 

Comes with: 6 body crayons by 
LYRA, sharpener

ISBN: 978-1-59174-790-1
UPC: 7-30767-47901-5
6-copy display: 270611
ISBN: 978-1-59174-788-8
$89.70 US / $101.94 CDN

CAUTION: Sharpener has a functional sharp edge. 
Not recommended for children under 4.

Science &
Building

$19.95 US
$21.99 CDN
Age 8+
10 1/16" x 9 1/4"
62 pp

Comes with: 4 balloons, 
Geyser Tube, depth charge,  
Can o’ Pops

ISBN: 978-1-59174-677-5
UPC: 7-30767-46775-3
6-copy display: 206212
ISBN: 978-1-59174-675-1
$119.70 US / $131.94 CDN

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD. Children under 8 years can 
choke or suffocate on uninflated or broken balloons. Adult 
supervision required. Keep uninflated balloons from children. 
Discard broken balloons at once. 
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The Klutz Book of

Balloon twisting
BY kAren phIllIps

Balloon twisting is not as 
impossible as it seems. Simply 
use the easy-to-understand 
instructions and drawings with 
our balloon pump and balloons 
and you’ll be a hero for an 
afternoon. Learn how to make 
fairy wings, Viking helmets, 
magic wands, and more.

Battery science
BY dOug stIllInger

Dr. Toy Award 
Parents’ Choice Award

Master the real science behind 
electricity and have a blast  
doing it. Includes a genuine  
Klutz alkaline battery and  
other useful doodads —  
everything you need for all  
eight shocking projects. 

Bead loom Bracelets 
BY Anne Akers JOhnsOn

Bead Loom Bracelets features detailed 
instructions and step-by-step illustrations 
for making seven different bracelets. All 
the supplies are provided, including a 
custom bead loom that’s easier than 
anything else out there. It requires no 
assembly; it folds up fast and collapses 
neatly for storage. Weave it all together 
and you’ve got jewelry way too 
gorgeous for summer camp.   

the 15 greatest 
Board games in 
the World
BY the edItOrs OF klutz

The 15 Greatest Board Games 
in the World features games 
ranging from the familiar to the 
exotic, with 15 uniquely illustrated 
game boards, Klutz-clear rules, 
and hints and tips for instant 
expertise. Altogether, it’s an 
entire game cabinet between the 
covers of a book. 

the Body 
Crayon Book
BY the edItOrs OF klutz

 Oppenheim Toy 
  Portfolio Award 
  Parents’ Choice Award

A book of inspiration and 
ideas for using the included 
“body crayons.” These 

high-quality cosmetic pencils are non-toxic and washable. Most 
importantly, they are remarkably easy for little hands to manipulate.

Boom! splat! 
kablooey!
Explosive Science  
That’s a Real Blast
BY pAt MurphY & the 
sCIentIsts OF klutz lABs

Kids love science experiments, 
especially ones that involve 
blowing stuff up. We’ve filled 
this book with the answers to 
the “hows” and “whys” of 
explosions. Everything in this 
book is absolutely safe — from the Geyser Tube™ to the 
Klutz-custom depth charge. It’s all safe… and unbelievably fun.

Watch just how high a soda geyser can go at www.klutz.com/video



Games &
Puzzles

$14.95 US
$16.95 CDN
Age 6+
7 1/4" x 8 3/4"
88 pp

Comes with: a crisp, new
one-dollar bill. Honest!

ISBN: 978-1-878257-51-2 
UPC: 7-30767-57510-6
6-copy display: 428565
ISBN: 978-1-878257-55-0
$89.70 US / $101.94 CDN

Games &
Puzzles

$16.95 US
$18.99 CDN
Age 6+
12 1/8" x 11"
38 pp

Comes with: Bubble Thing toyISBN: 978-1-57054-257-2
UPC: 7-30767-42570-8
6-copy display: 892077
ISBN: 978-1-57054-258-9
$101.70 US / $113.94 CDN

Science &
Building

$19.95 US
$22.99 CDN
Age 8+
10 1/4" x 7 1/2"
40 pp

ISBN: 978-1-59174-643-0
UPC: 7-30767-46430-1
6-copy display: 159449
ISBN: 978-1-59174-641-6
$119.70 US / $137.94 CDN

Comes with: 2 brush heads, 
2 robotivators, clip, wire, beads

Science &
Building

$14.95 US
$16.99 CDN
Age 8+
6 1/2" x 10 1/4"
28 pp

Comes with: 58 perforated leaves 
that break into 158 building cards, 
a custom-molded knight figurine

ISBN: 978-1-59174-761-1
UPC: 7-30767-47611-3
6-copy display: 270569
ISBN: 978-1-59174-773-4
$89.70 US / $101.94 CDN

Science &
Building

$7.95 US
$7.95 CDN
Age 8+
3 1/2" x 8"

Comes with: 32 perforated 
leaves that break into 101 
building cards

ISBN: 978-1-59174-539-6
UPC: 7-30767-45396-1
6-copy display: 141678
ISBN: 978-1-59174-540-2
UPC: 7-30767-45402-9
$47.70 US / $47.70 CDN
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the Buck Book
BY Anne Akers JOhnsOn

All seven projects described are 
folded out of a $1 bill. Projects 
range from the Dollar Bill Ring to 
the exotic Plumed Peacock to the 
all-time favorite Bow Tie.

how to Make 
Monstrous, huge, 
unbelievably  
Big Bubbles
BY dAvId steIn &  
the edItOrs OF klutz

Oppenheim Toy Portfolio Award

A best-selling Klutz classic, 
reinvented for a whole new 
generation. The text has been 
updated and the photos are 
in full color so the bubbles 
can be appreciated in all their 
rainbow-hued glory. At last, the 
book really big bubbles deserve!        Over 1.5 Million Copies Sold!

Invasion of the 
Bristlebots
BY pAt MurphY & the sCIentIsts  
OF klutz lABs

          Disney Family Fun #1 Toy of 
          the Year

Invasion of the Bristlebots 
comes with two crazy little  
robots — basically motorized 
toothbrush heads. Put the tiny 

motors (aka Klutz Robotivators) on the toothbrush heads and 
watch them zoom around. Use the included pieces to make a Bristlebot maze 
or stage a sumo-wrestling match. You can even customize your Bots with the 
provided wire legs, feelers, and beady eyes.

to see just what Bristlebots can do, visit www.klutz.com/video

Building Cards™ 
How to Build Castles
BY dOug stIllInger

A construction toy large 
enough to accommodate 
boundless imaginations. 
This book comes with a deck of 
58 beautifully illustrated leaves, 
perforated to break into more than 150 
cards in four different shapes. Assemble 
the cards any way you want to create 
freestanding fantasy fortresses in a zillion 
possible variations.

Extra Stuff for 
Building Cards™ 
How to Build Castles
Make your castle colossal! Expand your kingdom by 
more than 100 building cards with this additional set. 
These extra cards slot together seamlessly with the 
book’s original cards. And, since they are illustrated 
in the exact same style, they make it easy to build a 
perfect addition to your personal palace.



Science &
Building

$19.95 US
$24.99 CDN
Age 8+
8 3/4" x 10 1/2"
40 pp

Comes with: 90 perforated leaves 
that break into 278 building 
cards, a custom-molded Harry 
Potter figurine

ISBN: 978-1-59174-772-7
UPC: 7-30767-47727-1
6-copy display: 270570
ISBN: 978-1-59174-770-3
$119.70 US / $149.94 CDN

Crafts $16.95 US
$18.99 CDN
Age 8+
8 3/4" x 10 1/2"
24 pp

Comes with: 15 bottle caps, 
10 plastic charms, glitter, plastic 
jewels, googly eyes, clear goo, 
coated wire, lanyard clips, hundreds 
of pieces of punch-out art

ISBN: 978-1-57054-205-3
UPC: 7-30767-42058-1
6-copy display: 893383
ISBN: 978-1-57054-208-4
$101.70 US / $113.94 CDN

Science &
Building

$14.95 US
$16.99 CDN
Age 8+
6 1/2" x 10 1/4"
28 pp

Comes with: 60 perforated leaves 
that break into 188 building cards, 
a custom-molded astronaut 
figurine

ISBN: 978-1-59174-793-2
UPC: 7-30767-47932-9
6-copy display: 270613
ISBN: 978-1-59174-791-8
$89.70 US / $101.94 CDN

Science &
Building

$14.95 US
$16.99 CDN
Age 10+
6 1/2" x 10 1/4" 
30 pp

Comes with: 64 perforated leaves 
that break into 226 building cards, 
a custom-molded pirate figurine

ISBN: 978-1-59174-763-5
UPC: 7-30767-47635-9
6-copy display: 270571
ISBN: 978-1-59174-774-1
$89.70 US / $101.94 CDN

Games & 
Puzzles

$14.95 US
$16.99 CDN
Age 11+
6 5/8" x 9"
64 pp

Comes with: deck of 54 bridge-
sized playing cards, 2 trick cards

ISBN: 978-1-59174-247-0
UPC: 7-30767-42470-1
6-copy display: 127349
ISBN: 978-1-59174-245-6
$89.70 US / $101.94 CDN

Games &
Puzzles

$9.95 US
$12.99 CDN
Age 6+
9" x 5 3/4"
36 pp

Comes with: loop of multicolored 
string

ISBN: 978-1-878257-53-6
UPC: 7-30767-57536-6
12-copy display: 430767
ISBN: 978-1-878257-57-4
$119.40 US / $155.88 CDN
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Building 
Cards™ 
Hogwarts™ 
School of 
Witchcraft 
and Wizardry
Because Hogwarts looms so large in 
the imagination of Harry Potter fans, 
we made this addition to the Building 
Cards line bigger than the rest — and 
packaged it with more cards. This 
book comes with beautifully rendered 
artwork on 90 leaves that break into 

278 building cards — which guarantees that whatever 
castle you build, the result is unmistakably Hogwarts.

Capsters™

Make Bottle Caps into  
Great Works of Coolness 
BY the edItOrs OF klutz

Everything you need to transform boring 
bottle caps into awesome art. Take a 
bottle cap, add the included punch-out 
art, a charm, craft gems, or glitter, use 
the special glue to make your creation 
permanent, and you’ve just made a 
capster! Finished projects make terrific 
backpack danglers or fridge magnets. 
Whatever you choose, this craft really  
makes your artwork POP!

Building Cards™ 
How to Build Spaceships
BY dOug stIllInger

Building Cards How to Build 
Spaceships comes with over 
180 sturdy, slot-together cards 

with artwork by Scott Grimando, 
renowned sci-fi illustrator. Follow 

the book’s step-by-step guidelines to 
assemble an intergalactic spaceship 

or engineer your own. A million 
spaceships in one book.

Building Cards™ 
How to Build Pirate Ships
BY dOug stIllInger

Parents’ Choice Award

Building Cards How to Build Pirate Ships 
enters bold new territory with 

creations bound for the high seas. 
Packaged with 64 beautifully 
illustrated cards that break into 
226 pieces, it’s part pirate book, 

part construction toy, and all 
boundless, imaginary 
adventure. Ay-ay matey!

Card trickery 
Throw, Fan, Flourish, Spot Cheaters, 
and Do Magic with Cards
BY the edItOrs OF klutz

From throwing cards to fancy shuffles, mind-
blowing magic to sneaky ways that cheaters 
cheat — we provide everything you need to 
rule any deck of cards, including the deck. Also 
included are two very special cards (for some 
very special magic tricks) that we are not at 
liberty to discuss here.

see what’s possible when Card Trickery is in the hands of a professional. 
It’s magical! Check out www.klutz.com/video

Cat’s Cradle®

A Book of 
String Figures 
BY Anne Akers JOhnsOn

Parents’ Choice Award

In today’s high tech world, 
people have completely 
forgotten how to make 
The Cup and Saucer, The Witch’s Broom, and 
Jacob’s Ladder. Thank goodness for Cat’s Cradle. This book’s simple 
instructions and ultra-clear instructional art are foolproof.
Over 4 Million Copies Sold!



Art &
Drawing

$19.95 US
$21.99 CDN
Age 5+
9 1/2" x 9"
80 pp

Comes with: 8 one-ounce bricks 
of polymer clay

ISBN: 978-1-878257-73-4
UPC: 7-30767-57730-8
6-copy display: 430816
ISBN: 978-1-878257-79-6
$119.70 US / $131.94 CDN

Art &
Drawing

$19.95 US
$21.99 CDN
Age 5+
9 1/2" x 9"
64 pp

Comes with: 8 one-ounce bricks 
of polymer clay

ISBN: 978-1-57054-327-2
UPC: 7-30767-43275-1
6-copy display: 430820
ISBN: 978-1-57054-328-9
$119.70 US / $131.94 CDN

Games &
Puzzles

$12.95 US 
$14.99 CDN
Age 6+
9 1/2" x 5 1/4"        
66 pp

Comes with: 2 Chinese jump ropesISBN: 978-1-57054-098-1
UPC: 7-30767-40985-2
12-copy display: 430768
ISBN: 978-1-57054-099-8
$155.40 US / $179.88 CDN

Games &
Puzzles

$13.95 US
$15.50 CDN
Age 8+
5" x 7"
62 pp

Comes with: double-headed 
quarter, a secret prop

ISBN: 978-1-57054-081-3
UPC: 7-30767-40810-7
6-copy display: 428567
ISBN: 978-1-57054-082-0
$83.70 US / $93.00 CDN

Crafts $19.99 US
$21.99 CDN
Age 10+
8" x 9 1/4"
50 pp

Comes with: wire, crochet hook, 
beads, shaped cutouts, two  
earring clasps

ISBN: 978-1-59174-840-3
UPC: 7-30767-48403-3
6-copy display: 277136 
ISBN: 978-1-59174-838-0
$119.94 US / $131.94 CDN

$16.99 US
$19.99 CDN
Age 6+
7 1/2" x 8 1/2"
40 pp

Comes with: chalkISBN: 978-1-59174-908-0 
UPC: 7-30767-19080-4
6-copy display: 280470
ISBN: 978-1-59174-906-6
$101.94 US / $119.94 CDN

Games & 
Puzzles
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Create Anything  
With Clay
BY sherrI hAAB & lAurA tOrres

Oppenheim Toy Portfolio Award

More techniques and projects from 
the authors of The Incredible 
Clay Book®. Comes with terrific 
ideas for making projects like 
Itty-Bitty Hardback Books, inedible 
Sushi, and make-your-own Snow 
Globes and then baking them to 
permanence in your home oven.

the Incredible 
Clay Book®

BY sherrI hAAB & lAurA tOrres

       National Parenting Award

A million-selling title all about  
the wonderful beads, buttons, 
and beasties you can make (and 
then bake to permanence) with 
polymer clay. More than 150 
projects are described and 
illustrated in lavish detail.
Over 1 Million Copies Sold!

Chinese  
Jump rope 
BY Anne Akers JOhnsOn

National Parenting 
Award

A guide to the universally 
popular playground 
game. Features illustrated 
step-by-step instructions for nine different games, 
as well as how to make your own Chinese jump rope out of rubber bands.

Coin Magic
BY the edItOrs OF klutz 

A compendium of 24 coin tricks from 
famed magic buff Martin Gardner and 
the rest of our magical informants. 
Master these moves and you’re 
guaranteed a little magic in your 
pocket at all times. Includes a very 
sneaky double-headed quarter.  

Chalk the Block
BY the edItOrs OF klutz 

Chalk the Block is a handbook of 
inspired lunacy packaged with a set 
of chalk. There are no elaborate 
chalk art projects in this book—it’s 
just the jokes, folks, and every one of 
them is easy to execute, simple to 
draw, and guaranteed to bring a 
smile to passersby. 

Check out the chalk at 
www.klutz.com/video

Watch a charming video at www.klutz.com/video

Charm Chains
Create Simple Wire Jewelry
BY Anne Akers JOhnsOn

These aren’t your sister’s summer 
camp craft projects — this is real 
jewelry that real girls make 
themselves. Create charms out  
of sparkly beads, pretty shaped 
cutouts, and wire, then use the 
included crochet hook to fashion  
a fine, beaded, wire chain. Attach 
the charms to the chain, and  
your work is transformed into 
beautiful charmed bracelets, 
necklaces, and earrings. 



Games &
Puzzles

$14.95 US
$16.99 CDN
Age 8+
8 3/4" x 7 1/2"
68 pp

Comes with: 22 preprinted 
punch-out-and-fold cootie catch-
ers, stickers

ISBN: 978-1-59174-680-5 
UPC: 7-30767-46805-7
6-copy display: 206214
ISBN: 978-1-59174-678-2
$89.70 US / $101.94 CDN

$16.99 US
$19.99 CDN
Age 5+
6 1/2" x 9"
80 pp

Comes with: set of 4 color-coded 
measuring spoons

ISBN: 978-1-59174-899-1 
UPC: 7-30767-48991-5
6-copy display: 278949
ISBN: 978-1-59174-897-7
$101.94 US / $119.94 CDN

Science & 
Building

Art &
Drawing

$16.95 US
$19.99 CDN
Age 8+
6 7/8" x 9"
76 pp

Comes with: custom-designed 
gel pen

ISBN: 978-1-59174-736-9 
UPC: 7-30767-47369-3
6-copy display: 268226
ISBN: 978-1-59174-734-5
$101.70 US / $119.94 CDN

$24.95 US
$29.99 CDN
Age 10+
8" x 10 1/2"
96 pp

Comes with: crochet hook, sewing 
needle, button, 3 stitchmarkers, 
2 colors of 100% vicose yarn 
(imported) 

ISBN: 978-1-57054-870-3 
UPC: 7-30767-48706-5
6-copy display: 127181
ISBN: 978-1-57054-867-3
$149.70 US / $179.94 CDN

Crafts Art &
Drawing

Age 6+
7 3/8" x 6 1/4"
60 pp

Comes with: 35 feet of doodle 
paper, Klutz pencil with eraser

Order numbers: see above

A mixpack display of 2 of 
each Doodle is also available. 
See order form.
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the Cootie 
Catcher 
Book
BY the edItOrs 
OF klutz 

Klutz has taken The Cootie 
Catcher Book up a notch and 
updated this classic. Get answers 
to questions like “Were you born 
to wear a tiara?”, “What sport 
will make you famous?”, and 

“Will you be an evil scientist or a professional 
candy tester?” With special extras like stickers, glow-in-the-dark and glitter 
detailing, and mini “cutie” catchers, this book is a real catch.

Crochet
BY Anne Akers 
JOhnsOn 

Crochet comes with 
everything you need  
to get started, including 
two colors of yarn, a crochet  
hook, stitch-markers, and a  
button. Projects include a chic  
scarf, super-cute purse, stylish  
hat, and more. All the projects  
are teen-approved and way  
cooler than Grandma’s tea cozy.

doodle Journal
My Life in Scribbles
text BY kAren phIllIps 
Art BY elIse grAvel

With clever journal prompts and drawing 
ideas, this journal goes beyond words and 
into the land of doodling. Each page 
includes “doodle-starters” — faint 
guidelines of cool shapes and patterns —  
but also plenty of space for your own 
embellishments and designs. Use the 
included gel pen to begin doodling all  
over the pages! 

kids Cooking
A Very Slightly  
Messy Manual
BY the edItOrs OF klutz 

The 80-page book is 
packaged with a set of sturdy, 
multi-colored measuring spoons 
that coordinate with the illustrations. 
Printed on coated stock and wire-bound to 
lay flat, this is an abuse-proof cookbook 
designed for every modern, kid-equipped 
kitchen. And the fresh new cover? That’s 
the icing on the cake.

doodle 
Cats
$9.95 US / $12.99 CDN
ISBN: 978-1-57054-835-2
UPC: 7-30767-48358-6
6-copy display: 440458
ISBN: 978-1-57054-838-3
$59.70 US / $77.94 CDN

doodle 
dogs
$9.95 US / $12.99 CDN
ISBN: 978-1-57054-836-9
UPC: 7-30767-48366-1
6-copy display: 440460
ISBN: 978-1-57054-840-6
$59.70 US / $77.94 CDN

doodle 
Faces
$9.95 US / $12.99 CDN
ISBN: 978-1-57054-837-6
UPC: 7-30767-48374-6
6-copy display: 440461
ISBN: 978-1-57054-842-0
$59.70 US / $77.94 CDN

BY lIz hutnICk

Dr. Toy Award

These books are each packed with step-by-step guidelines for dozens of  
do-able doodles, doodle paper on a nifty roll dispenser, and a lead pencil 
that clips neatly into its holster for storage. It’s a personal, portable, 
ready-to-roll doodle studio.



Art &
Drawing

$19.95 US
$24.99 CDN
Age 8+
9 1/2" x 9"
106 pp

Comes with: sketch pen,
2 watercolor pencils 

ISBN: 978-1-57054-320-3
UPC: 7-30767-43208-9
6-copy display: 428571
ISBN: 978-1-57054-321-0
$119.70 US / $149.94 CDN

Art & 
Drawing

$16.95 US
$19.99 CDN
Age 8+
7 1/2" x 8 1/2"
40 pp

Comes with: 3 bi-point markers, 
mechanical pencil, eraser

ISBN: 978-1-59174-649-2
UPC: 7-30767-46492-9
6-copy display: 159453
ISBN: 978-1-59174-647-8
$101.70 US / $119.94 CDN

Games &
Puzzles

$19.95 US
$21.99 CDN
Age 8+
7 7/8" x 9"
412 pp

Comes with: infinite wisdomISBN: 978-1-59174-427-6
UPC: 7-30767-44276-7
6-copy display: 135424
ISBN: 978-1-59174-426-9
$119.70 US / $131.94 CDN

Games &
Puzzles

$19.95 US
$21.99 CDN
Age 8+
7 7/8" x 9"
200 pp

Comes with: shenanigans galoreISBN: 978-1-59174-689-8
UPC: 7-30767-46898-9
6-copy display: 206220
ISBN: 978-1-59174-687-4
$119.70 US / $131.94 CDN

Art & 
Drawing

$14.99 US
$16.99 CDN
Age 8+
9" x 7"
40 pp

Comes with: 15 feet of covered 
steel wire in 3 colors

ISBN: 978-1-59174-843-4
UPC: 7-30767-48434-7
6-copy display: 277138
ISBN: 978-1-59174-841-0
$89.94 US / $101.94 CDN

Games &
Puzzles

$16.99 US
$19.99 CDN
Age 8+
7 3/8" x 9"
60 pp

Comes with: penISBN: 978-1-59174-923-3
UPC: 7-30767-19233-4
6-copy display: 280480
ISBN: 978-1-59174-921-9
$101.94 US / $119.94 CDN
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drawing 
for the Artistically 
Undiscovered
BY QuentIn BlAke 
& JOhn CAssIdY

Parents’ Choice Award

Quentin Blake is one of the 
most celebrated illustrators 
in the world today, and 
collaborator on this sketch 
book with training wheels. 
Full of inspirational artwork, instruction, and plenty of white 
space reserved for the artist-to-be, the book comes with an artist-quality 
sketch pen and two watercolor pencils.  

how to draw Funny
BY the edItOrs OF klutz  
WIth dAvId sheldOn

           Oppenheim Toy Portfolio Award

Friendly instructions show how to 
draw comics and find your inner funny. 
With this draw-right-in-it book, use 
the training wheels inside to illustrate 
sound effects, create action and 
energy, accentuate and exaggerate 
the ridiculous — basically, how to  
get the laughs. The book comes  
with markers, a mechanical pencil, 
and an eraser — all essential tools 
for drawing funny.

doodlewire 
BY the edItOrs OF klutz

Doodlewire ditches the 
traditional doodling tools  
and replaces them with 
three colors of plastic-
wrapped steel wire. Curl 
and swirl the wire to 
make it any shape you 
can imagine, or use the 
full-scale diagrams for 
some guidance. From 
bunnies to birds, dogs to frogs, 
magic wands to balloon bouquets, 
we’ve got ’em all wired.

the encyclopedia  
of Immaturity®

BY the edItOrs OF klutz 

National Parenting Award

This compendium, our collective kid- 
brain between the covers of a book, was 
in the works for 30 years. With over 300 
entries (such as How to Do a Wheelie, 
How to Hang a Spoon from your Nose, 
and How to Levitate), it’s our effort to 
teach a skill essential to something we 
thought was a very important part of 
living right: never growing up. And now 
we’ve written the ultimate how-not-to guide.

to see some video examples of truly immature antics, visit www.klutz.com/video

the encyclopedia  
of Immaturity®

Volume 2
BY the edItOrs OF klutz

   National Parenting Award

The Encyclopedia of Immaturity is 
such a hit that we’ve followed up with a 
second book. The Encyclopedia of 
Immaturity Volume 2 includes 
thought-provoking topics such as how 
to slide down a banister, what we talk 
about when we talk about wedgies, 
how to send a toiletgram, and more. 
It’s all new and all hopelessly goofy.visit www.klutz.com/video for even  

more examples of how to stay a kid

the encyclopedia  
of My Immaturity 
Your Own Personal  
Stinky Diary-ah
BY the edItOrs OF klutz

Announcing the last thing you’d  
expect from the The Encyclopedia 
of Immaturity people: a diary. This is 
a wise-cracking collection of write-in- 
the-book activities immortalizing the 
triumphs of a misspent youth. Entries 
include the “How immature are you, 
really?” test and the “What will you 
barely grow up to be?” fortune teller.



Games & 
Puzzles

$16.95 US
$18.99 CDN
Age 6+
9" x 4 1/2"
42 pp

Comes with: Pocket Etch A Sketch,
12 vinyl overlays

ISBN: 978-1-57054-050-9
UPC: 7-30767-40500-7
6-copy display: 430822
ISBN: 978-1-57054-051-6
$101.70 US / $113.94 CDN

Science &
Building

$21.95 US
$23.99 CDN
Age 8+
7" x 9"
100 pp

Comes with: plastic magnet wand, 
mirror, moiré spinner, diffraction 
grating, Fresnel lens, 2 packets of 
agar growth medium

ISBN: 978-1-59174-799-4
UPC: 7-30767-47994-7
6-copy display: 270617
ISBN: 978-1-59174-797-0
$131.70 US / $143.94 CDN

Art & 
Drawing

$24.95 US
$29.99 CDN
Age 6+
9 3/8" x 9 3/8"
58 pp

Comes with: a 6-color palette 
of Wolfe Brothers face paints, a 
brush, a sponge, 12 tear-out take-
along design cards

ISBN: 978-1-59174-430-6
UPC: 7-30767-44306-1
6-copy display: 135426
ISBN: 978-1-59174-429-0
$149.70 US / $179.94 CDN

Crafts $19.99 US
$21.99 CDN
Age 8+
9 1/2" x 9 1/2"
50 pp

Comes with: 52 pages of punch-
out flower petals (some with 
glitter), shaping tool, rhinestone 
flower centers, wire stems, glue

ISBN: 978-1-59174-914-1
UPC: 7-30767-19141-2
6-copy display: 280474
ISBN: 978-1-59174-912-7
$119.94 US / $131.94 CDN

Crafts $19.95 US
$21.99 CDN
Age 8+
9 1/2" x 8"
70 pp

Comes with: 80 sheets of 
custom-designed patterned 
paper in two sizes, sequins, 
organza and satin ribbon, glue

ISBN: 978-1-59174-745-1
UPC: 7-30767-47451-5
6-copy display: 268232
ISBN: 978-1-59174-743-7
$119.70 US / $131.94 CDN
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the etch A 
sketch® Book 
BY the edItOrs OF klutz 

Parents’ Choice Award

This book contains solo 
challenges, two-person   
games, and timed races, plus more than 
a hundred different drawing ideas. The 12 cool vinyl overlays (kept handy 
in a bound-on zippered pouch) cling to the Etch A Sketch screen and 
transform it into a game board, maze, or sporting event.

explorabook® 
A Kids’ Science Museum  
in a Book 
BY JOhn CAssIdY &  
the explOrAtOrIuM

   Parents’ Choice Award

The San Francisco Exploratorium 
squeezed between the covers of 
a book! The “pages” reflect, 
magnify, or grow as you follow 
the instructions. Seven subjects 
are covered, including light wave 
craziness, ouchless physics, and 
hair dryer science.

Over 1 Million Copies Sold!

Crafts $16.95 US
$19.99 CDN 
Age 8+ 
9 1/2" x 6" 
40 pp

Comes with: fabric petals, wooden 
beads, colored pencils, wire, floss, 
glue, plastic tube beads

ISBN: 978-1-59174-802-1
UPC: 7-30767-48021-9
6-copy display: 270619
ISBN: 978-1-59174-800-7
$101.70 US / $119.94 CDN

Fairies
Petal People You 
Make Yourself
BY rAChel hAAB 

Making these tiny fairies is 
truly enchanting. Simply 
follow the step-by-step 
directions to bend 
wire for the 

fairy’s body, choose fabric flowers 
for a dress, and top with a bead head and flowing floss 
hair. The variety of fairies you can create is endless.     

Face painting 
BY the edItOrs OF klutz

Face Painting has become a 
touchstone of Klutz appeal and 
quality. With 1.5 million copies 
sold, we thought nothing could 
surpass it — until now. This new 
edition has been completely 
revitalized, including new Wolfe 
Brothers face paints in bold, 
bright colors, easy-to-use tear- 
out cheat sheets, and all new 
face designs. It’s the book that 
will launch a zillion more faces.

Free in-store Face Painting Klutz Day Kit available with purchase. See page 40.

Over 1.5 Million Copies Sold!

Fashion 
Origami
Fold Dazzling Designs
BY evA steele-sACCIO 

Fashion Origami takes 
fashion to a whole new 
dimension. Use our 
custom-designed, brightly 
patterned origami paper to 
fold 10 unique fashion 
pieces. Embellish the party 
dresses, pajamas, purses, 
and more with the sequins and ribbon included 
in the book. Fashion has never been so three dimensional!

Watch as our Fashion Origami shoes come alive and get noticed by the paparazzi at 
www.klutz.com/video

Fabulous Flowers
Create Pretty  
Paper Blossoms
BY Anne Akers JOhnsOn 

Let your creativity bloom with 
this book of can’t-go-wrong 
instructions for life-sized, 
dimensional, paper blossoms 
inspired by our favorite flowers: 
roses, daisies, daffodils, 
hibiscus, zinnias, cosmos, 
poppies, and larkspur. Sparkly 
embellishments, fresh paper 
colors, whimsical design variations, and a 
custom shaping tool give these blossoms a twist that’s pure Klutz — 
and quite possibly, even prettier than the real thing.

see these flowers flourish at www.klutz.com/video



Crafts $16.95 US 
$19.99 CDN
Age 8+
6" x 7 1/2"
40 pp

Comes with: pipe cleaners, fuzzy 
novelty yarn, googly eyes, glue, 
shiny jewels, punch-out  
dog carriers

ISBN: 978-1-59174-652-2
UPC: 7-30767-46522-3
6-copy display: 159484
ISBN: 978-1-59174-650-8
$101.70 US / $119.94 CDN

Crafts $19.95 US
$21.99 CDN
Age 8+
10" x 9"
60 pp

Comes with: 40 yards of cord in 5 
colors, beads, charms

ISBN: 978-1-59174-692-8
UPC: 7-30767-46928-3
6-copy display: 206222
ISBN: 978-1-59174-690-4
$119.70 US / $131.94 CDN

Crafts $16.95 US
$19.99 CDN
Age 8+
9 1/8" x 8 7/8"
60 pp

Comes with: 10 skeins of 
embroidery floss, beads, plastic 
Klutz clip

ISBN: 978-1-59174-700-0
UPC: 7-30767-47000-5
6-copy display: 270575
ISBN: 978-1-59174-778-9
$101.70 US / $119.94 CDN

Art & 
Drawing

$14.95 US
$14.95 CDN 
Age 8+ 
7 1/4" x 8 1/2" 
80 pp

Comes with: 4 clips, 5 markersISBN: 978-1-59174-511-2
UPC: 7-30767-45112-7
6-copy display: 141053
ISBN: 978-1-59174-512-9
$89.70 US / $89.70 CDN

Art & 
Drawing

$14.95 US
$16.99 CDN
Age 6+
8 7/8" x 8"
40 pp

Comes with: 3 ink pads (pink, 
purple, green), 1 black marker 
pen, glitter glue, sequins, tear-out 
greeting cards

ISBN: 978-1-59174-748-2
UPC: 7-30767-47482-9
6-copy display: 268234
ISBN: 978-1-59174-746-8
$89.70 US / $101.94 CDN

Crafts $16.99 US
$19.99 CDN 
Age 8+ 
9 1/4" x 6" 
54 pp

Comes with: sparkly fuzzy yarn, 
colorful raffia, round paper beads, 
covered wire, glittery charms,  
glitter glue, 8 matchboxes and lids  
to assemble

ISBN: 978-1-59174-917-2
UPC:  7-30767-19172-6
6-copy display: 280476
ISBN: 978-1-59174-915-8
$101.94 US / $119.94 CDN
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Fuzzimal puppies 
BY theresA hutnICk &  
MegAn sMIth

Disney FamilyFun Top Toys  
of the Year

Everything you need to make 
these puppies is here, including 
super-shaggy terry-cloth pipe 
cleaners, fuzzy-wuzzy novelty 
yarn, felt for ears and collars, 
googly eyes, glue, and a supply 
of shiny jewels. Make five fuzzy 
puppies, each with its own unique flair. And these well-behaved pups 
can follow you anywhere in the punch-and-fold carriers.

Fancy Friendship 
Bracelets 

BY Anne Akers JOhnsOn

Introducing Fancy Friendship 
Bracelets — Friendship 
Bracelets’ new best friend. 
We started with super-simple 
instructions for a flock of 
all-new bracelet designs. We 
added five different colors  

of cord and more than 200 
sparkling beads. Then we threw 

in some stylish charms for good 
measure. The result is even better 
than we hoped.

Friendship 
Bracelets 
BY lAurA tOrres

National Parenting Award

The ultimate friendship bracelet 
book, with directions for designs 
ranging from simple to simply 
amazing. The back cover doubles 
as a clipboard (clip included) so 
bracelets can be made directly 
beside their instructions. Comes 
with supplies to make at least  
one bracelet for each of your  
12 closest friends. Over 2.3 Million Copies Sold!

Quick draw  
Flip Books
BY MIChAel sherMAn 

With Quick Draw Flip Books, turn 
your doodles into amazing motion 
pictures. To make this classic activity 
easier than ever, we feature several 
sets of perforated pages, each with 
its own sequence of partially drawn 
pictures for you to finish. Super-
easy techniques show how to 
animate things that fly, bounce, or 
splash along with friendly how-to’s 
guiding you every step. It’s film 
school for your fingers.

Fingerprint 
Fabulous
Create Sweet and 
Sparkly Fingerprint Art 
BY the edItOrs OF klutz

Thumbprint drawing has been 
the subject of a few big hits 
for us in the past. This time, 
we’ve focused on the more 
glamorous bits of the thumb 
with Fingerprint Fabulous. 
The purple, green, and pink 

ink pads, sequins, and glitter glue—all included of course—provide all the 
necessary tools to transform your thumbprints from ordinary to extraordinary. 

Friendship pixies
Charmed Little Dolls to 
Make & Share
BY kAren phIllIps 

Friendship Pixies comes with 
everything you need to make 
eight adorable dolls in eight 
matchbox-style gift boxes.  
An assortment of decorative 
papers makes it easy to decorate 
the boxes. Whether you give your 
pixie as a gift or keep her close to 
your heart, she’ll radiate a magical 
combination of sweetness, charm, 
and encouragement — which is an 
awful lot to fit inside a matchbox. 



Crafts $19.95 US 
$21.99 CDN
Age 8+
9 5/16" x 10 1/2"
42 pp

Comes with: 4 different colors of 
non-toxic, acrylic gel in squeeze 
bottles, clear plastic work 
surface, swirling sticks

ISBN: 978-1-59174-730-7
UPC: 7-30767-47307-5
6-copy display: 268221
ISBN: 978-1-59174-728-4
$119.70 US / $131.94 CDN

Science & 
Building

$16.95 US
$21.99 CDN
Age 8+
9 1/2" x 8"
60 pp

Comes with: 2 Super Sprouters, 
radish and bean seeds

ISBN: 978-1-59174-739-0
UPC: 7-30767-47390-7
6-copy display: 268228
ISBN: 978-1-59174-737-6
$101.70 US / $131.94 CDN

Science & 
Building

$19.99 US
$21.99 CDN
Age 8+
11" x 10 1/4"
50 pp

Comes with: 22-piece custom 
build-it-yourself model of a  
human hand

ISBN: 978-1-59174-861-8
UPC: 7-30767-48618-1
6-copy display: 277215
ISBN: 978-1-59174-859-5
$119.94 US / $131.94 CDN

Express
Yourself

Comes with: 2 plastic headbands, 
1 elastic headband, 4 different 
kinds of ribbon, sequins, glue

ISBN: 978-1-59174-864-9 
UPC: 7-30767-48649-5
6-copy display: 277217
ISBN: 978-1-59174-862-5
$119.94 US / $131.94 CDN

$19.99 US
$21.99 CDN
Age 8+
9 1/2" x 8 1/2"
60 pp

Science & 
Building

$19.99 US
$21.99 CDN
Age 8+
9" x 10"
68 pp

Comes with: paper telescope with 
2 plastic lenses, red-light flashlight, 
sundial, star maps, moon map, 
mariner’s quadrant, 2 interactive 
wheels, Galactic Passport

ISBN: 978-1-59174-920-2
UPC: 7-30767-19202-0
6-copy display: 280478
ISBN: 978-1-59174-918-9
$119.94 US / $131.94 CDN
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glossy Bands
Stretchy Bracelets to Share 
with Your Friends 
BY the edItOrs OF klutz

Disney FamilyFun Top Toys of the Year 

Chances are good that you’ve never 
seen anything quite like Glossy 
Bands. Simply take the custom, 
non-toxic, acrylic gel and squeeze 
out dots of color following the 
patterns in the book. Then use the 
swirling stick to make fancy 
designs. Once the bracelet is dry, 
wrap it around your wrist, and 
you’ve made your first glossy band.

good growing 
BY the edItOrs OF klutz

Good Growing comes with 
ready-to-plant seeds and  
two custom-designed Super 
Sprouters, engineered to get 
those seeds growing within 
days. The book is also packed 
with kid-tested and kid- 
tasted projects that will 
cultivate lifelong gardeners. 
The activities can be done 

year-round, in all types of climates, whether you have a sunny 
windowsill or a backyard as big as a baseball field.

the hand Book
Explore the Handiest 
Part of Your Body
BY pAt MurphY & the 
sCIentIsts OF klutz lABs

Assemble 22 snap-together, 
custom-molded pieces into  
a life-sized skeleton hand. 
Done? Now you’re ready to 
discover what makes your 
own hands so remarkable.  
A team of experts and 11-year- 
olds helped us come up with 
tons of intriguing, educational, and just 
plain cool hand activities. It’s science at your fingertips.

Watch our skeletal hand in action at www.klutz.com/video

Check out our how to Make glossy Bands video at www.klutz.com/video to see just 
how cool it is to create these bracelets.

headbands & 
hairstyles 
BY evA steele-sACCIO

Nothing beats a headband for 
keeping your hair in style and 
out of your eyes. This chic 
how-to book shows girls how  
to make embellished headbands 
and style their hair in five 
different ways. Learn how to 
make pretty bows, ruffles, and 
flowers to adorn the three 
included headbands.

The Klutz Guide to
the galaxy 
BY pAt MurphY & the sCIentIsts  
OF klutz lABs

With The Klutz Guide to the 
Galaxy, you can explore the 
universe without leaving the 
comfort of your backyard. This 
galactic tool kit has everything you 
need: an amazing build-it-yourself 
telescope, a night-sight flashlight, 
star and Moon maps, a no-
batteries required sundial, a 
mariner’s quadrant to steer by the 

stars, and more. With this guide, you’ll never be lost in space.



Games &
Puzzles

$12.95 US
$15.99 CDN
Age 6+
7" x 6"
60 pp

Comes with: 2 Icky Poo paddle 
ropes (1 green, 1 blue)

ISBN: 978-1-59174-241-8 
UPC: 7-30767-42412-1
6-copy display: 137067
ISBN: 978-1-59174-451-1
$77.70 US / $95.94 CDN

Games & 
Puzzles

$7.95 US
$8.99 CDN
Age 6+
4 1/2" x 5"
120 pp

Comes with: notepad and penOrder numbers: see above

A mixpack display of 6 of 
each Instant Notes is also 
available. See order form.

Games &
Puzzles

$19.99 US
$21.99 CDN
Age 8+
7" x 9"
198 pp

Comes with: wit and creativity 
unlike the world has ever seen 
before

ISBN: 978-1-59174-879-3 
UPC: 7-30767-48793-5
6-copy display: 277640
ISBN: 978-1-59174-877-9
$119.94 US / $131.94 CDN

Comes with: 150 feet of hemp, 
assorted beads

$14.95 US
$16.99 CDN
Age 6+
7" x 9 1/2"
32 pp

Express
Yourself

ISBN: 978-1-57054-187-2  
UPC: 7-30767-41876-2
6-copy display: 428577 
ISBN: 978-1-57054-188-9
$89.70 US / $101.94 CDN

$19.95 US
$24.99 CDN
Age 8+
9" x 6"
68 pp

Comes with: a custom Klutz-
sculpted model horse, leather  
for saddle and bridle, 2 stirrups,  
1 leather girth strap with buckle, 
1 wire bit, 6 "S" hooks, 1 square 
of felt for blanket, blanket clips, 
saddle and blanket templates, 
trimming ribbon, glue

Crafts ISBN: 978-1-59174-817-5 
UPC: 7-30767-48175-9
6-copy display: 270629
ISBN: 978-1-59174-815-1
$119.70 US / $149.94 CDN
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Instant notes: 
Cat-isms
ISBN: 978-1-59174-631-7
UPC: 7-30767-46317-5
6-copy display: 159125
ISBN: 978-1-59174-632-4
$47.70 US / $53.94 CDN

Instant notes: 
dog-isms
ISBN: 978-1-59174-636-2
UPC: 7-30767-46362-5
6-copy display: 159127
ISBN: 978-1-59174-634-8
$47.70 US / $53.94 CDN

BY the edItOrs OF klutz

Looking for a quick and clever way to share some warm fuzzies? Look no 
further than Cat-isms and Dog-isms. Each sheet in each notepad features 
a cute animal photo and quip on the front and a convenient place for 
writing a note on the back. Simply tear one out, use the included pen to 
jot a quick little message on the back, and give it to a deserving someone. 

The Klutz Book of
Inventions
BY JOhn CAssIdY & BrendAn BOYle

Parents’ Choice Award 

With our all-star team from Klutz and 
IDEO and countless brainstorms, we 
came up with 162 never-before-seen 
contraptions that are brilliant, useful, 
and ridiculous all at the same time. 
What kinds of inventions are included? 
A helium-filled hide-a-bed (hop out  
of bed and it hides on the ceiling).  
A tricycle-lawnmower combo (puts 
wasted play energy to work). And 
many more.

the Official 
Icky poo® Book
BY the 
edItOrs  
OF klutz 

The Official 
Icky Poo Book is 
a collection of 36 
only-from-Klutz activities 
designed around this wonder of 
weird science. It comes with 

two irresistible ropes of what scientists like to call an 
“elastomeric gelatinous compound.” Games such as Icky Poo Plop, Frog 
Tongue Darts, and the ever-exciting Hold It & Scream allow for solo 
challenges or mob madness.

TV remoTe 

dumbbell

hemp Bracelets
BY Anne Akers JOhnsOn

Includes simple, super-clear 
instructions for knotting ten 
different bracelets. Comes 
with 150 feet of hemp, a 
natural fiber that looks like 
twine, and an assortment 
of beads. The look is 
organic, casual and  
altogether cool. 

My Very Own 
horse Book
BY COrnelIA thOMpsOn

Everything anyone would 
want to know about  
horses is here, from gaits 
and grooming, to breeds 
and body language, to 
neighs and nickers (there’s 
a difference)! To apply all 
this horse sense, look no 
further than your own model horse, 
packaged with every copy. Custom-made for us to our own design, it’s 
hand-painted and absolutely collector-quality.

see a few inventions in action at www.klutz.com/video



Express 
Yourself

$16.95 US
$18.99 CDN
Age 8+
9" x 8 1/2"
56 pp

Comes with: 1 UV ink pen, 
60-page notepad

ISBN: 978-1-59174-767-3 
UPC: 7-30767-47673-1
6-copy display: 270573
ISBN: 978-1-59174-776-5
$101.70 US / $113.94 CDN

Science &
Building

$10.95 US
$11.99 CDN
Age 8+
6 1/2" x 9"
21 pp

Comes with: 5 feet of nylon cordISBN: 978-1-59174-808-3 
UPC: 7-30767-48083-7
6-copy display: 270623
ISBN: 978-1-59174-806-9
$65.70 US / $71.94 CDN

Crafts $24.95 US
$27.99 CDN
Age 10+
8" x 10 1/2"
96 pp

Comes with: variegated acrylic 
yarn (imported), bamboo knitting 
needles, crochet hook, sewing 
needle, buttons    

ISBN: 978-1-59174-384-2 
UPC: 7-30767-43842-5
6-copy display: 130862
ISBN: 978-1-59174-382-8
$149.70 US / $167.94 CDN

Games &
Puzzles

$21.95 US
$23.99 CDN
Age 0+
5 1/2" x 10 1/2"
96 pp

Comes with: 2 CDs (44 songs!), 
book of lyrics

ISBN: 978-1-57054-858-1 
UPC: 7-30767-48587-0
6-copy display: 440464
ISBN: 978-1-57054-859-8
$131.70 US / $143.94 CDN

Games &
Puzzles

$11.99 US
$12.99 CDN
Age 6+
7" x 8"
34 pp

Comes with: rubber ball, 14 jacks, 
cloth storage bag

ISBN: 978-1-59174-867-0 
UPC: 7-30767-48670-9
6-copy display: 277340
ISBN: 978-1-59174-865-6
$71.94 US / $77.94 CDN

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD  —Small parts. 
Toy contains a small ball. (Including small parts.) 
Not for children under 3 years.

Games &
Puzzles

$14.95 US
$17.99 CDN
Age 8+
5 1/2" x 8 1/2"
88 pp

Comes with: 3 aerodynamically 
sound bean bags, a storage bag

ISBN: 978-1-59174-448-1 
UPC: 7-30767-44481-5
6-copy display: 136133
ISBN: 978-1-59174-446-7
$89.70 US / $107.94 CDN
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Just Between 
Friends
How to Keep Things  
Totally Secret
BY the edItOrs OF klutz

This book is crammed with super 
secret-keeping stuff: note-folding 
instructions, secret languages, 
codes, signs and symbols, and 
the silliest emoticons ever. To top 
it off, any note you write with 
the invisible ink pen looks 
completely blank — until you 
shine the built-in UV light on it 
and your message glows.  

Juggling for the 
Complete klutz®

BY JOhn CAssIdY & 
B.C. rIMBeAux 

Unlike the rest of us, our flagship 
titles keeps getting better with age. 
We spiffed up the outside with a 
shiny foil cover, reupholstered the 
juggling cubes in plush red velour, 
and included a purple velour 
strorage bag. This is the classic  
that made all others possible.

Over 2.5 Million Copies Sold!

the klutz Book of 

knots 
BY JOhn CAssIdY

 Knot-tying for the landlubber. Nylon 
cord, color-coded to the illustrations, 
is tied through the holes on each 
heavy-stock page, allowing the 
reader to practice all 24 knots right 
there on the premises. A unique 
gift, intriguing puzzle, practical 
tool and entertaining book... all 
tied up together.

knitting
BY Anne Akers JOhnsOn

Oppenheim Toy Portfolio Award 
Dr. Toy Award

With its simple, clear illustrations, 
beautiful color photography, and 
energetic style, Knitting renews the 
ultimate traditional pastime for 
today’s generation. 
The book teaches 
you how to knit a 
long skinny scarf, a 
cozy hat, and more.

nancy Cassidy’s 
kidssongs
A Box Set of 2 CDs

Oppenheim Toy Portfolio Award

The classic holler-along music 
collection for kids of all ages 
recorded by Nancy Cassidy, 
who has become one of the 
most popular children’s 
recording artists in the country. 
The two-CD format is packaged 
with a full-color book of lyrics for 
sing-alongs.  

The Klutz Book of
Jacks
BY the edItOrs  
OF klutz 

The Klutz Book of Jacks 
comes packaged with a  
set of 14 metal jacks, a 
Klutz-custom high-bounce 
rubber ball, and a drawstring 
fabric pouch. Inside, all the 
finer points of the games are 

detailed with an enthusiasm that’s 
catching. You’ll play the games for 
funsies, and love the book for suresies.



Express
Yourself

$14.95 US
$16.99 CDN
Age 8+
6 1/4" x 7 1/4"
66 pp

Comes with: silver metallic pen, 
page of photo sleeves, a zippered 
pouch

ISBN: 978-1-57054-354-8 
UPC: 7-30767-43542-4
6-copy display: 430922
ISBN: 978-1-57054-355-5
$89.70 US / $101.94 CDN

Express
Yourself

$19.95 US
$24.99 CDN
Age 8+
11 7/8" x 10 1/2"
40 pp

Comes with: 2 plastic sheets of 
templates, a sheet of stickers,  
2 bound-in envelopes, a portfolio 
pocket

ISBN: 978-1-57054-916-8 
UPC: 7-30767-49168-0
6-copy display: 430921
ISBN: 978-1-57054-917-5
$119.70 US / $149.94 CDN

Games &
Puzzles

$16.95 US
$18.99 CDN
Age 8+
10 1/4"x 11"
60 pp

Comes with: puzzles, one sheet 
of Mylar

ISBN: 978-1-57054-894-9 
UPC: 7-30767-48949-6
6-copy display: 127345
ISBN: 978-1-57054-892-5
$101.70 US / $113.94 CDN

Art &
Drawing

$18.95 US
$20.99 CDN
Age 8+
8 1/2"x 10"
56 pp

Comes with: 5 plastic stencil pages, 
8 colored pencils with double-
points (16 colors!), 4 marker pens, 
1 mechanical pencil, 50 sheets of 
practice paper, 2 sheets of sticker 
paper, pencil sharpener, an eraser, 
a reuseable pencil pouch

ISBN: 978-1-57054-428-6
UPC: 7-30767-44280-4
6-copy display: 127343
ISBN: 978-1-57054-847-5
$113.70 US / $125.94 CDN

Science &
Building

$21.95 US
$25.99 CDN
Age 7+
9" x 10 1/4"
50 pp

Comes with: 105 LEGO® bricksISBN: 978-1-59174-769-7 
UPC: 7-30767-47697-7
6-copy display: 270574
ISBN: 978-1-59174-777-2
$131.70 US / $155.94 CDN
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My life 
According to Me®

BY the edItOrs OF klutz

A journal for girls, with a silver pen and  
jet black paper. About half the pages are 
blank. The others have questions, quizzes, 
drawing and writing ideas, and so forth. 
Also with the book is a zippered pouch 
and a page of photo sleeves for portraits 
and mementos.
Over 1 Million Copies Sold!

My Fabulous 
life in pictures
BY the edItOrs OF klutz

          Parents’ Choice Award 
          National Parenting Award

Scrapbooking made simple!  
My Fabulous Life in Pictures 
is packed with themed pages 
on subjects like travel, parties, 
and family. Templates, stickers, 
and other special supplies 
make it easy for young 
scrapbookers to get started  
in this popular pastime.

Made You look
A Book of Picture Puzzles
edIted BY MArIlYn green

This book is the most eye-
catching compendium of picture 
puzzles the world has ever seen. 
Made You Look is packed with 
every variety of visual 
amusement you can think of: 
hidden pictures, matching 
games, needle-in-a-haystack 
searches, what’s-wrong-with-
these-pictures, super close-up 
mystery photos, visual puns, 
and more. Much, much more. 

lettering
in Crazy Cool Quirky Style
BY the edItOrs OF klutz

Lettering in Crazy Cool Quirky 
Style is a tool kit for any kid who 
wants to make nifty report covers, 
door signs, posters, birthday cards… 
whatever. Ten different illustrators 
created ten different handmade 
lettering styles (with names like 
Robot-O, Mix Up, and Bubbly). We 
also threw in five plastic stencils —  
two complete alphabets plus 
assorted extras — to act as super-
stylish training wheels. It’s fancy-
pants lettering as simple as A-B-C.

legO® Crazy Action 
Contraptions
BY dOug stIllInger

LEGO Crazy Action Contraptions 
is a brand-new book of brand-new, 
high-performance projects. From the 
Supercharged Speedster to the Wall 
Rocket Racer to the Squeezeclaw 
Grabber — all these contraptions spin, 
stretch, speed, or spring into action. 
And all of them are totally buildable 
thanks to super-clear instructions and 
step-by-step diagrams.

LEGO, the LEGO logo, the Brick, and the Knob configuration are trademarks of the LEGO Group. 
© 2008 The LEGO Group. Produced by Klutz under license from the LEGO Group.



Science &
Building

$12.95 US
$13.99 CDN
Age 8+
5" x 7"
68 pp

Comes with: 5 disc magnets, 
5 ring magnets, 1 magnetizable 
coin

ISBN: 978-1-878257-86-4 
UPC: 7-30767-57862-6
6-copy display: 428582
ISBN: 978-1-878257-87-1
$77.70 US / $83.94 CDN

Games &
Puzzles

$16.95 US
$18.99 CDN
Age 8+
6 3/8"x 9"
96 pp

Comes with: silk scarf (imported), 
chrome ring, nylon string, 
2 top-secret props

ISBN: 978-1-59174-811-3 
UPC: 7-30767-48113-1
6-copy display: 270625
ISBN: 978-1-59174-809-0
$101.70 US / $113.94 CDN

Express
Yourself

Comes with: sheet of plastic
stickers, keepsake storage 
envelope

$16.95 US
$18.99 CDN
Age 8+
6 1/2" x 9 1/8"
56 pp

ISBN: 978-1-57054-813-0
UPC: 7-30767-48137-7
6-copy display: 436522
ISBN: 978-1-57054-814-7
$101.70 US / $113.94 CDN

Crafts Comes with: 6 punch-out paper 
horses, 6 pairs of paper wings,  
3 paper-doll fairies, over 200 punch-
out fashions, double-sided removable 
adhesive dots, 4 play-scapes, storage 
envelope

$19.99 US
$21.99 CDN
Age 6+
10 1/4" x 9 1/2"
50 pp

ISBN: 978-1-59174-926-4
UPC: 7-30767-19264-8
6-copy display: 280482
ISBN: 978-1-59174-924-0
$119.94 US / $131.94 CDN

Games &
Puzzles

$11.99 US
$12.99 CDN
Age 6+
7" x 8"
34 pp

Comes with: shooter marble, 
14 player marbles, cloth storage 
bag

ISBN: 978-1-59174-870-0 
UPC: 7-30767-48700-3
6-copy display: 277342
ISBN: 978-1-59174-868-7
$71.94 US / $77.94 CDN

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD
This toy is a marble. Not for children under 3 years.
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the klutz Book of 
Magic
BY JOhn CAssIdY & MIChAel strOud

Although The Klutz Book of Magic is 
a beginner’s volume, it is not filled with 
beginner magic. This is real magic and 
these are real tricks. We had to fight to 
get them and you, gentle reader, will 
have to take the Magician’s Won’t-Tell 
Oath on the first page or we won’t let 
you in the book. The new edition 
contains all the original material plus 
three new tricks and a completely 
refreshed and contemporary look.
Over 1 Million Copies Sold!

The Klutz Book of
Marbles
BY the edItOrs  
OF klutz 

The 16 most popular marble 
games are all here! The Klutz 
Book of Marbles is written and 
illustrated (in full color) by the 
formidable Klutz team and 
packaged with 14 of the most 
amazingly colorful marbles we 
could find—plus a drawstring 
fabric pouch to keep your 
winnings in.

Me and My Friends
BY the edItOrs  
OF klutz

This write-right- 
in-it friendship 
journal is full  
of irresistible 
all-about-us 
activities: funny 
quizzes, fill-in-the-blanks, doodle 
how-to’s, messages in code, and tons 
more. Fun for any number of friends 
from two up to a dozen. 

Magnetic Magic
BY pAul dOhertY, ph.d. 
& JOhn CAssIdY

Scientific American Young Readers Award

Nifty magic tricks that rely on the deceptive 
use of magnets, complete with ten magnets 
and one magnetizable coin. A seamless blend 
of Klutz goofballism, MIT physics, and some 
very sneaky magic.

The Marvelous Book of 
Magical horses
Dress Up Paper Horses 
and Their Fairy Friends
BY evA steele-sACCIO

The Marvelous Book of 
Magical Horses comes with 
six gorgeous paper ponies 
and three paper-doll fairies. 
Plus, everything you need to 
dress them up and play to 
your heart’s content: a dozen 

fabulous wings, more than 200 punch-out 
saddles, manes, tails, bows, crowns, and other horse and fairy fashions, and 
four play-scapes where your horses can leap, fly, and explore.

Games & 
Puzzles

$10.99 US
$12.99 CDN
Age 8+
7 1/4" x 7 3/8"
50 pp

Comes with: 2 activity pads, 
2 pencils

ISBN: 978-1-59174-929-5
UPC: 7-30767-19295-2
6-copy display: 280484
ISBN: 978-1-59174-927-1
$65.94 US / $77.94 CDN

Me vs. You
Head-to-Head Brain Races
BY the edItOrs OF klutz

Prepare yourself for a one-on-one, 
head-to-head challenge. Me Vs. 
You is more than just a book. It’s 
two books, actually. It’s designed  
to be split into two hand-held 
pad-and-pencil sets, one for you, 
one for me. Pick an activity, flip to 
the corresponding page in each 
pad, and BAM! It! Is! On!



Express
Yourself

$16.99 US
$19.99 CDN
Age 8+
8 1/2" x 8"
60 pp

Comes with: green screen, 
downloadable backgrounds, 
video-editing software

ISBN: 978-1-59174-852-6
UPC: 7-30767-48526-9
6-copy display: 277144
ISBN: 978-1-59174-850-2
$101.94 US / $119.94 CDN

Express
Yourself

$16.99 US
$18.99 CDN
Age 8+
6 1/2" x 8"
50 pp

Comes with: 5 metal charms, 
5 clear plastic overlays, 2 pages 
of stickers

ISBN: 978-1-59174-855-7
UPC: 7-30767-48557-3
6-copy display: 277146
ISBN: 978-1-59174-853-3
$101.94 US / $113.94 CDN

Science &
Building

$16.95 US
$16.95 CDN
Age 8+
8 1/2" x 10"
60 pp

Comes with: twister in a bottleISBN: 978-1-59174-338-5 
UPC: 7-30767-43385-7
6-copy display: 130334
ISBN: 978-1-59174-336-1
$101.70 US / $101.70 CDN

Art &
Drawing

$16.99 US
$19.99 CDN
Age 8+
7" x 8 1/2"
20 pp

Comes with: punch-out monster 
parts, drawing machine, 16 sheets 
of tracing paper, graphite pencil,  
3 double-tipped colored pencils

ISBN: 978-1-59174-846-5
UPC: 7-30767-48465-1
6-copy display: 277140
ISBN: 978-1-59174-844-1
$101.94 US / $119.94 CDN

Art &
Drawing

$19.99 US
$21.99 CDN
Age 8+
8 5/8" x 11"
78 pp

Comes with: 8.5" x 11" drawing 
pad, drawing pen, pencil with 
eraser, 4 colored markers

ISBN: 978-1-59174-911-0
UPC: 7-30767-19110-8
6-copy display: 280472
ISBN: 978-1-59174-909-7
$119.94 US / $131.94 CDN
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Make Your Own 
Music video
BY kAItlYn nIChOls

   Parents’ Choice Award

With Make Your Own Music 
Video you can create a video 
starring your awesome self 
and friends! Learn how to 
develop storyboards, use 
clever camera tricks, and 
dress your band. Then put up 
the green screen and start 
rockin’ out. After you’re 
done filming, download the 
video-editing software and 
video backgrounds and start 
working your magic! 

It’s easy to transform from an ordinary kid into a 
rock star, country singer, or even hip hop rapper. 
see how at www.klutz.com/video 

The Truth About 
My name
and What It Reveals About Me!
BY kAren phIllIps

A clever little book of secrets, games, 
and fortunes, all centering around your 
name. Learn how your initials reveal  
your inner awesomeness, discover  
your vampire name, make up tricky 
nicknames, and more. Plus, personalize 
the five included metal charms with 
your own designer monogram!  

Doctor Frankensketch’s 
Monster drawing 
Machine
BY the edItOrs OF klutz

Piece together one-of-a-kind monsters 
and draw them into mutant life with 
Doctor Frankensketch’s Monster 
Drawing Machine. Pick your creature 
parts, lay those parts into the patented 
Monster Drawing machine, then  
trace and color. The book includes 20 
complete monsters ready to be pulled 
apart and put back together and three 
double-tipped colored pencils to give your monsters some character. 

see doctor Frankensketch make a monster come alive at www.klutz.com/video

Mother nature  
goes nuts!
Amazing Natural Disasters
BY the edItOrs OF klutz

We spent a year collecting the most 
incredible photography, facts, and 
true-life survival stories imaginable  
and then combined them with a variety  
of hands-on experiences. The most 
eye-catching is the twister in a tube — 
 it’s an amazing gizmo that puts the 
power of a twister in the palm of  
your hand. This book is completely 
disastrous, but this time it’s deliberate.

Mix & Match 
drawing 
A step-by-step  
drawing studio
BY the edItOrs OF klutz

Want to draw cats in space, hippos  
in the lunchroom, pirates on the 
playground? We’ve got you covered. 
The book’s three sections, Creatures 
& Characters, Objects, and 
Backgrounds, are crammed with 
simple step-by-step instructions. 
Combine the perfect elements for a 
conventional scene, or flip at mix 
and match complete craziness. 

Check out our mixed up drawing at www.klutz.com/video



Crafts $16.95 US
$18.99 CDN
Age 9+
8 1/2" x 9 3/8"
88 pp

Comes with: 80 sheets of origami 
paper in both solids and patterns

ISBN: 978-1-57054-997-7
UPC: 7-30767-49974-7
6-copy display: 430924
ISBN: 978-1-57054-998-4
$101.70 US / $113.94 CDN

Express
Yourself

$21.95 US
$24.99 CDN
Age 6+
8 1/2" x 9 3/8"
58 pp

Comes with: 6 water-based, 
non-toxic nail colors

ISBN: 978-1-59174-668-3
UPC: 7-30767-46683-1
6-copy display: 274431
ISBN: 978-1-59174-595-2
$131.70 US / $149.94 CDN

Express
Yourself

$16.95 US
$19.99 CDN
Age 8+
7 1/8" x 9 1/4"
60 pp

Comes with: glittery pencilISBN: 978-1-59174-671-3
UPC: 7-30767-46713-5
6-copy display: 206208
ISBN: 978-1-59174-669-0
$101.70 US / $119.94 CDN

Express
Yourself

$21.95 US
$24.99 CDN
Age 12+
8 3/4" x 11"
68 pp

Comes with: terry head band, 
tangerine and lavender essential oil, 
facial loofah, nail brush, nail file,  
nail buffer, bath infusion bag,  
pumice stone

ISBN: 978-1-59174-695-9
UPC: 7-30767-46959-7
6-copy display: 206237
ISBN: 978-1-59174-693-5
$131.70 US / $149.94 CDN

Crafts $21.95 US
$24.99 CDN
Age 9+
8 7/8" x 8"
48 pp

Comes with: 200 pieces of 
custom-designed paper strips, 
custom bead-winding tool, 
elastic cord, beads, varnish, 
bead-drying pedestal

ISBN: 978-1-59174-620-1
UPC: 7-30767-46201-7
6-copy display: 159464 
ISBN: 978-1-59174-618-8
$131.70 US / $149.94 CDN

Science &
Building

$16.95 US
$18.99 CDN
Age 7+
10" x 12"
56 pp

Comes with: 40 sheets of 
custom-designed paper

ISBN: 978-1-57054-830-7
UPC: 7-30767-48307-4
6-copy display: 436524 
ISBN: 978-1-57054-831-4
$101.70 US / $113.94 CDN
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Origami
BY Anne Akers JOhnsOn

National Parenting Award 
Oppenheim Toy Portfolio Award

Klutz-clear instructions for ten 
simple and satisfying origami 
creations, from the exotic parrot 
to the beautiful star box to the 
hopping frog (he really hops!).  
Enough traditional, square 
origami paper is included, in a 
rainbow of colors and patterns, 
to fold all ten projects over and over and over again.

Free in-store Origami Klutz Day Kit available with purchase. See page 40.

nail Art
BY sherrI hAAB

          Parents’ Choice Award

With our six water-based,  
non-toxic, peel-off paints, girls  
can decorate their nails with any 
design imaginable — bumblebees, 
berries, butterflies, bears, and 
baseballs… and that’s just the 
beginning. From apples to zigzags, 
there’s something here to please 
even the most finicky fingertips.
Over 1 Million Copies Sold!

My [not-so]  
perfect life
A Fill-In-The-Blanks Journal
BY kAren phIllIps

My [Not-So] Perfect Life celebrates 
a tween’s real life, bumps and all. This 
journal is filled with friendly, funny prompts 
to help document the good and the bad  
of real life. The title on the cover even 
transforms to read “My Perfect Life” or 
“My [Not-So] Perfect Life” depending on 
the angle of your approach. (There’s a 
metaphor for you.)

the natural  
Beauty Book
BY Anne Akers JOhnsOn

With its over 60 simple recipes for 
natural beauty treatments, you’ll 
love The Natural Beauty Book. 
Attached to the book is a 
complete personal home spa kit, 
including a facial loofah, a nail 
brush, a pumice stone, and vials 
of fragrant essential oils. Bath 
salts, facial masks, hair rinses, 
and more can all be made with 
easy-to-find ingredients in your 
kitchen cupboard.

paper Beads
Turn Simple Strips of  
Paper into Beautiful 
Beaded Jewelry
BY Anne Akers JOhnsOn

Oppenheim Toy Portfolio Award

No one will guess these posh 
beads are made of paper. Paper 
Beads comes with precut strips 
of double-sided patterned paper 
that can easily be rolled with the included 
custom winding tool into simple and fancy beads. We even  
include a bottle of glaze to give each bead a polished finish.

the klutz Book 
of paper Airplanes
BY dOug stIllInger

      Oppenheim Toy Portfolio Award 
      Parents’ Choice Award

Making paper airplanes doesn’t  
feel like science. And it’s not  
quite art. We present step-by- 
step instructions for folding ten 
aerobatic amazements. This big 
book comes complete with 40 
sheets of flight-tested, ready-to-
fold paper, printed on both sides 
in a variety of patterns, including 
leopard print, wood grain, hot 
rod flames, and lose-it-on-the-
lawn grass.



Crafts $12.95 US
$12.95 CDN
Age 8+
8" x 8 5/8"

Comes with: 41 sheets of double-
sided patterned paper, 10 tiny 
wire hangers

ISBN: 978-1-59174-582-2
UPC: 7-30767-45822-5
6-copy display: 154412
ISBN: 978-1-59174-580-8
UPC: 7-30767-45808-9
$77.70 US / $77.70 CDN

Crafts $12.95 US
$12.95 CDN
Age 8+
8" x 8 5/8"

Comes with: 41 sheets of double-
sided patterned paper, 10 tiny 
wire hangers

ISBN: 978-1-59174-508-2
UPC: 7-30767-45082-3
6-copy display: 141065
ISBN: 978-1-59174-509-9
UPC: 7-30767-45099-1
$77.70 US / $77.70 CDN

Crafts $16.95 US 
$18.99 CDN
Age 8+
7 3/4" x 6"
28 pp

Comes with: 8 colorful blank 
cards & envelopes, die-cut paper 
flower shapes, dimensional foam 
tape, glitter, other embellishments

ISBN: 978-1-59174-570-9
UPC: 7-30767-45709-9
6-copy display: 154383
ISBN: 978-1-59174-568-6
$101.70 US / 113.94 CDN

Crafts $21.95 US
$24.99 CDN
Age 8+
9 1/2" x 9"
60 pp

Comes with: 12 tiny wire hangers, 
20 sheets of double-sided 
patterned paper, glue, 3 plastic 
stencils, 350 sequins, 300 colored 
seed beads, 10 crystal craft jewels, 
organza ribbons, faux fur trim

ISBN: 978-1-57054-534-4
UPC: 7-30767-45340-4
6-copy display: 896949
ISBN: 978-1-57054-517-7
$131.70 US / $149.94 CDN

Crafts $16.99 US
$19.99 CDN
Age 4+
10 1/2" x 10"
54 pp

Comes with: double-sided 
removable adhesive dots, 34 die-
cut pages of dolls and clothes

ISBN: 978-1-57054-631-0
UPC: 7-30767-46312-0
6-copy display: 430926
ISBN: 978-1-57054-632-7
$101.94 US / $119.94 CDN

Crafts $21.95 US
$24.99 CDN
Age 8+
9 1/2" x 9"
58 pp

Comes with: 12 tiny wire hangers, 
17 sheets of double-sided 
patterned paper, 4 sheets of 
specialty papers, glue, 3 plastic 
stencils, 500 sequins, 300 seed 
beads, organza and satin ribbons, 
120 sticky jewels

ISBN: 978-1-59174-519-8
UPC: 7-30767-45198-1
6-copy display: 141057
ISBN: 978-1-59174-517-4
$131.70 US / $149.94 CDN
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Extra Stuff for 
paper Fashions Fancy
When it comes to fancy fashions, too much 
is never enough. Here are the 21 sheets of 
fabulous paper that came with the Paper 
Fashions Fantasy book along with 20 
more papers created just for this pack — 
enough for all the glittery, velvety, sparkly 
red carpet gowns young designers can 
dream up. Plus, ten tiny wire hangers.  
Get glam!

Extra Stuff for 
paper Fashions
Keep creating fabulous paper fashions with 
this handy portfolio of supplies. It includes 
all 20 of the patterned and colored papers 
from the Paper Fashions book, plus 21 
more papers designed exclusively for this 
pack (including vellum, eyelet, and 
leather looks). And, of course, ten tiny 
wire hangers. So chic!

Create Your Own

paper-craft Cards — 
Flowers
BY Anne Akers JOhnsOn

This book is full of clever 
idea-starters and step- 
by-step instructions that 
make creating dimensional 
cards simple. Arrange the 

precut shapes anyway you like, secure them with a drop or two of glue, add 
a sprinkle of glitter, and — voilà! — you have a totally unique card.

paper Fashions 
BY the edItOrs OF klutz

         Parents’ Choice Award 
         National Parenting Award

Turn colorful paper, ribbons, and 
beads into glamorous fashions  
and accessories. All designs 
are completely customizable 
and the provided stencils 
will have you creating 
perfectly proportional 
outfits. Miniature hangers 

are included so you can turn your 
designs into fashionable stationery, 
bookmarks, and more. Bellisima!

The Fabulous Book of 
paper dolls
BY JulIe COllIngs

Oppenheim Toy Portfolio Award

These paper people wear their 
clothes with the help of reusable, 
press-on, peel-off adhesive dots —  
no tabs! The dolls, clothes, and 
accessories are perforated, ready 
to pop right out and play. Also 
includes six beautifully illustrated 
backdrops for play.

paper Fashions Fancy 
BY the edItOrs OF klutz

Oppenheim Toy Portfolio Award

Introducing Paper Fashions Fancy — 
where it’s all about glamour. We’ve 
designed new patterned and colored 
papers, including glitter, foil, and 
velvety flocking. And there’s a  
new selection of beads, sequins, 
ribbon, and sticky-back “jewels”  
for embellishing your elaborate 
ensembles and prom-pretty frocks. 
When it comes to glamour, too 
much is never enough.



Crafts $16.95 US
$18.99 CDN
Age 6+
8 1/2" x 11 3/8"
40 pp

Comes with: plastic loom, oodles 
of cotton-blend loops, rainbow-
colored yarn, plastic crochet 
hook, plastic yarn needle 

ISBN: 978-1-57054-963-2
UPC: 7-30767-49630-2
6-copy display: 430929
ISBN: 978-1-57054-964-9
$101.70 US / $113.94 CDN

 Crafts $12.95 US
$12.95 CDN
Age 6+
3 1/2" x 10 1/2"

Comes with: 153 cotton-blend 
loops (white, red, yellow, cobalt 
blue, lime green, berry purple)

ISBN: 978-1-59174-530-3
UPC: 7-30767-45303-9
6-copy display: 141090
ISBN: 978-1-59174-529-7
UPC: 7-30767-45297-1
$77.70 US / $77.70 CDN

Crafts $21.95 US
$24.99 CDN
Age 8+
9 1/2" x 9"
58 pp

Comes with: 12 tiny wire hangers, 
18 sheets of double-sided patterned 
paper, 2 sheets of specialty papers, 
glitter glue, 3 plastic stencils,  
360 sequins, 240 seeds beads, 
confetti embellishments, organza 
and satin ribbons

ISBN: 978-1-59174-613-3
UPC: 7-30767-46133-1
6-copy display: 159466
ISBN: 978-1-59174-616-4
$131.70 US / $149.94 CDN

Express
Yourself

$12.95 US
$13.99 CDN
Age 8+
9" x 5 1/2"
22 pp

Comes with: 2 ready-to-customize 
bracelets, 12 clear plastic droplets, 
120 stickers, double-sided 
removable adhesive dots

ISBN: 978-1-57054-972-4
UPC: 7-30767-49729-3
6-copy display: 430927
ISBN: 978-1-57054-973-1
$77.70 US / $83.94 CDN

Express
Yourself

$12.95 US
$14.99 CDN
Age 8+
9" x 5 1/2"
18 pp

Comes with: 2 ready-to-customize 
bracelets, 12 clear plastic droplets, 
216 stickers, double-sided 
removable adhesive dots

ISBN: 978-1-59174-711-6
UPC: 7-30767-47116-3
6-copy display: 263774
ISBN: 978-1-59174-709-3
$77.70 US / $89.94 CDN

Games &
Puzzles

$11.99 US
$12.99 CDN
Age 6+
7" x 8"
36 pp

Comes with: 30 pickup sticks 
(1 black, 3 yellow, 11 red, 11 blue, 
4 green)  

ISBN: 978-1-59174-876-2 
UPC: 7-30767-48762-1
6-copy display: 277344
ISBN: 978-1-59174-874-8
$71.94 US / $77.94 CDN
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picture 
Bracelets
BY sherrI hAAB

Choose from more than 100 
stickers included in the book,  
or use any artwork you like,  
to make your own customized 
bracelets. Comes with two 
blank silver bracelets 
designed to hold pictures 
under plastic droplets.

pretty picture 
Bracelets
BY sherrI hAAB

Pretty Picture Bracelets 
has everything a girl  
needs to make perfectly 
personalized jewelry: two 
blank silver bracelets, 12 
clear plastic droplets, and a 
ton of creative inspiration. 
It’s jewelry specially designed 
for you (or your BFF) by you! With 
more than 200 all-new stickers in 
pretty motifs — like jewels, cupcakes, 
and fashions — a beautiful bracelet is at your fingertips.

paper 
Fashions 
Fantasy 
BY the edItOrs  
OF klutz

In the Klutz paper 
fashions tradition, this 
book comes with 
everything you need to 
design an enchanting wardrobe, 
including irresistibly tiny hangers 
and glitter glue to sparkle up any 
fashion. New in Paper Fashions Fantasy are fashions that are the stuff 
of fantasy, including flowing cloaks, twinkling tiaras, mermaid tails, and 
fairy wings.

The Klutz Book of
pickup sticks
BY the edItOrs  
OF klutz 

Pickup Sticks is an ideal family 
game since dexterous little 
fingers may actually have an 
advantage over their elders. 
The Klutz Book of Pickup 
Sticks is the absolutely 
no-arguments-ever-again, 
complete set of official rules. We also include 
the ancient competitive thinking game Nim, head-scratching 
stick puzzles, a party game called Bottle Top Balance, and more.

Extra Stuff for 
potholders  
and Other  
loopy projects
Go totally loopy with this 
pack of more than 150 
deluxe Klutz loops. Unlike 
other craft loops, ours are 
perfectly stretchy and won’t 
unravel. They come in six brilliant, 
saturated colors, including cobalt 
blue, lime green, and berry purple that 
are exclusive to this pack.

potholders
and Other Loopy Projects
BY BArBArA kAne

Oppenheim Toy Portfolio Award

At last, the classic weaving loom  
gets a long-overdue infusion of 
imagination, ingenuity and fun. This 
book comes with a sturdy red loom 
and oodles of colorful, stretchy 
cotton-blend loops. Made especially 
for us, these loops are ideal for all 
kinds of woven projects. Follow the 
step-by-loopy-step instructions to 
weave up a purse, a picture frame,  
a mighty cute chicken and more. 



Crafts $16.95 US
$20.99 CDN
Age 8+
7 1/4" x  9"
52 pp

Comes with: 20 feet each of 6 
colors of scoubidou (glow-in-the-
dark sky blue, glow-in-the-dark 
orange, pearl ocean blue, pearl 
green, glitter pink, glitter purple), 
30 plastic beads in various sizes 
and colors, 2 key rings, 4 large 
lanyard clips, 4 small lanyard clips

ISBN: 978-1-57054-971-7
UPC: 7-30767-49717-0
6-copy display: 127361
ISBN: 978-1-57054-895-6
$101.70 US / $125.94 CDN

Crafts $9.95 US
$10.99 CDN
Age 8+
3" x 8 1/2"

Comes with: 20 feet each of 6 
colors of scoubidou (glitter blue, 
pearl green, neon magenta, 
glitter purple, neon tangerine, 
glitter yellow)

ISBN: 978-1-59174-585-3
UPC: 7-30767-45853-9
6-copy display: 154415
ISBN: 978-1-59174-583-9
UPC: 7-30767-45839-3
$59.70 US / $65.94 CDN

Science & 
Building

$19.95 US
$21.99 CDN
Age 8+
10 3/8" x 11 3/4"
48 pp

Comes with: punch-out foam 
parts for 3 different planes, all 
the plastic parts necessary to 
assemble all 3 planes, wooden 
motor sticks, rubber bands

ISBN: 978-1-59174-742-0
UPC: 7-30767-47420-1
6-copy display: 268230
ISBN: 978-1-59174-740-6
$119.70 US / $131.94 CDN

Crafts $21.95 US
$28.99 CDN
Age 10+
8 1/2" x 10 1/2"
64 pp

Comes with: custom-designed 
fabric (imported), 48 quilt design 
pattern cards, pressing tool, 4 
spools of sewing and quilting 
thread, batting, thimble, 2 needles, 
20 straight pins, seam allowance 
measure, 2 sewing templates

ISBN: 978-1-57054-215-2
UPC: 7-30767-42155-7
6-copy display: 893385
ISBN: 978-1-57054-216-9
$131.70 US / $173.94 CDN

Games & 
Puzzles

$16.99 US
$19.99 CDN
Age 8+
8 1/8" x 8 3/4"
120 pp

Comes with: endless inpsiration 
for the aspiring leader

ISBN: 978-1-59174-849-6
UPC: 7-30767-48496-5
6-copy display: 277142
ISBN: 978-1-59174-847-2
$101.94 US / $119.94 CDN

Crafts $19.99 US
$21.99 CDN
Age 8+
8 1/2" x 9 3/8"
48 pp

Comes with: 175 safety pins, 
1100 beads, 18 feet of metallic 
elastic cord, customizable  
design grids

ISBN: 978-1-59174-932-5
UPC: 7-30767-19325-6
6-copy display: 280486
ISBN: 978-1-59174-930-1
$119.94 US / $131.94 CDN
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scoubidou
A Book of Lanyard & Lacing
BY kAren phIllIps 

Scoubidou is plastic cord that is round, 
hollow, and much more cooperative than 
yesterday’s lanyard. The book Scoubidou 
comes with 120 ft. of it, in six candy-bright 
colors and three different finishes. This is 
enough scoubidou to make every project 
in the book: key chains, ponytail holders, 
fancified flip-flops, bracelets, the classic 
lifeguard lanyard, and more. Each project 
is designed to score high on the cool 
meter but still work for scoubi newbies.

Extra Stuff for 
scoubidou
Scoop up six more bundles of 

totally tubular cord, including 
four colors that are exclusive to 

this pack (glitter blue, neon 
magenta, glitter yellow, and 

neon tangerine). Just like the cord 
that came with the book, this 

scoubidou comes in generous 20-foot lengths, so 
it’s perfect for every project from short keychains to 
long whistle lanyards.

rubber Band 
powered Flying 
Machines
BY pAt MurphY & the  
sCIentIsts OF klutz lABs

Rubber band powered planes  
have been around for ages,  
but Klutz has reinvented them. 
The three included planes have  
been engineered for maximum 
performance and coolness. Fly 
them inside and out and watch 
with amazement as the basic 
principles of aerodynamics and 
physics come to life.

Watch an amazing flight at www.klutz.com/video

Quilting 
BY BArBArA kAne

Our Klutz-designed, triangle-printed 
fabric makes it easy for kids to get 
quilting right away. In addition  
to the usual tools of the trade,  
we’ve included a pressing tool that 
effortlessly flattens seams (no ironing 
required!) and a playful game to get 
designs started. At last, quilting for 
beginners made delightfully simple 
and simply delightful.

rule the World
119 Shortcuts to Total  
 World Domination 
BY the edItOrs OF klutz

Rule the World covers fundamental 
ruler-y skills like keeping tabs on everyone 
(shortcut #88), raising an eyebrow (#21) 
and getting someone to carry your stuff 
(#23). This book also comes with plenty 
of useful props and extras: punch-out 
glasses, appointment request cards, 
binding loyalty oaths, and over a bazillion 
dollars in cold, hard, fake cash.

safety pin Bracelets
Turn Ordinary Safety Pins 
into Extraordinary Bracelets
BY kAItlYn nIChOls

Safety Pin Bracelets helps anyone 
craft an entire collection of brilliantly 
sparkling jewelry out of garden-
variety safety pins. The book 
includes 12 dazzling bracelet 
designs. Whichever design you 
choose, you pick the colors and 
patterns so each bracelet is  
uniquely you. Super-simple, 
step-by-step directions are fully 
illustrated for Klutz-quality clarity.



Crafts $24.95 US
$27.99 CDN
Age 12+
8 3/4" x 10"
66 pp

Comes with: 6 sheets of shrink 
plastic, 1 ring roller, 20 feet of 
black waxed-cotton cord, 100 
pony beads (50 blue, 50 green),  
1 charm bracelet, 8 lobster clasps, 
6 earring wires, 100 jump rings, 
16 clamshell cord ends, 30 pages 
of traceable art

ISBN: 978-1-59174-437-5
UPC: 7-30767-44375-7
6-copy display: 135430
ISBN: 978-1-59174-435-1
$149.70 US / $167.94 CDN

Crafts $12.95 US
$12.95 CDN
Age 12+
7 1/2" x 9 1/4"

Comes with: 8 sheets of shrink 
plastic, 1 piece of chipboard

ISBN: 978-1-59174-532-7
UPC: 7-30767-45327-5
6-copy display: 141067
ISBN: 978-1-59174-531-0
UPC: 7-30767-45310-7
$77.70 US / $77.70 CDN

$21.95 US
$26.99 CDN
Age 8+
6 3/8" x 8 7/8"
44 pp

Comes with: solar cell, motor 
and motor mount, connectors, 
axles, wheels, pulley

ISBN: 978-1-59174-823-6
UPC: 7-30767-48236-7
6-copy display: 270633
ISBN: 978-1-59174-821-2
$131.70 US / $161.94 CDN

Science & 
Building

Crafts $14.95 US
$16.99 CDN
Age 6+
8 1/4" x 10"
38 pp

Comes with: 6 sheets of 
shrink plastic

ISBN: 978-1-57054-407-1
UPC: 7-30767-44077-0
6-copy display: 430930
ISBN: 978-1-57054-408-8
$89.70 US / $101.94 CDN

Crafts $9.95 US
$10.99 CDN
Age 6+
8" x 10"

Comes with: 5 sheets of 
shrink plastic

ISBN: 978-1-59174-587-7
UPC: 7-30767-45877-5
6-copy display: 154418
ISBN: 978-1-59174-586-0
UPC: 7-30767-45860-7
$59.70 US / $65.94 CDN
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Extra Stuff for 
shrink Art Jewelry
Shrink art jewelry designers will love these 
eight generous sheets of the same reliable 
shrink plastic that came with the book. 
It’s manufactured by Shrinky Dinks® 
and it’s the ideal medium for all of the 
book’s jewelry-making techniques. Also 
comes with a handy chipboard baking 
sheet for shrinking your creations.

the shrinky  
dinks® Book
BY sherrI hAAB &  
the edItOrs OF klutz

Shrinky Dinks is amazing shrinkable 
plastic. Draw or trace a design on 
it, color it, cut it out with ordinary 
scissors, bake it for mere minutes 
on a cookie sheet in an ordinary 
oven, and presto, your creation 
shrinks to about a third of its 
original size.

Extra Stuff for 
the shrinky  
dinks® Book
Once you start making Shrinky Dinks, 
you never want to stop. With these 
five sheets of ready-to-decorate 
plastic, you can draw designs, cut 
them out, pop them in the oven 
and — presto — your art shrinks into 
mini-masterpieces. It’s everything 
you need to keep shrinking, and 
shrinking, and shrinking…

the solar Car Book
BY dOug stIllInger

          National Parenting Award

The Solar Car Book is a complete kit 
for making a cool little solar race car. It’s 
remarkably simple to assemble and 
everything is included — wheels, axles, 
motor, wires, and a genuine solar cell. 
Inside the book, find out all about solar 
power. This new edition has a bright 
new cover and a more powerful solar 
cell. Brilliant!

shrink Art  
Jewelry
BY kAren phIllIps

Shrink Art Jewelry makes shrink 
plastic cool for teens, tweens, and 
anybody else ready to design their 
own unique jewelry. With simple step-
by-step instructions for creating rings, 
necklaces, earrings, and bracelets, 
special techniques that make it easy 
to go beyond flat plastic, and over 30 
pages of traceable designs, this book 
is filled with everything to create 
“did-you-really-make-that?!” jewelry.



Art &
Drawing

$19.95 US
$21.99 CDN
Age 8+
9 1/2" x 9"
56 pp

Comes with: an 8-color pigment 
ink pad, 8 custom-molded foam-
tip dabbers, a black felt-tip pen,  
4 plastic stencil pages

ISBN: 978-1-57054-245-9
UPC: 7-30767-42459-6
6-copy display: 896947
ISBN: 978-1-57054-241-1
$119.70 US / $131.94 CDN

Art & 
Drawing

$16.95 US
$19.99 CDN 
Age 8+ 
7 1/4" x 8 1/2" 
92 pp

Comes with: 8 sheets tracing 
vellum, black marker, 3 double-
tipped metallic-colored pencils, 
mechanical pencil, eraser

ISBN: 978-1-59174-698-0
UPC: 7-30767-46980-1
6-copy display: 206224
ISBN: 978-1-59174-696-6
$101.70 US / $119.94 CDN

Crafts $21.95 US
$23.99 CDN
Age 12+
8 1/2" x 9"
50 pp

Comes with: knitting spool, 
crochet hook, 8 skeins of colored 
elastic cord in two widths, more 
than 500 glass beads, 20 plastic 
beads in various colors and styles

ISBN: 978-1-57054-804-8
UPC: 7-30767-48048-6
6-copy display: 436290
ISBN: 978-1-57054-805-5
$131.70 US / $143.94 CDN

Art &
Drawing

$19.95 US
$21.99 CDN
Age 8+
9 1/2" x 9"
56 pp

Comes with: 4 translucent plastic 
drawing wheels, frame with  
non-skid feet, 3 mini gel pens

ISBN: 978-1-57054-960-1
UPC: 7-30767-49605-0
6-copy display: 430933
ISBN: 978-1-57054-961-8
$119.70 US / $131.94 CDN

Art &
Drawing

$19.95 US
$21.99 CDN
Age 8+
11 3/8" x 8 1/2"
60 pp

Comes with: 12 double-nibbed 
felt markers, 20 pieces of stained 
glass art, 2 suction cups, 2 frames 
and a framing strip

ISBN: 978-1-57054-811-6
UPC: 7-30767-48110-0
6-copy display: 896951
ISBN: 978-1-57054-802-4
$119.70 US / $131.94 CDN
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stencil Art
BY the edItOrs OF klutz

Oppenheim Toy Portfolio Award

Stencil Art comes with an 
eight-color pigment ink pad, 
eight foam-tip dabbers, 
impressive techniques, and 
plenty of inspirational artwork. 
Squish the foam tip against the 
ink pad and then dab-dab-dab 
vibrant color right in the book. 
Super simple. To give the color 
form, there are three bound-in 
plastic pages of stencils in kid-selected designs 
(everything from ladybugs to aliens), plus a bonus stencil page of abstract 
shapes you can put together to make anything you want.

draw star Wars®: 
the Clone Wars™

BY the edItOrs OF klutz &  
BOnnIe BurtOn

Draw Star Wars: The Clone Wars 
is filled with tips, techniques, practice 
space, and translucent overlays to make 
you a master of drawing. Start with  
stick figures, move onto basic shapes, 
and finish up with the details. Use the 
included double-tipped metallic-colored 
pencils and black marker to make 20 
Clone Wars characters come to life.

to see what kids are drawn to, check out www.klutz.com/video

spool knit 
Jewelry
Make Beautiful Bracelets, 
Anklets, and Rings
BY Anne Akers JOhnsOn

       Oppenheim Toy Portfolio Award

A complete kit for making 
bracelets, anklets, and rings in  
ten different ways, with countless 
variations possible. A uniquely  
fun craft that results in a uniquely 
hip look.

the spiral  
draw Book
BY dOug stIllInger

  National Parenting Award

Our specially-engineered drawing 
wheels make it easy to create 
perfect spiral designs right on 
the pages of the book. 
Color-changing gel pens add 
depth to the patterns, giving 
them a nifty 3-D look. Spiral 
Draw spins a retro-cool classic 
into an imaginative new orbit.

paper  
stained glass
BY BArBArA kAne

Oppenheim Toy  
Portfolio Award

Traditional color-by-number 
is a bore once you see the 
light shine through these 20 
different projects. Use the 
included double-nibbed 
markers to create your art 
directly on the see-through vellum 
pages using our suggested color pairings, or create your own. Make 
a window hanging, a Japanese banner, or a mobile —  
a shining example of Klutz at its finest.



Crafts $14.95 US
$19.99 CDN
Age 6+
9 1/4" x 9"
20 pp

Comes with: 37 multicolored 
suction cups (20 double-sided,  
17 single-sided), 40 pipe cleaners, 
14 pages of punch-out art

ISBN: 978-1-57054-267-1
UPC: 7-30767-42678-1
6-copy display: 892448
ISBN: 978-1-57054-269-5
$89.70 US / $119.94 CDN

Art & 
Drawing

$21.95 US
$23.99 CDN
Age 8+
10 3/4" x 8"
46 pp

Comes with: 4 pages of line art on 
plastic clings, line art of a figure on 
clear plastic, 2 pattern plates with 
4 textures each, 8 colored pencils, 
40 sheets punched tracing paper, 
sketching pencil, pencil sharpener, 
eraser, fine-tip pen

ISBN: 978-1-59174-567-9
UPC: 7-30767-45679-5
6-copy display: 154429
ISBN: 978-1-59174-564-8
$131.70 US / $143.94 CDN

Art & 
Drawing

$12.95 US
$14.99 CDN
Age 8+
5 1/4" x 8"

Comes with: 4 pages of line art 
on plastic clings, 2 pattern plates 
with 4 textures each, 100 sheets 
punched tracing paper

ISBN: 978-1-59174-626-3
UPC: 7-30767-46263-5
6-copy display: 159455
ISBN: 978-1-59174-624-9
UPC: 7-30767-46249-9
$77.70 US / $89.94 CDN

Games & 
Puzzles

$12.95 US
$14.99 CDN 
Age 6+ 
3 1/2" x 9 1/2" 
60 pp

Comes with: stopwatch 
(battery included)

ISBN: 978-1-57054-819-2
UPC: 7-30767-48196-4
6-copy display: 896953
ISBN: 978-1-57054-816-1
$77.70 US / $89.94 CDN

Science &
Building

$12.99 US
$14.99 CDN
Age 3+
7 1/2" x 13"
30 pp

Comes with: more than 450 
stickers

ISBN: 978-1-57054-117-9 
UPC: 7-30767-41175-6
6-copy display: 278522
ISBN: 978-1-59174-894-6
$77.94 US / $89.94 CDN

Art & 
Drawing

$16.99 US
$19.99 CDN
Age 8+
8 3/4" x 9 1/2"
54 pp

Comes with: 8 markers, 14 sheets 
of stickers (4 with glitter)

ISBN: 978-1-59174-935-6
UPC: 7-30767-19356-0
6-copy display: 280488
ISBN: 978-1-59174-933-2
$101.94 US / $119.94 CDN
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My style 
studio
Design & Trace Your 
Own Fashions
BY the edItOrs OF klutz

With My Style Studio, 
young designers get all  
the inspiration, art 
supplies, and confidence 
they need to draw any 
style they dream up. Super-clear 
line art on mix-and-match vinyl clings makes it 
easy to create a bazillion different outfits.

to get a glimpse inside the fashionable 
world of My Style Studio, check out 
www.klutz.com/video

Extra Stuff for 
My style studio
More stylish options for drawing even more 
one-of-a-kind fashions. This pack features 
four pages of all-new fashion pieces on clear 
vinyl clings, as well as eight new pattern 
textures. Finally, we include 100 sheets of 
paper trimmed and punched to fit perfectly 
on the My Style Studio work surface.

The Most Incredible,  
Outrageous, Packed-to-the-Gills, 
Bulging-at-the-Seams

sticker Book
You’ve Ever Seen
BY the edItOrs OF klutz

As the title hints, this is not your average 
sticker book. Not only are there over 450 
stickers, but also instructions for folding 
envelopes, boxes, and cards you can 
decorate with stickers. We include sticker 
pictures, sticker people, stickers of 
dinosaurs, stickers of flowers, stickers, 
stickers, and more stickers!

stop the Watch® 
BY the edItOrs OF klutz

Reintroducing a Klutz classic — updated 
with all new zany timed events and goofy 
illustrations. Some of the events can be done 
solo — how fast can you open a fridge and 
find three things that start with the letter 
“P”? Others require teamwork — how many 
laps can your sister run around her best friend 
in a minute? But all are waiting for kids to 
step right up and time themselves!
Over 1 Million Copies Sold!

suction Cup 
Critters
BY MIChAel sherMAn

Create wild, window-grabbing 
characters with pipe cleaners, 
punch-outs, and suction cups. 
Make monkeys, 
monsters, bugs,  
a school of fish, 
and more. Simple to 
build, completely 
removable and 
amazingly mess free.

sticker design 
studio
Create Your Own  
Custom Stickers
BY kAren phIllIps

Packed with hundreds of cute 
die-cut designs to color and create 
your own unique stickers, girls will 
love putting their truly personal 
mark on everything from binders 
to diaries to lunch bags. Glittery 
accents provide that all-important 
sparkle, while light gray linework 
gives just the right amount of artistic help.



Express
Yourself

$16.95 US
$16.95 CDN
Age 8+
7 1/2" x 9"
60 pp

Comes with: custom-designed 
pencil, coordinating eraser charm 
on a re-fastenable chain, 150-page 
coil-bound notepad, 5 bound-in 
keepsake pocket pages

ISBN: 978-1-59174-516-7 
UPC: 7-30767-45167-7
6-copy display: 141055
ISBN: 978-1-59174-514-3
$101.70 US / $101.70 CDN

Express 
Yourself

$19.95 US
$22.99 CDN
Age 9+
10 5/8" x 8 1/3"
40 pp

Comes with: Hollywood-style slateISBN: 978-1-59174-623-2
UPC: 7-30767-46232-1
6-copy display: 159468
ISBN: 978-1-59174-621-8
$119.70 US / $137.94 CDN

Games &
Puzzles

$19.95 US
$21.99 CDN
Age 6+
10 1/4" x 11 1/4"
48 pp

Comes with: 6 nontoxic water-
based felt-tip pens, 6 skeins of 
floss, a pair of dice, 1 string loop, 
8 foam Parchesi playing pieces, 
a 100-page activity pad

ISBN: 978-1-59174-805-2
UPC: 7-30767-48052-3
6-copy display: 270621
ISBN: 978-1-59174-803-8
$119.70 US / $131.94 CDN

Art &
Drawing

$6.95 US
$7.99 CDN
Age 4+
5 1/2" x 4"
44 pp

Comes with: one ink pad, 
one pen  

Order Numbers: see above

A mixpack display of 6 of each 
Draw Thumb... Book is also 
available. See order form.

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. 
Not for children under 3 yrs.

Art &
Drawing

$14.95 US
$16.99 CDN
Age 6+
8 3/4" x 8"
40 pp

Comes with: 4 ink pads (blue, 
orange, green, purple), 1 black 
marker pen

ISBN: 978-1-59174-590-7
UPC: 7-30767-45907-9
6-copy display: 154427
ISBN: 978-1-59174-589-1
$89.70 US / $101.94 CDN

Games & 
Puzzles

$12.99 US
$14.99 CDN
Age 8+
7" x 8 1/2"
32 pp

Comes with: The Sleeve of 
Doom

ISBN: 978-1-59174-938-7
UPC: 7-30767-19387-4
6-copy display: 280490
ISBN: 978-1-59174-936-3
$77.94 US / $89.94 CDN
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My All-time top 5
BY kAren phIllIps

It’s come to our attention that tween  
girls have opinions. Lots of them. This 
book features 60 pages of opportunities 
for girls to immortalize their opinions  
in list form — from favorites to 
un-favorites, pet peeves, and more. 
Much more. It’s a blast for today, a 
keepsake for tomorrow, and a one-of-a-
kind record of an opinionated life.

to watch a few tricky videos, check out www.klutz.com/tv

tricky video 
The Complete  
Guide to Making 
Movie Magic 
BY JOhn CAssIdY  
& nIChOlAs Berger

Tricky Video is a clever 
collection of easy-to-
achieve video tricks, 
gags, and gimmicks you 
can do with your home 
video camera. Simple step-by-step 
sequences show young directors how to make people disappear, how to 
stage a painless fight scene, how to become a cartoon, and in short, how to 
be a video genius.

kids travel®  
BY the edItOrs OF klutz 

National Parenting Award 
Parents’ Choice Award

A book filled with games, lyrics, 
crafts, instructions, puzzles, and 
every other activity we could 
think of, as well as an activity 
pad jammed with dozens of 
dot-to-dots, crosswords,  
mazes, and such.
Over 1 Million Copies Sold!

BY the edItOrs OF klutz

Fine art at your fingertips. Turn your humdrum thumbprints into all kinds of 
zany pictures with these completely self-contained activity kits. Thumb fun!

draw 
thumb 
Animals
ISBN: 978-1-57054-981-6
UPC: 7-30767-49818-4
6-copy display: 431118
ISBN: 978-1-57054-982-3
$41.70 US / $47.94 CDN

draw 
thumb 
people 
ISBN: 978-1-57054-984-7
UPC: 7-30767-49842-9
6-copy display: 431119
ISBN: 978-1-57054-985-4
$41.70 US / $47.94 CDN

draw 
thumb 
things
ISBN: 978-1-59174-826-7
UPC: 7-30767-48267-1
6-copy display: 270635
ISBN: 978-1-59174-824-3
$41.70 US / $47.94 CDN

The Most Amazing 
thumb doodles Book
in the History of the  
Civilized World 
BY the edItOrs OF klutz

Oppenheim Toy Portfolio Award

Create awesome artwork with  
your thumb as a paintbrush and  
the included ink pads as paint.  
For the finishing touch, add some 
personality with a few pen strokes. Funny drawings and 
friendly instructions share the pages of this book with plenty of white space 
reserved for the use of you and your talented thumbs.

thumb Wars
The Ultimate Guide
BY the edItOrs OF klutz 

Thumb Wars covers everything from classic 
challenges and strategies to fake outs, trash 
talk, and never-before-played games. To 
bring thumb wrestling to the next level,  
we invented the Sleeve of Doom, a sleek, 
shiny, and sensational instrument of 
combat. The two contenders slide their 
hands in and clasp them together, poking 
their thumbs through the holes for an 
even playing field.



Games & 
Puzzles

$9.95 US
$12.99 CDN
Age 8+
6 3/4" x 6 3/4"
120 pp

Comes with: pencil, 2 sheets 
of stickers

ISBN: 978-1-59174-659-1
UPC: 7-30767-42595-1
6-copy display: 159470
ISBN: 978-1-59174-657-7
$59.70 US / $77.94 CDN

Art &
Drawing

$19.95 US
$21.99 CDN
Age 8+
9 1/4" x 11 1/4"
72 pp

Comes with: a set of watercolors, 
a brush

ISBN: 978-1-878257-44-4
UPC: 7-30767-57447-5
6-copy display: 431122
ISBN: 978-1-878257-45-1
$119.70 US / $131.94 CDN

Art &
Drawing

$19.95 US
$24.99 CDN
Age 6+
9 1/2" x 10"
20 pp

Comes with: 10 pages of velvet 
art with 13 designs, 10 brightly 
colored markers, 10 art boards

ISBN: 978-1-59174-259-3
UPC: 7-30767-42595-1
6-copy display: 433527
ISBN: 978-1-59174-260-9
$119.70 US / $149.94 CDN

Games & 
Puzzles

$12.95 US
$16.99 CDN
Age 8+
8 3/8" x 10"
94 pp

Comes with: activities and little 
known facts about the USA

ISBN: 978-1-59174-751-2 
UPC: 7-30767-47512-3
6-copy display: 268236
ISBN: 978-1-59174-749-9
$77.70 US / $101.94 CDN

 Crafts $9.95 US
$11.99 CDN
Age 10+
3" x 9"

Comes with: 300 paper stripsISBN: 978-1-59174-629-4
UPC: 7-30767-46294-9
6-copy display: 159457
ISBN: 978-1-59174-627-0
UPC: 7-30767-46270-3
$59.70 US / $71.94 CDN

Crafts $16.95 US 
$19.99 CDN
Age 10+
8 1/2" x 9"
60 pp

Comes with: 100 colored paper 
strips, twirling wand, 9 sets 
of googly eyes in 3 sizes, glue

ISBN: 978-1-57054-808-6
UPC: 7-30767-48080-6
6-copy display: 436530
ISBN: 978-1-57054-809-3
$101.70 US / $119.94 CDN
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trIptivities®

BY the edItOrs OF klutz 

This 120-page mega-pad is full of 
Klutz-clever puzzles, brainteasers, 
mazes, doodle pages, word games, 
giggles, and goofiness. The write-right-
on-them pages are securely attached to 
an easy-to-grip work surface. No need 
to search under the car seats for a 
writing tool — TRIPtivities comes 
with an official Klutz pencil that lives 
its own little holster.

velvet Art 
BY BArBArA kAne 

Directions to make a fuzzy 
photo frame, a tactile 
maze, a wall hanging, 
and other feel-good 
projects. Finally, velvet 
art with the caliber of 
imagination, 
inspiration, and 
artwork such a cool 
format deserves.

Watercolor
for the Artistically 
Undiscovered
BY thACher hurd & JOhn CAssIdY

Many of the pages in this book  
are mostly blank Italian watercolor 
paper, left for the use of the reader/
painter. The rest of the book is filled 
with Thacher Hurd’s artwork and 
technique tips. The watercolors are 
manufactured by Winsor & Newton, 
the foremost name in 
art supplies.

Free in-store Velvet Art Klutz Day Kit available with purchase. See page 40.

The Slightly Odd
united states Of 
America
Wacky Facts, Great Country
BY the edItOrs OF klutz

Welcome to the United States as 
described by Klutz. The Slightly 
Odd United States of America 
is a glorious celebration of all the 
truly interesting information that 
has been shamefully overlooked  
by your typical textbook. Do you 
know which state is home to highly 
competitive lawn-mower races?  

(North Dakota.) Wacky facts, goofy games, quizzes, and puzzles fill this 
book about the glorious United States.

Extra Stuff for 
twirled paper
This little box is packed with 300 paper 
strips (three times as many as came with 
the book) in the same brilliant rainbow of 
colors as the original. These strips are the 
perfect width and weight to curl, coil, 
bend, and twirl into all the intricate 
designs shown in Twirled Paper.

twirled paper
BY JAQuelIne lee

 Parents’ Choice Award 
 Dr. Toy Award

Transform simple strips of colored 
paper into a world of decorative 
doodads. This activity book 
comes with everything you need 
to get twirling. Thirty projects are 
given the step-by-detailed-step 
treatment, showing how simple  
it is to curl, coil, and twirl up 
intricate-looking designs.

Free in-store Twirled Paper Klutz Day Kit available with purchase. See page 40.



Express 
Yourself

$16.95 US
$19.99 CDN
Age 8+
7 1/2" x 9"
50 pp

Comes with: 50 page notepad, 
bendy pencil

ISBN: 978-1-59174-612-6
UPC: 7-30767-46126-3
6-copy display: 159459
ISBN: 978-1-59174-614-0
$101.70 US / $119.94 CDN

Art &
Drawing

$21.95 US
$26.99 CDN
Age 8+
9 3/8" x 9"
48 pp

Comes with: one 40-ml bottle 
of black outline paint, five 22-ml 
bottles of colored paint (snow 
white, royal blue, orange, sparkle 
yellow, glitter green), 2 plastic 
tracing sheets

ISBN: 978-1-59174-829-8
UPC: 7-30767-48298-5
6-copy display: 270637
ISBN: 978-1-59174-827-4
$131.70 US / $161.94 CDN

Art &
Drawing

$21.95 US
$26.99 CDN
Age 8+
9 3/8" x 9"
60 pp

Comes with: one 40-ml bottle 
of black outline paint, five 22-ml 
bottles of colored paint (violet, 
turquoise, emerald green, sunny 
yellow, poppy red), 2 plastic 
tracing sheets

ISBN: 978-1-59174-832-8
UPC: 7-30767-48328-9
6-copy display: 270639
ISBN: 978-1-59174-830-4
$131.70 US / $161.94 CDN

Art &
Drawing

$24.95 US
$28.99 CDN
Age 8+
7" x 4"

Comes with: two 40-ml bottles 
of black outline paint, ten 
22-ml bottles of colored paint

UPC: 7-30767-44498-3
6-pack only: 136570
UPC: 7-30767-44504-1
$149.70 US / US only

Art & 
Drawing

$16.95 US
$16.95 CDN
Age 8+
3 1/2" x 9"

Comes with: one 40-ml bottle 
of black outline paint, five 
22-ml bottles of colored paint 
(sunny yellow, turquoise, poppy 
red, emerald green, violet) 

ISBN: 978-1-59174-534-1
UPC: 7-30767-45341-1
6-copy display: 141069
ISBN: 978-1-59174-533-4
UPC: 7-30767-45334-3
$101.70 US / $101.70 CDN

Games &
Puzzles

$12.95 US
$13.99 CDN
Age 8+
5 1/2" x 8 1/2"
61 pp

ISBN: 978-1-57054-193-3
UPC: 7-30767-41930-1
6-copy display: 431124
ISBN: 978-1-57054-194-0
$77.70 US / $83.94 CDN

Comes with: one Rocket Yo-Yo
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What About You?
280 Questions on the World’s 
Most Fascinating Topic
BY kAren phIllIps 

What About You? features super-
nosy, somewhat-silly, take-me-now 
surveys for tween girls to take and 
share with friends — with subjects 
ranging from food to fashion to 
friendship. A generous notepad of 
response forms means surveys can be 
taken over and over again, and using 
the translucent, glittery, bendy pencil 
makes answering the questions even more fun… like that’s even possible.

Window Art
BY the edItOrs OF klutz

Publication of our first window art 
book, Window Art (Classic), 
unleashed a staggering avalanche  
of fan mail, photos, and phone calls. 
So we freshened up the palette of 
paints (adding sun-sparkly glitter  
to two of them), created all-new 
designs, and introduced our new 
Window Art book. We developed 
amazing large-scale projects that 
incorporate small pieces of window 
art into masterpieces big enough to 
cover an entire sliding-glass door.

Window Art 
(Classic)
BY the edItOrs OF klutz

Oppenheim Toy Portfolio Award

Window Art (Classic) features 
tried-and-true, ready-to-trace 
designs and six bottles of squirt- 
on, peel-off rainbow colors. Here’s 
how it works: Pick a design, trace 
the outline with the black paint, 
squirt in the colored paint, peel it 
up, and stick it to a glass window. 
With Window Art (Classic), 
every room gets a terrific view.

The Klutz

Yo-Yo Book
BY the edItOrs OF klutz

Parents’ Choice Award

The Klutz Yo-Yo Book is an 
illustrated history of the yo-yo, plus 
a complete compendium of tricks, 
from “Rock the Cradle” to “Shoot 
the Moon.” Packaged with an excellent 
screw-apart yo-yo designed by yo-yo master 
Dale Oliver.

Window Art 
deluxe refill set
Ten 22-ml bottles of color (poppy 
red, turquoise, sunny yellow, light 
green, violet, emerald green, royal 
blue, light blue, clear, and snow 
white) plus two 40-ml bottles  
of black outline and one set  
of directions.

Extra Stuff for 
Window Art
Improve the view from every 
window in your house with this 
set of five brilliant window paint 
colors: sunny yellow, turquoise, 
poppy red, emerald green, and 
violet. A nice big bottle of black 
paint (indispensable for outlining) 
completes the package.



Klutz 
Build-a-
Book

$12.95 US
$14.99 CDN
Age 6+
8 3/4" x 8 3/4"
10 pp

Comes with: mostly blank book, 
double-sided custom papers 
in 25 pattern choices, foam 
shapes, letters, googly eyes, 
glue, double-tipped pen

Order numbers: see above
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Klutz Build-a-Book
®

All the ingredients for a one-of-a-kind book — just add author

Klutz Build-a-Book kits are irresistible invitations to authorship. Each one comes with all the stuff any kid needs to 
make a unique masterpiece, starting with a mostly blank, wire-o–bound book. Tear-out pages provide simple how-
to instruction and inspiration. A double-tipped pen and a bunch of craft supplies specific to each kit’s theme are also 
provided, including a myriad of foam shapes, letters, googly eyes, and colorful Klutz-designed papers. Glue makes it 
easy to stick thoughts on the page. Mix these ingredients with a dash of kid genius and the result is a one-of-a-kind 
book — and a new family keepsake — to share, show off, and cherish.

Why I love My dad
ISBN: 978-1-59174-656-0

UPC: 7-30767-46560-5

6-pack only: 159463

ISBN: 978-1-59174-655-3

$77.70 US / $89.94 CDN

My really 
good Friends
ISBN: 978-1-59174-654-6

UPC: 7-30767-46546-9

6-pack only: 159462

ISBN: 978-1-59174-653-9

$77.70 US / $89.94 CDN

A Book that’s All 
About My Family

Oppenheim Toy Portfolio Award

ISBN: 978-1-59174-560-0
UPC: 7-30767-45603-0

6-pack only: 154419

ISBN: 978-1-59174-557-0

$77.70 US / $89.94 CDN

Me by Me
Oppenheim Toy Portfolio Award

ISBN: 978-1-59174-563-1
UPC: 7-30767-45631-3

6-pack only: 154420

ISBN: 978-1-59174-561-7

$77.70 US / $89.94 CDN



Toys, Kits & Guides
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Toys, Kits 
& Guides

$4.95 US
$7.99 CDN
Age 8+

ISBN: 978-1-57054-172-8
UPC: 7-30767-41728-4
12-copy display: 431126
ISBN: 978-1-57054-173-5
UPC: 7-30767-41735-2
$59.40 US / $95.88 CDN

Toys, Kits 
& Guides

$9.95 US
$10.99 CDN
Age 8+

ISBN: 978-1-57054-036-3
UPC: 7-30767-40365-2
12-pack only: 430069
ISBN: 978-157054-137-7
UPC: 7-30767-41377-4
$119.40 US / $131.88 CDN

Toys, Kits 
& Guides

$10.95 US
$14.99 CDN
Age 6+

ISBN: 978-1-57054-381-4
UPC: 7-30767-43810-4
12-pack only: 430088
ISBN: 978-1-57054-382-1
UPC: 7-30767-43821-0
$131.40 US / $179.88 CDN

$10.95 US
$14.99 CDN
Age 3+

ISBN: 978-1-878257-37-6
UPC: 7-30767-57374-4
12-pack only: 430083
ISBN: 978-1-878257-38-3
UPC: 7-30767-57383-6
$131.40 US / $179.88 CDN

Toys, Kits 
& Guides

Backyard stars
This introduction to your friendly 
neighborhood stars is probably the 
world’s simplest constellation 
guide. Colorful, fun, super-clear, 
free of jargon, and designed for 
smoggy city skies.

Foxtail® softie
Designed for Foxtail enthusiasts born  
in the recent past. A 25% bigger ball, made of 
extra-soft, bonk-the-brother sponge and sewn 
in place with nylon mesh, renders this version 
suitable for younger kids and china-shop play. 
The tail comes in three crayon-loud colors. 

Guaranteed kid-friendly stuff. There’s an 

activity here for every mood, from running 

around outdoors to creative crafting. Best of 

all, Klutz Toys, Kits, and Guides come complete 

with tips, games, and super-clear instructions.

Bubble thing
Just like the apparatus that comes with How to 
Make Monstrous, Huge, Unbelievably Big 
Bubbles, this gizmo makes monster bubbles. 
We’re talking 30-footers. Float one around the 
corner and scare the mail carrier. Directions and 
bubble solution recipe included. 

Foxtail® sonic
Imagine a Foxtail that breaks the sound 
barrier every time you throw it. Introducing 
the Foxtail Sonic — a genuine Foxtail that 
whistles as it flies. The whistles are lodged in 
the leather-covered soft sponge ball and they 
shriek as it whizzes through the air. The Sonic 
boasts the same catch-it-by-the-tail technology 
as the Foxtail Sport and can travel the same 
amazing distances. Only now it comes with  
a soundtrack. 

US Customers Call to Order 866-695-5889
Fax to Order 800-524-407538



Toys, Kits 
& Guides

$4.95 US
$7.99 CDN
Age 6+

ISBN: 978-1-57054-178-0
UPC: 7-30767-41787-1
12-copy display: 428600
ISBN: 978-1-57054-179-7
UPC: 7-30767-41797-0
$59.40 US / $95.88 CDN

Toys, Kits 
& Guides

$9.95 US
$12.99 CDN
Age 4+

ISBN: 978-1-57054-196-4
UPC: 7-30767-41965-3
12-pack only: 430097
ISBN: 978-1-57054-197-1
UPC: 7-30767-41971-4
$119.40 US / $155.88 CDN

Toys, Kits 
& Guides

$10.95 US
$13.99 CDN
Age 6+

ISBN: 978-1-878257-05-5
UPC: 7-30767-57056-9
12-pack only: 430095
ISBN: 978-1-878257-06-2
UPC: 7-30767-57062-0
$131.40 US / $167.88 CDN

Toys, Kits 
& Guides

$14.95 US
$16.99 CDN
Age 8+

ISBN: 978-1-59174-820-5
UPC: 7-30767-48205-3
12-pack only: 270632
ISBN: 978-1-59174-819-9
UPC: UPC: 7-30767-48205-3 
$179.40 US / $203.88 CDN

Toys, Kits 
& Guides

$5.95 US
$7.99 CDN
Age 8+

ISBN: 978-1-57054-560-3
UPC: 7-30767-45600-9
12-copy display: 431126
ISBN: 978-1-57054-555-9
UPC: 7-30767-45559-0
$71.40 US / $95.88 CDN
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Icky poo® games
Icky Poo is an extremely weird substance. It’s very 
stretchy and a little gooey but, amazingly, it won’t stick 
to your hands. Here we offer two Icky Poo paddle ropes 
and a booklet of totally icky games to play with them. 
Flypaper Trashball, anyone?

Foxtail® sport
Catch it and throw it by the tail... only. Take one 
bonkless sponge-rubber ball, covered in top-grain 
cowhide and stitched to a colored nylon sock. Now go 
outside, spin your Foxtail and let it fly. Your partner, 
40 yards downfield, leaps for the catch and snags it 
by the tail. Touchdown, Foxtail-style!

the Best paper Airplanes 
You’ll ever Fly
 Scientific American Young Readers Book Award

When we say these are the best, we’re not 
kidding. The folding instructions are, of course, 
Klutz-clear and the trimming and flying 
information is fully field-tested and approved. 

slingChute® 
A multicolored 32"-diameter parachute, tucked inside 
a hollow ball. Swing the ball by its attached tail, send 
it sky high, and watch the parachute pop out and 
bring the whole thing floating down. It’s simple, 
exciting, and colorful and it’ll have you running all 
over the lawn looking up at the wild blue yonder. 

Wishing stars
Origami from the heart. Take a strip of colorful paper and 
write a wish on it. Then fold your wish into a plump little 
five-pointed star. Trade wishing stars with friends or 
make a whole bowl of good wishes to last all season 
long. This Klutz Kit contains a full-color, step-by-very-
clear-step instruction card and enough brilliantly colored 
paper strips to make 100 twinkling wishes.



K LUT Z  DAY  K I T S

40 US Customers Call to Order 866-695-5889
Fax to Order 800-524-4075

It’s an in-store, hands-on, hey-let- 
me-try-it kind of activity day

Each Klutz Day Kit comes 
with everything you need.

•	Detailed	instructions	for	
planning	a	successful	event

•	A	Klutz	poster

•	A	bunch	of	red	Klutz	balloons

Twirled Paper
ISBN: 978-1-59174-413-9

Kids	will	turn	simple	strips	of	paper	
into	brightly	colored	works	of	art	
with our Twirled Paper Klutz 
Day Kit. Includes supplies and 
instructions	for	25	kids	to	curl,	coil,	
and twirl whimsical masterpieces.

FREE with 
purchase of 
two Counter 
Displays of 
Klutz Day 
Kit title

Throw a Klutz Day!

Klutz Days are guaranteed to create 
excitement and drive sales in your store. 
Each Klutz Day Kit comes with everything 
you	need	to	get	started.	Just	like	our	books, 
we	provide	the	supplies,	instructions,	and	
inspiration	and	the	kids	provide	the	creativity. 
All you need to provide is the activity area. 
The	books	that	inspired	these	kits	are	some	of 
our	biggest	sellers.	Watch	kids	dig	into	these 
in-store activities and you’ll understand why.

Face Painting
ISBN: 978-1-59174-461-0

This	kit	includes	a	copy	of	Face 
Painting,	three	palettes	of	the	
brilliant	new	face	paints,	brushes,	
and	sponges	along	with	a	slew	of	
foolproof	cheek-art	designs.	The	
kids	will	simply	grin	and	bare	it.

Origami
ISBN: 978-1-57054-582-5

This Klutz Day Kit comes with step-
by-very-clear-step	instructions	and	
enough	custom-designed,	brilliantly	
colored	origami	paper	to	make	25	
bunnies	and	25	star	boxes.	This	is	
paper	folding	at	its	finest.

Velvet Art
ISBN: 978-1-59174-215-9

However	you	color	it,	velvet	art	
projects	will	always	look	like	
masterpieces. This Klutz Day Kit 
comes	with	enough	markers	and	
fuzzy	art	to	create	25	greeting	
cards	and	25	bookmarks.	See	
how	easy	it	is	to	create	fabulous	
fuzzy	masterpieces.	



ORDER I NG

41Canada Customers Call to Order 800-268-3860 
Fax to Order 800-387-4944

Claims
Any	claims	(shortages,	damage,	quality	issues,	or	non-receipt),	as	well	
as	requests	for	proof-of-delivery,	must	be	made	within	45	days	of	the	
invoiced	ship	date.	Invoice	number	and	date	must	be	included	with	 
any claim.

Need Help?
For	additional	information,	to	get	the	number	of	your	local	Klutz	sales	
representative,	or	just	to	say	“Hi,”	give	us	a	call	toll-free	at	866-695-5889	
or	e-mail	us	at	orders@klutz.com.

Contact Information
Klutz Galactic Headquarters
450	Lambert	Avenue,	Palo	Alto,	CA		94306 
Tel:	650-857-0888 
Fax:	650-857-9110

Customer Service / Order Entry
450	Lambert	Avenue,	Palo	Alto,	CA		94306 
Tel:	866-695-5889 
Fax:	800-524-4075 
E-mail:	orders@klutz.com

Payment Remittance
Klutz,	P.O.	Box	416851,	Boston,	MA		02241-6851 
Tel:	866-695-5889 
Fax:	800-524-4075 
E-mail:	ar@klutz.com

Orders from New Accounts
No	problem.	Please	contact	Customer	Service	at	866-695-5889.

International Orders
No	problem.	Please	e-mail	us	at	international@klutz.com.

Packing
We	ship	only	in	prepacked	quantities	boxed	in	Counter	Displays	or	
bulkpack	cartons	(which	do	not	include	any	displays).	The	number	of	
units	in	a	display	or	carton	varies	by	title	(see	order	form	for	details).	
Odd	quantities	may	be	ordered	from	any	of	the	leading	wholesalers.

Terms
Net	30	days.	We	don’t	ship	to	past-due	accounts.

Discount Schedules
1.	Non-Returnable	(Direct	to	Store	or	RDC):	50% 
2.	Returnable	(Direct	to	Store):	42%

Freight Policy
All	shipments,	including	backorders,	are	either	shipped	by	Klutz	at	a	
cost	of	7.25%	of	invoice	value,	or	are	FOB	Jefferson	City,	MO.	Orders	
shipped	by	Klutz	are	shipped	via	the	most	economical	carrier	available	
to us.

Postal	requirements	prohibit	us	from	shipping	Fourth	Class	Book	Rate	
or	Library	Rate.

If	you	are	placing	an	order	you	suspect	may	weigh	over	200	pounds,	
please	indicate	whether	you	can	accept	truck	deliveries.

For	promotional	free	freight	offers,	please	contact	Customer	Service.

Electronic Orders and Order Tracking
Call	Customer	Service	for	information	about	these	services.

Returns Policy
•	 Returns	authorization	is	not	required.	Books	must	be	bought	

directly	from	Klutz.	Books	must	be	in	account’s	inventory	for	3	
months,	and	returned	no	later	than	one	year	from	invoice	date,	in	
order	to	be	eligible	for	return.

•	 Returns	will	be	credited	at	the	scanned	price	on	the	book,	less	the	
last	invoice	discount	from	the	returning	location.	The	invoice	from	
which	the	discount	was	determined	will	be	identified	on	each	line.

•	 If	no	scanned	price	is	available,	the	current	price,	less	the	discount	
above,	will	be	credited.

•	 Full	book	returns	must	be	in	saleable	condition	and	customer-	
generated	stickers	must	be	removed.

•	 Each	carton	should	include	a	copy	of	the	packing	list	indicating	
account	number,	name,	address,	the	claim	number	(if	any),	and	
number	of	cartons;	list	each	title	with	quantity	returned,	ISBN,	and	
cover price.

•	 The customer must prepay transportation charges on all returns.

•	 Books	purchased	for	author	events	are	not	returnable.

Full Book Returns	send	to:	The	Fine	People	at	Klutz	Returns,	3030	
Robinson	Road,	Jefferson	City,	MO	65101

How to do the ordering thing
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Give your Klutz selection the 
attention it deserves with 
one	of	our	fixtures.	Because	
nothing	says	Klutz	like	a	
fixture	that	says	Klutz!
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Activity Book 
$14.95 US / $16.99 CDN

Age	4+		Page	12
ISBN:	978-1-59174-781-9

6-copy	display:	270605
ISBN:	978-1-59174-779-6

$89.70 US / $101.94 CDN

Balloon Twisting 
$19.95 US / $21.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	13
ISBN:	978-1-59174-674-4

6-copy	display:	206210
ISBN:	978-1-59174-672-0

$119.70 US / $131.94 CDN

Battery Science 
$21.95 US / $24.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	15
ISBN:	978-1-59174-251-7

6-copy	display:	433516
ISBN:	978-1-59174-250-0

$131.70 US / $149.94 CDN

Bead Loom Bracelets 
$24.95 US / $24.95 CDN

Age	12+		Page	13
ISBN:	978-1-59174-504-4

6-copy	display:	141049
ISBN:	978-1-59174-502-0

$149.70 US / $149.70 CDN

Board Games 
$24.95 US / $24.95 CDN

Age	7+		Page	13
ISBN:	978-1-59174-507-5

6-copy	display:	141051
ISBN:	978-1-59174-505-1

$149.70 US / $149.70 CDN

Animation 
$19.95 US / $21.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	12
ISBN:	978-1-59174-733-8

6-copy	display:	268224
ISBN:	978-1-59174-731-4

$119.70 US / $131.94 CDN

All About Me  
$16.95 US / $19.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	12
ISBN:	978-1-59174-765-9

6-copy	display:	270572
ISBN:	978-1-59174-775-8

$101.70 US / $119.94 CDN

Artrageous 
$21.95 US / $23.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	12
ISBN:	978-1-59174-784-0

6-copy	display:	270607
ISBN:	978-1-59174-782-6

$131.70 US / $143.94 CDN 

Body Crayon Book 
$14.95 US / $16.99 CDN

Age	4+		Page	13
ISBN:	978-1-59174-790-1	

6-copy	display:	270611
ISBN:	978-1-59174-788-8

$89.70 US / $101.94 CDN

6-copy	display:	428565
ISBN:	978-1-878257-55-0
$89.70 US / $101.94 CDN

Buck Book 
$14.95 US / $16.99 CDN

Age	6+		Page	14
ISBN:	978-1-878257-51-2

6-copy	display:	270569
ISBN:	978-1-59174-773-4

$89.70 US / $101.94 CDN

Building Cards: Castles 
$14.95 US / $16.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	14
ISBN:	978-1-59174-761-1

Angel Ornaments 
$16.95 US / $18.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	10
ISBN:	978-1-59174-597-6

6-copy	(no	display):	154422
ISBN:	978-1-59174-597-6

$101.70 US / $113.94 CDN

Brilliant Bead Rings 
$16.99 US / $19.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	8
ISBN:	978-0-545-34617-7

6-copy	display:	534627
ISBN:	978-0-545-34627-6

$101.94 US / $119.94 CDN

Boom! Splat! Kablooey!  
$19.95 US / $21.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	13
ISBN:	978-1-59174-677-5

6-copy	display:	206212
ISBN:	978-1-59174-675-1

$119.70 US / $131.94 CDN

Bristlebots 
$19.95 US / $22.99 CDN 

Age	8+		Page	14
ISBN:	978-1-59174-643-0

6-copy	display:	159449
ISBN:	978-1-59174-641-6

$119.70 US / $137.94 CDN

Bubbles 
$16.95 US / $18.99 CDN

Age	6+		Page	14
ISBN:	978-1-57054-257-2

6-copy	display:	892077
ISBN:	978-1-57054-258-9

$101.70 US / $113.94 CDN

6-copy	display:	270570
ISBN:	978-1-59174-770-3	

$119.70 US / $149.94 CDN

Building Cards: Hogwarts 
$19.95 US / $24.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	15
ISBN:	978-1-59174-772-7

6-copy	display:	270571
ISBN:	978-1-59174-774-1

$89.70 US / $101.94 CDN

Building Cards: Pirate Ships 
$14.95 US / $16.99 CDN

Age	10+		Page	15
ISBN:	978-1-59174-763-5

Building Cards: Castles Extra Stuff 
$7.95 US / $7.95 CDN 
Age	8+		Page	14

UPC:	7-30767-45396-1

6-copy	display:	141678
UPC:	7-30767-45402-9

$47.70 US / $47.70 CDN

angel oraments

Sample OBC codes
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Card Trickery 
$14.95 US / $16.99 CDN

Age	11+		Page	15
ISBN:	978-1-59174-247-0

6-copy	display:	127349
ISBN:	978-1-59174-245-6

$89.70 US / $101.94 CDN

Cat’s Cradle 
$9.95 US / $12.99 CDN

Age	6+		Page	15
ISBN:	978-1-878257-53-6

12-copy	display:	430767
ISBN:	978-1-878257-57-4

$119.40 US / $155.88 CDN

Chinese Jump Rope 
$12.95 US / $14.99 CDN

Age	6+		Page	16
ISBN:	978-1-57054-098-1

12-copy	display:	430768
ISBN:	978-1-57054-099-8

$155.40 US / $179.88

Clay, Create Anything 
$19.95 US / $21.99 CDN

Age	5+		Page	16
ISBN:	978-1-57054-327-2

6-copy	display:	430820
ISBN:	978-1-57054-328-9

$119.70 US / $131.94 CDN

Clay, Incredible 
$19.95 US / $21.99 CDN

Age	5+		Page	16
ISBN:	978-1-878257-73-4

6-copy	display:	430816
ISBN:	978-1-878257-79-6

$119.70 US / $131.94 CDN

Coin Magic 
$13.95 US / $15.50 CDN

Age	8+		Page	16
ISBN:	978-1-57054-081-3

6-copy	display:	428567
ISBN:	978-1-57054-082-0
$83.70 US / $93.00 CDN

Capsters™  

$16.95 US / $18.99 CDN
Age	8+		Page	15

ISBN:	978-1-57054-205-3

6-copy	display:	893383
ISBN:	978-1-57054-208-4

$101.70 US / $113.94 CDN

Cooking 
$16.99 US / $19.99 CDN

Age	5+		Page	17	
ISBN:	978-1-59174-899-1

6-copy	display:	278949
ISBN:	978-1-59174-897-7

$101.94 US / $119.94 CDN

Charm Chains 
$19.99 US / $21.99 CDN

Age	10+		Page	16
ISBN:	978-1-59174-840-3

6-copy	display:	277136 
ISBN:	978-1-59174-838-0

$119.94 US / $131.94 CDN

Chalk the Block 
$12.99 US / $14.99 CDN

Age	6+		Page	16
ISBN:	978-1-59174-908-0

6-copy	display:	280470
ISBN:	978-1-59174-906-6
$77.94 US / $89.94 CDN

UPC  7-30767-19080-4

ISBN 978-1-59174-908-0

Chalk the Block
 OBC codes

Cootie Catcher 
$14.95 US / $16.99 CDN 

Age	6+		Page	17	
ISBN:	978-1-59174-680-5

6-copy	display:	206214
ISBN:	978-1-59174-678-2

$89.70 US / $101.94 CDN

Crochet
$24.95 US / $29.99 CDN

Age	10+		Page	17
ISBN:	978-1-57054-870-3

6-copy	display:	127181
ISBN:	978-1-57054-867-3

$149.70 US / $179.94 CDN

Doodle Journal 
$16.95 US / $19.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	17
ISBN:	978-1-59174-736-9

6-copy	display:	268226
ISBN:	978-1-59174-734-5

$101.70 US / $119.94 CDN

Doodle Dogs 
$9.95 US / $12.99 CDN

Age	6+		Page	17
ISBN:	978-1-57054-836-9

6-copy	display:	440460
ISBN:	978-1-57054-840-6
$59.70 US / $77.94 CDN

Doodle Cats 
$9.95 US / $12.99 CDN

Age	6+		Page	17
ISBN:	978-1-57054-835-2

6-copy	display:	440458
ISBN:	978-1-57054-838-3
$59.70 US / $77.94 CDN

Doodle Faces 
$9.95 US / $12.99 CDN

Age	6+		Page	17 
ISBN:	978-1-57054-837-6

6-copy	display:	440461
ISBN:	978-1-57054-842-0
$59.70 US / $77.94 CDN

Draw Funny 
$16.95 US / $19.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	18
ISBN:	978-1-59174-649-2

6-copy	display:	159453
ISBN:	978-1-59174-647-8

$101.70 US / $119.94 CDN

Doodlewire 
$14.99 US / $16.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	18
ISBN:	978-1-59174-843-4

6-copy	display:	277138 
ISBN:	978-1-59174-841-0

$89.94 US / $101.94 CDN

Draw DC Universe 
$19.99 US / $21.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	3
ISBN:	978-0-545-34619-1

6-copy	display:	534628
ISBN:	978-0-545-34628-3

$119.94 US / $131.94 CDN

Sample OBC codes

Building Cards: Spaceships 
$14.95 US / $16.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	15
ISBN:	978-1-59174-793-2

6-copy	display:	270613
ISBN:	978-1-59174-791-8

$89.70 US / $101.94 CDN
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Fingerprint Fabulous 
$14.95 US / $16.99 CDN

Age	6+		Page	20
ISBN:	978-1-59174-748-2

6-copy	display:	268234
ISBN:	978-1-59174-746-8

$89.70 US / $101.94 CDN

Fashion Origami
$19.95 US / $21.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	19
ISBN:	978-1-59174-745-1	

6-copy	display:	268232
ISBN:	978-1-59174-743-7

$119.70 US / $131.94 CDN

Etch A Sketch 
$16.95 US / $18.99 CDN

Age	6+		Page	19
ISBN:	978-1-57054-050-9

6-copy	display:	430822
ISBN:	978-1-57054-051-6

$101.70 US / $113.94 CDN

Explorabook
$21.95 US / $23.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	19
ISBN:	978-1-59174-799-4

6-copy	display:	270617
ISBN:	978-1-59174-797-0

$131.70 USD / $143.94 CDN

Fairies 
$16.95 US / $19.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	19
ISBN:	978-1-59174-802-1

6-copy	display:	270619
ISBN:	978-1-59174-800-7

$101.70 US / $119.94 CDN

Face Painting 
$24.95 US / $29.99 CDN

Age	6+		Page	19
ISBN:	978-1-59174-430-6

6-copy	display:	135426
ISBN:	978-1-59174-429-0

$149.70 US / $179.94 CDN

Fabulous Flowers
$19.99 US / $21.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	19
ISBN:	978-1-59174-914-1

6-copy	display:	280474
ISBN:	978-1-59174-912-7

$119.94 US / $131.94 CDN

Encyclopedia of My Immaturity
$16.99 US / $19.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	18
ISBN:	978-1-59174-923-3

6-copy	display:	280480
ISBN:	978-1-59174-921-9

$101.94 US / $119.94 CDN

Good Growing 
$16.95 US / $21.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	21
ISBN:	978-1-59174-739-0

6-copy	display:	268228
ISBN:	978-1-59174-737-6

$101.70 US / $131.94 CDN

Glossy Bands
$19.95 US / $21.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	21
ISBN:	978-1-59174-730-7

6-copy	display:	268221
ISBN:	978-1-59174-728-4

$119.70 US / $131.94 CDN

Galaxy 
$19.99 US / $21.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	21
ISBN:	978-1-59174-920-2

6-copy	display:	280478
ISBN:	978-1-59174-918-9

$119.94 US / $131.94 CDN

Fuzzimal Puppies 
$16.95 US / $19.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	20
ISBN:	978-1-59174-652-2

6-copy	display:	159484
ISBN:	978-1-59174-650-8

$101.70 US / $119.94 CDN

Friendship Bracelets 
$16.95 US / $19.99 CDN

Age	6+		Page	20
ISBN:	978-1-59174-700-0

6-copy	display:	270575
ISBN:	978-1-59174-778-9

$101.70 US / $119.94 CDN 

Flip Books 
$14.95 US / $14.95 CDN

Age	8+		Page	20
ISBN:	978-1-59174-511-2

6-copy	display:	141053
ISBN:	978-1-59174-512-9
$89.70 US / $89.70 CDN

Friendship Pixies
$16.99 US / $19.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	20
ISBN:	978-1-59174-917-2

6-copy	display:	280476
ISBN:	978-1-59174-915-8

$101.94 US / $119.94 CDN

Friendship Bracelets, Wicked Cool
$16.99 US / $18.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	6
ISBN:	978-0-545-34622-1

6-copy	display:	534632
ISBN:	978-0-545-34632-0

$101.94 US / $113.94 CDN

Drawing 
$19.95 US / $24.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	18
ISBN:	978-1-57054-320-3

6-copy	display:	428571
ISBN:	978-1-57054-321-0

$119.70 US / $149.94 CDN

Encyclopedia of Immaturity 
$19.95 US / $21.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	18
ISBN:	978-1-59174-427-6

6-copy	display:	135424
ISBN:	978-1-59174-426-9

$119.70 US / $131.94 CDN

Encyc. of Immaturity Vol. 2 
$19.95 US / $21.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	18
ISBN:	978-1-59174-689-8

6-copy	display:	206220
ISBN:	978-1-59174-687-4

$119.70 US / $131.94 CDN

Friendship Bracelets, Fancy
$19.95 US / $21.99 CDN

Age	6+		Page	20
ISBN:	978-1-59174-692-8

6-copy	display:	206222
ISBN:	978-1-59174-690-4

$119.70 US / $131.94 CDN
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Juggling 
$14.95 US / $17.99 CDN 

Age	8+		Page	23
ISBN:	978-1-59174-448-1

6-copy	display:	136133
ISBN:	978-1-59174-446-7

$89.70 US / $107.94 CDN

Instant Notes: Cats 
$7.95 US / $8.99 CDN 
Age	6+		Page	22

ISBN:	978-1-59174-631-7

6-copy	display:	159125
ISBN:	978-1-59174-632-4
$47.70 US / $53.94 CDN

Instant Notes: Dogs 
$7.95 US / $8.99 CDN 
Age	6+		Page	22

ISBN:	978-1-59174-636-2

6-copy	display:	159127
ISBN:	978-1-59174-634-8
$47.70 US / $53.94 CDN

Inventions  
$19.99 US / $21.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	22
ISBN:	978-1-59174-879-3

6-copy	display:	277640 
ISBN:	978-1-59174-877-9

$119.94 US / $131.94 CDN

Jacks  
$11.99 US / $12.99 CDN

Age	6+		Page	23
ISBN:	978-1-59174-867-0

6-copy	display:	277340 
ISBN:	978-1-59174-865-6
$71.94 US / $77.94 CDN

Hemp Bracelets 
$14.95 US / $16.99 CDN

Age	6+		Page	22
ISBN:	978-1-57054-187-2

6-copy	display:	428577
ISBN:	978-1-57054-188-9
$89.70 US / $101.94 CDN

Horse Book 
$19.95 US / $24.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	22
ISBN:	978-1-59174-817-5

6-copy	display:	270629
ISBN:	978-1-59174-815-1

$119.70 US / $149.94 CDN

Icky Poo Book 
$12.95 US / $15.99 CDN

Age	6+		Page	22
ISBN:	978-1-59174-241-8

6-copy	display:	137067
ISBN:	978-1-59174-451-1
$77.70 US / $95.94 CDN

Headbands & Hairstyles 
$19.99 US / $21.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	21
ISBN:	9978-1-59174-864-9

6-copy	display:	277217 
ISBN:	978-1-59174-862-5

$119.94 US / $131.94 CDN

Hand Book 
$19.99 US / $21.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	21
ISBN:	978-1-59174-861-8

6-copy	display:	277215 
ISBN:	978-1-59174-859-5

$119.94 US / $131.94 CDN

KidsSongs 
$21.95 US / $23.99 CDN

Age	0+		Page	23
ISBN:	978-1-57054-858-1

6-copy	display:	440464
ISBN:	978-1-57054-859-8

$131.70 US / $143.94 CDN

Just Between Friends 
$16.95 US / $18.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	23
ISBN:	978-1-59174-767-3

6-copy	display:	270573
ISBN:	978-1-59174-776-5

$101.70 US / $113.94 CDN

Knitting 
$24.95 US / $27.99 CDN

Age	10+		Page	23
ISBN:	978-1-59174-384-2

6-copy	display:	130862
ISBN:	978-1-59174-382-8

$149.70 US / $167.94 CDN

Knots 
$10.95 US / $11.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	23
ISBN:	978-1-59174-808-3

6-copy	display:	270623	
ISBN:	978-1-59174-806-9
$65.70 US / $71.94 CDN

LEGO Contraptions 
$21.95 US / $25.99 CDN

Age	7+		Page	24
ISBN:	978-1-59174-769-7

6-copy	display:	270574
ISBN:	978-1-59174-777-2

$131.70 US / $155.94 CDN

Lettering 
$18.95 US / $20.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	24
ISBN:	978-1-57054-428-6

6-copy	display:	127343
ISBN:	978-1-57054-847-5

$113.70 US / $125.94 CDN

Life According to Me 
$14.95 US / $16.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	24
ISBN:	978-1-57054-354-8

6-copy	display:	430922
ISBN:	978-1-57054-355-5
$89.70 US / $101.94 CDN

Life in Pictures 
$19.95 US / $24.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	24
ISBN:	978-1-57054-916-8

6-copy	display:	430921
ISBN:	978-1-57054-917-5

$119.70 US / $149.94 CDN

Made You Look  
$16.95 US / $18.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	24
ISBN:	978-1-57054-894-9

6-copy	display:	127345
ISBN:	978-1-57054-892-5

$101.70 US / $113.94 CDN

Look Book 
$19.99 US / $21.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	3
ISBN:	978-0-54534-620-7

6-copy	display:	534629
ISBN:	978-0-54534-629-0

$119.94 US / $131.94 CDN
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Magnetic Magic  
$12.95 US / $13.99 CDN 

Age	8+		Page	25	
ISBN:	978-1-878257-86-4

6-copy	display:	428582
ISBN:	978-1-878257-87-1
$77.70 US / $83.94 CDN

Me and My Friends
$16.95 US / $18.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	25
ISBN:	978-1-57054-813-0

6-copy	display:	436522
ISBN:	978-1-57054-814-7

$101.70 US / $113.94 CDN

Marbles 
$11.99 US / $12.99 CDN

Age	6+		Page	25
ISBN:	978-1-59174-870-0

6-copy	display:	277342 
ISBN:	978-1-59174-868-7
$71.94 US / $77.94 CDN

Mother Nature Goes Nuts
$16.95 US / $16.95 CDN

Age	8+		Page	26
ISBN:	978-1-59174-338-5

6-copy	display:	130334
ISBN:	978-1-59174-336-1

$101.70 US / $101.70 CDN

Me vs. You
$10.99 US / $12.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	26
ISBN:	978-1-59174-929-5

6-copy	display:	280484
ISBN:	978-1-59174-927-1
$65.94 US / $77.94 CDN

Paper Dolls 
$16.99 US / $19.99 CDN

Age	4+		Page	28
ISBN:	978-1-57054-631-0

6-copy	display:	430926
ISBN:	978-1-57054-632-7

$101.94 US / $119.94 CDN

Paper Airplanes Book 
$16.95 US / $18.99 CDN 

Age	7+		Page	27
ISBN:	978-1-57054-830-7

6-copy	display:	436524
ISBN:	978-1-57054-831-4

$101.70 US / $113.94 CDN

Paper Beads 
$21.95 US / $24.99 CDN

Age	9+		Page	27
ISBN:	978-1-59174-620-1

6-copy	display:	159464
ISBN:	978-1-59174-618-8

$131.70 US / $149.94 CDN

Origami 
$16.95 US / $18.99 CDN

Age	9+		Page	27
ISBN:	978-1-57054-997-7

6-copy	display:	430924
ISBN:	978-1-57054-998-4

$101.70 US / $113.94 CDN

Nail Art 
$21.95 US / $24.99 CDN

Age	6+		Page	27
ISBN:	978-1-59174-668-3

6-copy	display:	274431
ISBN:	978-1-59174-595-2

$131.70 US / $149.94 CDN

My [Not-So] Perfect Life 
$16.95 US / $19.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	27
ISBN:	978-1-59174-671-3

6-copy	display:	206208
ISBN:	978-1-59174-669-0

$101.70 US / $119.94 CDN

Natural Beauty Book
$21.95 US / $24.99 CDN

Age	10+		Page	27
ISBN:	978-1-59174-695-9

6-copy	display:	206237
ISBN:	978-1-59174-693-5

$131.70 US / $149.94 CDN

Making Mummies 
$19.99 US / $21.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	5
ISBN:	978-0-545-34621-4

6-copy	display:	534631 
ISBN:	978-0-545-34631-3

$119.94 US / $131.94 CDN

Mix & Match Drawing 
$19.99 US / $21.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	26
ISBN:	978-1-59174-911-0

6-copy	display:	280472
ISBN:	978-1-59174-909-7

$119.94 US / $131.94 CDN

Magic  
$16.95 US / $18.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	24
ISBN:	978-1-59174-811-3

6-copy	display:	270625
ISBN:	978-1-59174-809-0

$101.70 US / $113.94 CDN

Magical Horses  
$19.99 US / $21.99 CDN 

Age	6+		Page	25	
ISBN:	978-1-59174-926-4

6-copy	display:	280482
ISBN:	978-1-59174-924-0

$119.94 US / $131.94 CDN

Monster Drawing  
$16.99 US / $19.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	26
ISBN:	978-1-59174-846-5

6-copy	display:	277140
ISBN:	978-1-59174-844-1

$101.94 US / $119.94 CDN

Music Video  
$16.99 US / $19.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	26
ISBN:	978-1-59174-852-6

6-copy	display:	277144
ISBN:	978-1-59174-850-2
$101.94 / $119.94 CDN

Paper-craft Cards: Flowers  

$16.95 US / $18.99 CDN
Age	8+		Page	28

ISBN:	978-1-59174-570-9

6-copy	display:	154383
ISBN:	978-1-59174-568-6

$101.70 US / $113.94 CDN

My Name  
$16.99 US / $18.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	26
ISBN:	978-15-9174-855-7

6-copy	display:	277146
ISBN:	978-1-59174-853-3
$101.94 / $113.94 CDN

7 30767 46201 7

UPC  7-30767-19110-8

ISBN  978-1-59174-911-0

Sample OBC codes

7 30767 19110 8

9 781591 749110
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Potholders 
$16.95 US / $18.99 CDN

Age	6+		Page	29
ISBN:	978-1-57054-963-2

6-copy	display:	430929
ISBN:	978-1-57054-964-9

$101.70 US / $113.94 CDN

Picture Bracelets, Pretty
$12.95 US / $14.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	29
ISBN:	978-1-59174-711-6

6-copy	display:	263774 
ISBN:	978-1-59174-709-3
$77.70 US / $89.94 CDN

Paper Fashions Fantasy 
$21.95 US / $24.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	29
ISBN:	978-1-59174-613-3

6-copy	display:	159466 
ISBN:	978-1-59174-616-4

$131.70 US / $149.94 CDN

Picture Bracelets 
$12.95 US / $13.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	29
ISBN:	978-1-57054-972-4

6-copy	display:	430927 
ISBN:	978-1-57054-973-1
$77.70 US / $83.94 CDN

Paper Fashions Fancy 
$21.95 US / $24.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	28
ISBN:	978-1-59174-519-8

6-copy	display:	141057
ISBN:	978-1-59174-517-4

$131.70 US / $149.94 CDN

Paper Fashions Fancy Extra Stuff 
$12.95 US / $12.95 CDN

Age	8+		Page	28
UPC:	7-30767-45822-5

6-copy	display:	154412
UPC:	7-30767-45808-9 
$77.70 US / $77.70 CDN

Pickup Sticks 
$11.99 US / $12.99 CDN

Age	6+		Page	29
ISBN:	978-1-59174-876-2

6-copy	display:	277344 
ISBN:	978-1-59174-874-8
$71.94 US / $77.94 CDN

Paper Fashions Extra Stuff 
$12.95 US / $12.95 CDN

Age	8+		Page	28
UPC:	7-30767-45082-3

6-copy	display:	141065
UPC:	7-30767-45099-1

$77.70 US / $77.70 CDN

Paper Fashions 
$21.95 US / $24.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	28
ISBN:	978-1-57054-534-4

6-copy	display:	896949
ISBN:	978-1-57054-517-7

$131.70 US / $149.94 CDN

Potholders Extra Stuff 
$12.95 US / $12.95 CDN

Age	6+		Page	29
UPC:	7-30767-45303-9

6-copy	display:	141090	
UPC:	7-30767-45297-1

$77.70 US / $77.70 CDN

Rubber Band Flying Machines 
$19.95 US / $21.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	30
ISBN:	978-1-59174-742-0

6-copy	display:	268230
ISBN:	978-1-59174-740-6

$119.70 US / $131.94 CDN

Quilting 
$21.95 US / $28.99 CDN

Age	10+		Page	30
ISBN:	978-1-57054-215-2

6-copy	display:	893385
ISBN:	978-1-57054-216-9

$131.70 US / $173.94 CDN

Scoubidou 
$16.95 US / $20.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	30
ISBN:	978-1-57054-971-7

6-copy	display:	127361
ISBN:	978-1-57054-895-6

$101.70 US / $125.94 CDN

Scoubidou Extra Stuff 
$9.95 US / $10.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	30
UPC:	7-30767-45853-9

6-copy	display:	154415
UPC:	7-30767-45839-3

$59.70 US / $65.94 CDN

Shrink Art Jewelry 
$24.95 US / $27.99 US
Age	12+		Page	31

ISBN:	978-1-59174-437-5

6-copy	display:	135430
ISBN:	978-1-59174-435-1

$149.70 US / $167.94 CDN

Safety Pin Bracelets 
$19.99 US / $21.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	30
ISBN:	978-1-59174-932-5

6-copy	display:	280486
ISBN:	978-1-59174-930-1

$119.94 US / $131.94 CDN

Rule the World 
$16.99 US / $21.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	30
ISBN:	978-1-59174-849-6

6-copy	display:	277142 
ISBN:	978-1-59174-847-2

$101.94 US / $131.94 CDN

Pom-Pom Monster Salon 
$16.99 US / $19.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	1
ISBN:	978-0-545-34624-5

6-copy	display:	534634 
ISBN:	978-0-545-34634-4

$101.94 US / $119.94 CDN

Ribbon Bangles 
$19.99 US / $21.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	4
ISBN:	978-0-545-34625-2

6-copy	display:	534635 
ISBN:	978-0-545-34635-1
$119.94 / $131.94 CDN

Sample OBC codes

Picture Bracelets, Holiday
$12.95 US / $14.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	10
ISBN:	978-1-57054-868-0

6-copy	display:	895551 
ISBN:	978-1-57054-236-7
$77.70 US / $89.94 CDN
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Shrinky Dinks Book 
$14.95 US / $16.99 CDN

Age	6+		Page	31
ISBN:	978-1-57054-407-1

6-copy	display:	430930
ISBN:	978-1-57054-408-8

$89.70 / $101.94 CDN

Spiral Draw 
$19.95 US / $21.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	32
ISBN:	978-1-57054-960-1

6-copy	display:	430933
ISBN:	978-1-57054-961-8

$119.70 US / $131.94 CDN

Spool Knit Jewelry 
$21.95 US / $23.99 CDN

Age	12+		Page	32	
ISBN:	978-1-57054-804-8

6-copy	display:	436290
ISBN:	978-1-57054-805-5	

$131.70 US / $143.94 CDN

Stained Glass 
$19.95 US / $21.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	32
ISBN:	978-1-57054-811-6

6-copy	display:	896951
ISBN:	978-1-57054-802-4

$119.70 US / $131.94 CDN

Shrink Art Jewelry Extra Stuff 
$12.95 US / $12.95 CDN

Age	12+		Page	31
UPC:	7-30767-45327-5

6-copy	display:	141067
UPC:	7-30767-45310-7

$77.70 US / $77.70 CDN

Shrinky Dinks Extra Stuff 
$12.95 US / $10.99 CDN

Age	6+		Page	31
UPC:	7-30767-45877-5

6-copy	display:	154418
UPC:	7-30767-45860-7

$77.70 US / $65.94 CDN

Solar Car 
$21.95 US / $26.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	31
ISBN:	978-1-59174-823-6

6-copy	display:	270633
ISBN:	978-1-59174-821-2

$131.70 US / $161.94 CDN

Star Wars: Clone Wars 
$16.95 US / $19.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	32
ISBN:	978-1-59174-698-0

6-copy	display:	206224
ISBN:	978-1-59174-696-6

$101.70 US / $119.94 CDN

Stencil Art 
$19.95 US / $21.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	32
ISBN:	978-1-57054-245-9

6-copy	display:	896947
ISBN:	978-1-57054-241-1

$119.70 US / $131.94 CDN

Sticker Book 
$12.99 US / $14.99 CDN

Age	3+		Page	33
ISBN:	978-1-57054-117-9

6-copy	display:	278522
ISBN:	978-1-59174-894-6
$77.94 US / $89.94 CDN

Style Studio Extra Stuff 
$12.95 US / $14.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	33
UPC:	7-30767-46263-5

6-copy	display:	159455
UPC:	7-30767-46249-9

$77.70 US / $89.94 CDN

Suction Cup Critters 
$14.95 US / $19.99 CDN  

Age	6+		Page	33
ISBN:	978-1-57054-267-1

6-copy	display:	892448
ISBN:	978-1-57054-269-5
$89.70 US / $119.94 CDN

Style Studio 
$21.95 US / $23.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	33
ISBN:	978-1-59174-567-9

6-copy	display:	154429
ISBN:	978-1-59174-564-8

$131.70 US / $143.94 CDN

Sticker Design Studio 
$16.99 US / $19.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	33
ISBN:	978-1-59174-935-6

6-copy	display:	280488
ISBN:	978-1-59174-933-2

$101.94 US / $119.94 CDN

Thumb Things 
$6.95 US / $7.99 CDN

Age	4+		Page	34
ISBN:	978-1-59174-826-7

6-copy	display:	270635
ISBN:	978-1-59174-824-3
$41.70 US / $47.94 CDN

Thumb Doodles 
$14.95 US / $16.99 CDN

Age	6+		Page	34
ISBN:	978-1-59174-590-7

6-copy	display:	154427
ISBN:	978-1-59174-589-1

$89.70 US / $101.94 CDN

Thumb Animals 
$6.95 US / $7.99 CDN

Age	4+		Page	34
ISBN:	978-1-57054-981-6

6-copy	display:	431118
ISBN:	978-1-57054-982-3
$41.70 US / $47.94 CDN

Thumb People 
$6.95 US / $7.99 CDN

Age	4+		Page	34
ISBN:	978-1-57054-984-7

6-copy	display:	431119
ISBN:	978-1-57054-985-4
$41.70 US / $47.94 CDN

Stop the Watch 
$12.95 US / $14.99 CDN

Age	6+		Page	33
ISBN:	978-1-57054-117-9

6-copy	display:	896953
ISBN:	978-1-57054-816-1
$77.70 US / $89.94 CDN

ISBN 978-1-57054-819-2 UPC 7-30767-48196-4

Stamp Art
$21.99 US / $23.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	2
ISBN:	978-0-545-34626-9

6-copy	display:	534636 
ISBN:	978-0-545-34636-8
$131.94 / $143.94 CDN

Solar Car CV
 OBC codes
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Twirled Paper 
$16.95 US / $19.99 CDN

Age	10+		Page	35
ISBN:	978-1-57054-808-6

6-copy	display:	436530
ISBN:	978-1-57054-809-3

$101.70 US / $119.94 CDN

TRIPtivities 
$9.95 US / $12.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	35
ISBN:	978-1-59174-659-1

6-copy	display:	159470
ISBN:	978-1-59174-657-7
$59.70 US / $77.94 CDN

Travel 
$19.95 US / $21.99 CDN

Age	6+		Page	34
ISBN:	978-1-59174-805-2

6-copy	display:	270621
ISBN:	978-1-59174-803-8

$119.70 US / $131.94 CDN

Tricky Video 
$19.95 US / $22.99 CDN

Age	9+		Page	34
ISBN:	978-1-59174-623-2

6-copy	display:	159468
ISBN:	978-1-59174-621-8

$119.70 US / $137.94 CDN

Top 5 
$16.95 US / $16.95 CDN

Age	8+		Page	34
ISBN:	978-1-59174-516-7

6-copy	display:	141055
ISBN:	978-1-59174-514-3

$101.70 US / $101.70 CDN

Thumb Wars 
$12.99 US / $14.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	34
ISBN:	978-1-59174-938-7

6-copy	display:	280490
ISBN:	978-1-59174-936-3
$77.94 US / $89.94 CDN

Window Art Extra Stuff 
$16.95 US / $16.95 CDN 

Age	8+		Page	36
UPC:	7-30767-45341-1

6-copy	display:	141069
UPC:	7-30767-45334-3

$101.70 US / $101.70 CDN

Yo-Yo Book 
$12.95 US / $13.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	36
ISBN:	978-1-57054-193-3

6-copy	display:	431124
ISBN:	978-1-57054-194-0
$77.70 US / $83.94 CDN

Window Art Deluxe Refill Set
$24.95 US / $28.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	36
UPC:	7-30767-44498-3

6-pack	only:	136570
ISBN:	978-1-59174-450-4

$149.70 US / US only

Watercolor 
$19.95 US / $21.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	35
ISBN:	978-1-878257-44-4

6-copy	display:	431122
ISBN:	978-1-878257-45-1

$119.70 US / $131.94 CDN

What About You? 
$16.95 US / $19.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	36
ISBN:	978-1-59174-612-6

6-copy	display:	159459
ISBN:	978-1-59174-614-0

$101.70 US / $119.94 CDN

Window Art (Classic) 
$21.95 US / $26.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	36
ISBN:	978-1-59174-832-8

6-copy	display:	270639
ISBN:	978-1-59174-830-4

$131.70 US / $161.94 CDN

Window Art 
$21.95 US / $26.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	36
ISBN:	978-1-59174-829-8

6-copy	display:	270637
ISBN:	978-1-59174-827-4

$131.70 US / $161.94 CDN

Velvet Art, Christmas 
$19.95 US / $24.99 CDN

Age	6+		Page	10
ISBN:	978-1-59174-724-6

6-copy	display:	267785
ISBN:	978-1-59174-722-2

$119.70 US / $149.94 CDN

United States
$12.95 US / $16.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	35
ISBN:	978-1-59174-751-2	

6-copy	display:	268236
ISBN:	978-1-59174-749-9

$77.70 US / $101.94 CDN

Velvet Art 
$19.95 US / $24.99 CDN

Age	6+		Page	35
ISBN:	978-1-59174-259-3

6-copy	display:	433527
ISBN:	978-1-59174-260-9

$119.70 US / $149.94 CDN

Twirled Paper Extra Stuff 
$9.95 US / $11.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	35
UPC:	7-30767-46294-9

6-copy	display:	159457
UPC:	7-30767-46270-3	

$59.70 US / $71.94 CDN

Twisted Critters 
$16.99 US / $19.99 CDN

Age	6+		Page	9
ISBN:	978-0-545-34623-8

6-copy	display:	534633 
ISBN:	978-0-545-34633-7

$101.94 US / $119.94 CDN

Window Art, Christmas
$21.99 US / $26.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	10
ISBN:	978-1-59174-727-7

6-copy	display:	267784
ISBN:	978-1-59174-725-3

$131.94 US / $161.94 CDN

TriptivitiesNE single codes

UPC  7-30767-48298-5

ISBN-10: 1-59174-829-1
ISBN-13: 978-1-59174-829-8

Window Art CV
single short code

7 30767 48298 5
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My Dad 
$12.95 US / $14.99 CDN

Age	6+		Page	37
ISBN:	978-1-59174-656-0

\

6-pack	only:	159463
ISBN:	978-1-59174-655-3
$77.70 US / $89.94 CDN

Me by Me
$12.95 US / $14.99 CDN

Age	6+		Page	37 
ISBN:	978-1-59174-563-1

6-pack	only:	154420
ISBN:	978-1-59174-561-7
$77.70 US / $89.94 CDN
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My Family 
$12.95 US / $14.99 CDN

Age	6+		Page	37
ISBN:	978-1-59174-560-0

6-pack	only:	154419
ISBN:	978-1-59174-557-0
$77.70 US / $89.94 CDN

My Friends
$12.95 US / $14.99 CDN

Age	6+		Page	37
ISBN:	978-1-59174-654-6

6-pack	only:	159462
ISBN:	978-1-59174-653-9
$77.70 US / $89.94 CDN

KBAB Friends single codes
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Wishing Stars 
$5.95 US / $7.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	39
UPC:	7-30767-45600-9

12-copy	display:	431126
ISBN:	978-1-57054-555-9
UPC:	7-30767-45559-0

$71.40 US / $95.88 CDN

Bubble Thing 
$9.95 US / $10.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	38
UPC:	7-30767-40365-2

12-pack	only:	430069
ISBN:	978-157054-137-7
UPC:	7-30767-41377-4

$119.40 US / $131.88 CDN

Foxtail Softie 
$10.95 US / $14.99 CDN

Age	3+		Page	38
UPC:	7-30767-57374-4	

12-pack	only:	430083
ISBN:	978-1-878257-38-3
UPC:	7-30767-57383-6	

$131.40 US / $179.88 CDN

Backyard Stars 
$4.95 US / $7.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	38
UPC:	7-30767-41728-4

12-copy	display:	431126
ISBN:	978-1-57054-173-5
UPC:	7-30767-41735-2

$59.40 US / $95.88 CDN

Foxtail Sonic 
$10.95 US / $14.99 CDN

Age	6+		Page	38
UPC:	7-30767-43810-4

12-pack	only:	430088
ISBN:	978-1-57054-382-1
UPC:	7-30767-43821-0

$131.40 US / $179.88 CDN

Icky Poo Toy 
$9.95 US / $12.99 CDN

Age	4+		Page	39
UPC:	7-30767-41965-3

12-pack	only:	430097
ISBN:	978-1-57054-197-1
UPC:	7-30767-41971-4

$119.40 US / $155.88 CDN

Paper Airplanes Guide
$4.95 US / $7.99 CDN

Age	6+		Page	39
UPC:	7-30767-41787-1	

12-copy	display:	428600
ISBN:	978-1-57054-179-7
UPC:	7-30767-41797-0

$59.40 US / $95.88 CDN

SlingChute 
$14.95 US / $16.99 CDN

Age	8+		Page	39
UPC:	7-30767-48205-3

12-pack	only:	270632
ISBN:	978-1-59174-819-9
UPC:	7-30767-48205-3

$179.40 US / $203.88 CDN

Foxtail Sport 
$10.95 US / US only
Age	6+		Page	39

UPC:	7-30767-57056-9

12-pack	only:	430095
ISBN:	978-1-878257-06-2
UPC:	7-30767-57062-0
$131.40 US / US only

BubbleThing single codes 



Chicken Socks



$16.95 US
$19.99 CDN
8 1/4" x 7 1/2"
14 pp

ISBN: 978-1-59174-198-5
UPC: 7-30767-41985-1
6-copy display: 898969
ISBN: 978-1-59174-199-2
$101.70 US / $119.94 CDN

Comes with:∑ a fold-out castle, a king,
a queen, a prince, a princess, a jester,  
4 knights, 2 jousters, a catapult, 
a dragon, parapets, ladders

Make-
Believe

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD.  
Small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$9.95 US
$11.99 CDN
7 3/4"x 7 1/2"
34 pp

ISBN: 978-1-59174-194-7
UPC: 7-30767-41947-9
6-copy display: 898965
ISBN: 978-1-59174-192-3
$59.70 US / $71.94 CDN

Comes with: 8 rubbing plates, 
6 glitter crayons, 1 rainbow  
crayon brick

Art & 
Drawing

$12.95 US
$14.99 CDN
7 3/4" x 7 1/2"
14 pp

ISBN: 978-1-59174-664-5
UPC: 7-30767-46645-9
6-copy display: 160571
ISBN: 978-1-59174-663-8
$77.70 US / $89.94 CDN

Comes with:∑ 3 painted wooden 
clothespins, 12 wheels and 6 axels, 
cardboard punch-out car bodies

Crafts

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD.  
Small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$9.95 US
$10.99 CDN
7 3/4" x 7 1/2"
16 pp

ISBN: 978-1-59174-191-6
UPC: 7-30767-41912-7
6-copy display: 898963
ISBN: 978-1-59174-189-3
$59.70 US / $65.94 CDN

Comes with:∑ 3 clothespins, yarn 
(chenille & varigated), punch-out 
stands & accessories, 3 faux flower 
pieces, 20 sequins, glue

Crafts

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD.  
Small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$14.95 US
$16.99 CDN
7 3/4" x 7 1/2"
20 pp

ISBN: 978-1-59174-573-0
UPC: 7-30767-45730-3
6-copy display: 154402
ISBN: 978-1-59174-571-6
$89.70 US / $101.94 CDN

Comes with: ∑3 tools: Big Eye 
(magnifier), Color Eye (reveals 
hidden pictures), Night Eye (paper 
flashlight)

Games & 
Puzzles
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Draw It Again 
and again, and again, 
and again
It’s a pretty simple idea: Create a 
book that kids can draw in without 
permanently marking the pages. 
A reusable drawing book! A book 
with 20 laminated pages, four 
erasable markers, an eraser, and 
infinite possibilities. Each page 

contains a simple photographed 
image, eager to be transformed into a 

work of art. Fortunately, once the kids 
start drawing, they won’t have to stop. 

Castle 
A Fold-Out Kingdom
This is not just a book about a 
castle — it IS a castle. Some of the 
beautifully illustrated, durable 
pages flip up to become mighty 
castle walls. Others make up  
the murky moat. Everything from 
a dragon to a working catapult is 
included to create 
your medieval 
kingdom. 

Clothespin Cars
With Clothespin Cars, building 
custom cars takes two little hands, 
the included custom-made parts, 
and a tankful of imagination. 
There’s no glue required, so 
assembly is a snap. Junior auto-
motive designers can add their 
choice of cardboard punch-outs 
and decals to make a racecar, a fire 
truck, a hot rod… whatever they 
feel like driving today.

Crayon Rubbings
Create anything-but-ordinary 
colored pictures that pop off the 
page with texture, pattern, and 
pizzazz. This book comes packaged 
with eight rubbing plates (with 
cool patterns of stars and swirls, 
waves and  scales, grass and 
bricks, stones and flowers), six 
bright glitter crayons, and a six-
in-one, gotta-have-it rainbow crayon. 
It’s a bumpy twist on an old favorite.
Free in-store event kit available with purchase. 
See page 59.

Eye Find 
A Picture Puzzle Book
 Oppenheim Toy  
 Portfolio Award 

Solve the 15 different picture 
puzzles with your three Eyes. The 

Big Eye is a magnifier — 
perfect for finding tiny 

things your own eye 
might miss. The 
Color Eye is a mini x-ray that reveals pictures hiding 

inside patterns. And the Night Eye is a faux flashlight 
that magically illuminates dark places. 

Clothespin Cuties
by Theresa Hutnick

With Clothespin Cuties, 
six simple steps turn a 
clothespin into a seriously 
adorable mermaid, 
princess, or ballerina. Everything 

needed to create all three 
is here (clothespins, two 

kinds of yarn, faux flower 
petals, sequins, and glue). Our clothespins even come with 
personalities — permanently painted friendly little faces.

$12.95 US
$13.99 CDN
7 3/4" x 7 1/2"
22 pp

ISBN: 978-1-59174-522-8
UPC: 7-30767-45228-5
6-copy display: 141059
ISBN: 978-1-59174-520-4
$77.70 US / $83.94 CDN

Comes with: ∑4 washable and 
erasable pens, a mini-felt eraser

Art & 
Drawing

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD.  
Small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.



$9.95 US
$12.99 CDN
8" x 7 1/2"
44 pp

ISBN: 978-1-59174-353-8
UPC: 7-30767-43532-5   
6-copy display: 892155
ISBN: 978-1-59174-354-5
$59.70 US / $77.94 CDN

Comes with: 5-in-1 highlighter penArt & 
Drawing

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD.  
Small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$9.95 US
$12.99 CDN
7 3/4" x 7 1/2"
24 pp

ISBN: 978-1-59174-163-3
UPC: 7-30767-41637-9   
6-copy display: 894305
ISBN: 978-1-59174-164-0
$59.70 US / $77.94 CDN

Comes with: ∑31 pompoms, 9 crayons, 
27 googly eyes, glue

Art & 
Drawing

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD.  
Small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$9.95 US
$11.99 CDN
8" x 7 1/2"
10 pp

ISBN: 978-1-59174-315-6
UPC: 7-30767-43150-1  
6-copy display: 127493
ISBN: 978-1-59174-316-3
$59.70 US / $71.94 CDN

Comes with: 5 punch-out foam 
gliders, 5 performance nose caps, 5 
punch-out stands, 1 sheet of stickers

Games & 
Puzzles 

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD.  
Small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$12.95 US
$14.99 CDN
7 1/2" x 7 1/2"
22 pp

ISBN: 978-1-59174-683-6
UPC: 7-30767-46836-1   
6-copy display: 206216
ISBN: 978-1-59174-681-2
$77.70 US / $89.94 CDN

Comes with: 3 foam fuselages, air 
bulb launcher, 6 die-cut rocket 
bodies

Crafts
$9.95 US
$12.99 CDN
7 3/4" x 7 1/2"
14 pp

ISBN: 978-1-59174-244-9
UPC: 7-30767-42447-3  
6-copy display: 127347
ISBN: 978-1-59174-242-5
$59.70 US / $77.94 CDN

Comes with: ∑9 note cards, 8 
postcards, 8 envelopes, 22 envelope 
cards, a doorknob mailbox, envelope 
template, 3 sheets of stickers

Crafts

$12.95 US
US only
8"x 7 1/2"
16 pp

ISBN: 978-1-59174-197-8 
UPC: 7-30767-41971-4  
6-copy display: 898967
ISBN: 978-1-59174-195-4
$77.70 US / US only

Comes with: 6 watercolor boards, 5 
paint pots, 1 foam brush

Art & 
Drawing
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Hand Art
 Oppenheim Toy  
 Portfolio Award

This book is crammed with handfuls 
of inspiration, handy ideas, and 
all the essential supplies such as 
googly eyes, glue, pompoms, and 
crayons to make hand tracings. 
Learn to trace dragons, frogs, dogs, 
aliens, people, and yes, turkeys. 
Free in-store event kit available  
with purchase. See page 59.

Foam Gliders
 Oppenheim Toy Portfolio Award
 National Parenting Award

Inside this book is a fleet of foam 
gliders just waiting to take flight.  
All young aviators have to do is 
punch them out, put them together, 
and send them soaring. Each glider 
has its own shape, style, and name: 
Jet, Space Racer, The Arrow, Triple 
Wing, and Hammerhead. Play some simple 
glider games or have fun just winging it.

Highlight This 
Book!
 Dr. Toy Award

Use the super-cool, five-in-one 
highlighter pen to add pizzazz to 
this unique activity book. There are 
dot-to-dots to uncover, mazes to 
run, hidden pictures to find, and 
matching games galore. Don’t just 
color... highlight!

Foam Rockets
Boosted by the success of Foam 
Gliders, Chicken Socks returns 
to the skies with Foam Rockets. 
Simply choose a punch-out rocket 
body and follow the instructions 
to fold and slide it onto a foam 

fuselage. Then stick 
the finished rocket 
onto the air-bulb 
launcher and give a 
squeeze. ZOOM! To  
the moon!

Magic Painting
Introducing goof-proof painting 
that makes kids proud.  Brush the 
blank page with some paint and 
hidden designs magically appear. 
Our paints are real watercolors, 
yet non-permanent and kid-
friendly. The included easy-to-
handle foam brush is designed 
to soak up just the right amount 
of water and paint, and there’s 
a handy paint palette built right 
into the cover of the book. 

Little Letters
 National Parenting Award

Future party planners, pen 
pals, and all-purpose keep-in-
touchers will love Little Letters. 
It’s everything kids need to make, 
write, and deliver their very own 
cards, notes, and invitations. We 
also threw in custom-designed 
stickers, an easy-to-make 
doorknob mailbox, and a plastic 
template that lets kids transform 
a plain old piece of paper into a 
personalized envelope.



Art & 
Drawing

$12.95 US
$16.99 CDN
8" x 7 1/2"
24 pp

ISBN: 978-1-59174-443-6 
UPC: 7-30767-44436-5    
6-copy display: 135497
ISBN: 978-1-59174-441-2
$77.70 US / $101.94 CDN

Comes with: ∑ 72 crepe and origami 
paper petals, 8 striped pipe cleaners, 
12 paper leaves, 8 paper collars, 1 sheet 
of stickers

Crafts

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD.  
Small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$12.95 US
$14.99 CDN
8" x 7 1/2"
18 pp 

ISBN: 978-1-59174-359-0 
UPC: 7-30767-43591-2  
6-copy display: 892160
ISBN: 978-1-59174-360-6
$77.70 US / $89.94 CDN

Comes with:∑ 26 all-capital magnets in 
4 custom colors, 3 metal pages

Games & 
Puzzles

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD.  
Small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$9.95 US
$10.99 CDN
7 3/4" x 7 1/2"
16 pp

ISBN: 978-1-59174-579-2
UPC: 7-30767-45792-1  
6-copy display: 154406
ISBN: 978-1-59174-577-8
$59.70 US / $65.94 CDN

Comes with: ∑punch-out monster 
parts, paper fasteners, stickers, 
peel-and-stick googly eyes, storage 
envelope

Crafts

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD.  
Small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$9.95 US
$11.99 CDN
7 3/4" x 7 1/2"
12 pp

ISBN: 978-1-59174-646-1
UPC: 7-30767-46461-5
6-copy display: 159451
ISBN: 978-1-59174-644-7
$59.70 US / $71.94 CDN

Comes with: ∑6 painted wooden 
beads, 6 fuzzy pipe cleaners, 
punch-outs 

Crafts

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD.  
Small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$14.95 US
$16.99 CDN
7 7/8" x 7 1/2"
10 pp 

ISBN: 978-1-59174-525-9 
UPC: 7-30767-45259-9  
6-copy display: 141061
ISBN: 978-1-59174-523-5
$89.70 US / $101.94 CDN

Comes with:∑ a fold-out palace, 
3 non-tear paper mermaids,  
sequins, pearls, glue

Make-
Believe

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD.  
Small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.
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Make Your Own
Paper  
Flowers  
With little hands 
in mind, we’ve put 
together the ultimate flower-making 
kit for the kindergarten crowd. 
Simple step-by-step pictures and 
directions make it easy to create 
blossoms, bouquets, corsages, and 

frilly paper crowns, all without using scissors or even a smidgen of glue. 
It’s enough to make any kid a blooming genius.
Free in-store event kit available with purchase. See page 59.

Mermaid’s 
Palace
This isn’t a book 
about a palace —  
it’s a book that IS 
a palace. Mermaid’s 
Palace is a three-dimensional, 
underwater world bubbling with 
charm. Included in the book are 

three mermaids (made of amazing 
no-rip paper) and plenty of sequins and shiny doodads to decorate 
each. There’s only one thing to do: Dive in.

Fuzzy Little 
Monkeys
Follow the 
book’s simple 
instructions 
to make a trio of mischievous 
little monkeys. All the supplies 
are provided, including wooden 
beads painted with sunny 
monkey faces and specially 

sculpted, ultra-fuzzy pipe cleaners. Putting them together is super 
simple — no scissors, glue, or monkey wrenches required.

Build Your Own
Monsters!
Build Your Own Monsters! is 
a one-stop body shop that has 
it all. Start by choosing which 
punch-out body parts you 
would like to use. Then attach 
them together with the included 
colorful paper fasteners. Finish 
up by putting on googly eyes 
and stickers. Once you’re done, you 
can take them apart and start all 
over. All the possibilities are scary!

Melty Beads
This book comes 
packaged with 600 
big beads that are 
friendly to little fingers, 
a sturdy plastic pegboard, and 
plenty of inspirational artwork 
for animals, flowers, bugs, and 
more. Just place the beads on the 
pegboard, iron them together, 
and presto! — you’ve created a permanent piece of art.

Magnetic A to Z
 Oppenheim Toy 
 Portfolio Award

 Dr. Toy Award

Announcing the first ever “laptop 
refrigerator door.” The 26 brightly 
colored, finger-friendly letters 
stick right to the steel pages of the 
book. Play find-the-letter games, 
learn to build words, and create 
magnet art using nothing but 
letters. This book makes learning 
your A, B, Cs as easy as 1, 2, 3. 

Art & 
Drawing

$12.95 US
$14.99 CDN
8" x 7 1/2"
22 pp

ISBN: 978-1-59174-362-0 
UPC: 7-30767-43621-6 
6-copy display: 892162
ISBN: 978-1-59174-363-7
$77.70 US / $89.94 CDN

Comes with: ∑ 1 ironing sheet, a 
custom pegboard, 600 beads in a 
variety of colors

Crafts

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD.  
Small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.



Art & 
Drawing

$14.95 US
$16.99 CDN
8" x 7 1/2"
28 pp

ISBN: 978-1-59174-344-6
UPC: 7-30767-43446-5    
6-copy display: 130342
ISBN: 978-1-59174-342-2
$89.70 US / $101.94 CDN

Comes with: ∑ 4 pre-formed three-
dimensional card stock purses, puffy 
fabric shapes, pompoms, craft jewels, 
sequins, cording, glue, 1 page of stickers, 
7 leaves of punch-out accessories

Crafts

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD.  
Small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$12.95 US
$14.99 CDN
7 1/2" x 7 1/2"
18 pp

ISBN: 978-1-59174-365-1 
UPC: 7-30767-43656-8   
6-copy display: 892164
ISBN: 978-1-59174-366-8
$77.70 US / $89.94 CDN

Comes with: 167 pop beads in various 
styles, shapes, and colors

Crafts

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD.  
Small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$9.95 US
$12.99 CDN
8" x 7 1/2"
22 pp

ISBN: 978-1-59174-160-2 
UPC: 7-30767-41602-7      
6-copy display: 894319
ISBN: 978-1-59174-161-9
$59.70 US / $77.94 CDN

Comes with: Custom-designed 
flashlight, 3 pages of punch-out 
shadow puppets, 2 die-cut 
projection pages

Games & 
Puzzles

$9.95 US
$10.99 CDN
7 3/4" x 7 1/2"
16 pp

ISBN: 978-1-59174-095-7 
UPC: 7-30767-40959-3 
6-copy display: 894315
ISBN: 978-1-59174-096-4 
$59.70 US / $65.94 CDN

Comes with: 79 pompoms, 28 googly 
eyes, punch-out pet accessories,  
bottle of glue

Crafts

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD.  
Small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

Crafts $12.95 US
$14.99 CDN
7 1/2" x 7 1/2"
20 pp

ISBN: 978-1-59174-685-0 
UPC: 7-30767-46850-7   
6-copy display: 206218
ISBN: 978-1-59174-684-3
$77.70 US / $89.94 CDN

Comes with: precut custom fabric for 
purse and backpack buddie, precut felt 
for bracelet, ribbon for purse handle, 6 
felt flowers, 3 lengths of sewing string, 
6 cord catchers, 1 sewing needle

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD.  
Small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$12.95 US
$13.99 CDN
7 3/4" x 7 1/2"
26 pp

ISBN: 978-1-59174-576-1
UPC: 7-30767-45761-7  
6-copy display: 154409
ISBN: 978-1-59174-574-7
$77.70 US / $83.94 CDN

Comes with: 2 non-tear paper pups, 
8 pages of punch-out clothes, 
ready-made tutu

Crafts
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Make Your Own
Paper  
Flowers  
With little hands 
in mind, we’ve put 
together the ultimate flower-making 
kit for the kindergarten crowd. 
Simple step-by-step pictures and 
directions make it easy to create 
blossoms, bouquets, corsages, and 

frilly paper crowns, all without using scissors or even a smidgen of glue. 
It’s enough to make any kid a blooming genius.
Free in-store event kit available with purchase. See page 59.

Dress Up Your Own
Paper Pups
 National Parenting  
 Publication Award

Dress Up Your Own Paper Pups 
comes with two tear-resistant 
paper puppies — a Chihuahua and 
a Yorkshire terrier. Their fabulous 
wardrobes include outfits for all 
seasons, accessories, and a ready-
made tutu. The clothes stay securely 
in place and look stylish from both 
the front and the back. Call it puppy 
love, Chicken Socks style. 

Pop Bead Critters
Introducing a pop bead book unlike 
any other. We’ve improved the 
beads so they create the perfect 
pop, and then tossed in some 
animal-shaped beads for good 
measure. The result? A step-
by-step guide to creating zany 
spiders, sea stars, and octopi,  
as well as illustrated playscapes 

for them to play on. You can also create classic 
necklaces, bracelets, and chains but why would 
you when the critters are so much fun?

How to Make
Pompom Animals
 Oppenheim Toy  
 Portfolio Award

What do you get when you cross 
pompoms and imagination (plus 
a dash of googly eyes and glue)? 
Pomdemonium! This book comes 
with everything you need to make 
a passel of pompom pets — puffy 
piglets, poodles, penguins, 
puppies, and more — no food, 
walks, or house-training required.

Shadow Games
 Oppenheim Toy 
 Portfolio Award

 Parents' Choice Award

This book rediscovers (and re-
simplifies) classic hand shadows. 
It comes with all the tools of the 
shadow-making trade: punch-out 
shadow puppets, special die-cut 

projection pages for shadow showtimes, and 
a flashlight (of course!). Shadow Games is a complete package of 
instruction, tools, fun, and creativity — batteries included.  

Paper Purses
Paper Purses comes with four 
prefolded, ready-to-stuff purses. 
For individual flair, girls can 
decorate their purses with the 
included glittery jewels, sequins, 
puffy fabric shapes, and other 
dazzling doodads. And, since 
true beauty is about what’s 
on the inside, we also provide 
plenty of stuff to go in the purses: punch-out cell 
phones, keys, sunglasses, credit cards, cash, and other 
necessary accoutrement. Simply FAB-BEW-LUS.

Super Simple 
Sewing
Little kids are fascinated by sewing 
and can’t wait to try it themselves. 
Now they can with Super Simple 
Sewing. Our custom-designed 
round-point needle, precut fabric, 
and snap-together cord catchers 

make it a cinch to get 
started. Sew a purse, backpack 

buddy, bracelet, and door tag, and then 
finish off with flower embellishments.



$12.95 US
$14.99 CDN
8" ≥≥≥≥≥≥x 7 1/2"
20 pp

ISBN: 978-1-59174-371-2  
UPC: 7-30767-43710-7  
6-copy display: 892168
ISBN: 978-1-59174-372-9
$77.70 US / $89.94 CDN

Comes with: 3 tiaras, 21 jewels and 
100 sequins in various shapes and 
sizes, 16 pompoms, 36 gel stickers, 
stencils, glue 

Crafts

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD.  
Small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

$14.95 US
US only
7 3/4" x 7 1/2"
26 pp

ISBN: 978-1-59174-312-5  
UPC: 7-30767-43125-9  
6-copy display: 127353
ISBN: 978-1-59174-310-1
$89.70 US / US only

Comes with: 24 strips of pink tulle, 
1 strip of pink satin ribbon, 1 pink 
elastic waistband, 6 pages of  
punch-out accessories

Make-
Believe

$9.95 US
$11.99 CDN
8"x 7 1/2"
40 pp

ISBN: 978-1-59174-368-2  
UPC: 7-30767-43680-3  
6-copy display: 892166
ISBN: 978-1-59174-369-9
$59.70 US / $71.94 CDN

Comes with: 4 rolls  of tapeArt & 
Drawing

$12.95 US
$13.99 CDN
7 3/4"x 7 1/2"
70 pp

ISBN: 978-1-59174-203-6 
UPC: 7-30767-42030-7 
6-copy display: 898971
ISBN: 978-1-59174-201-2
$77.70 US / $83.94 CDN

Comes with: 2 kid-friendly scissors, 
1 sheet of precut tape pieces

Crafts

CAUTION: Scissors have functional sharp edges.  
Not for children under 4 yrs.

$16.95 US
$18.99 CDN
7 7/8" x 7 1/2"
22 pp

ISBN: 978-1-59174-528-0 
UPC: 7-30767-45280-3
6-copy display: 141063
ISBN: 978-1-59174-526-6
$101.70 US / $113.94 CDN

Comes with: 2 fabric bodies with 
plastic eyes and nose, 7 soft stuffing 
pillows, 13 felt pieces with Velcro

Crafts

$14.95 US
$16.99 CDN
7 3/4" x 7 1/2"
20 pp

ISBN: 978-1-59174-248-7 
UPC: 7-30767-42480-0  
6-copy display: 127351
ISBN: 978-1-59174-249-4
$89.70 US / $101.94 CDN

Comes with: 1 red  cape, 3 punch-out 
masks, 3 pairs of punch-out wrist 
shields, 3 pages of stickers

Make-
Believe
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Make Your Own
 Twirly Tutu
Creating a beautiful dancing 
costume is as easy as tying 
a simple knot. That’s right, 
no sewing required. Just tie 
our fluffy pink tulle strips to 
the comfy elastic waistband 
provided and you’re ready to 
pirouette the day away. A length 
of pretty pink satin ribbon, beautifully illustrated punch-out wings, 
crowns, and shoe toppers add fancy finishing touches.

Make Your Own
 Twinkly Tiaras
 Oppenheim Toy  
 Portfolio Award 

This book is all about making 
tiaras, the perfect goes-with-
everything accessory. Packaged 
with three ready-to-design tiaras 
and a stencil for making countless 
more, along with a treasure trove 
of sparkly doodads for decorating 
them. It will give any little girl that 
happily-ever-after feeling.

Totally Tape
 Dr. Toy Award

Announcing a book filled with 
“tape-me” pages, along with four 
rolls of colorful kid-friendly paper 
tape (no scissors required). Each 
page is a different activity: Wrap 
the mummy, frame the picture, 
make a match, build the train 
tracks, or just paint the whole 
picture in colored tape.

The Super  
Scissors Book
In all, there are 13 projects in 
The Super Scissors Book with 
fully illustrated, crystal-clear 
instructions so simple even a 
parent could follow them. Toss in 
two pairs of brightly colored, kid-
friendly scissors (one straight-
edged, one snaggletooth) and 
140 pieces of precut tape, and 
you’ve got a craft book that’s a 
cut above the rest.

Short Stuffs
Create Your Own No-Sew 
Stuffed Animals
With Short Stuffs, kids get to make 
their own snuggly friend without 
sewing a stitch. Using the Velcro® 
tabs to attach, detach, or reattach 
the ready-made features, you can 
make a monkey, a dog, a mouse-
bird, or even a flying beaked bunny. 
Our apologies to any soon-to-be-
unemployed teddy bears out there.

                    Just order two 6-packs of th
e 

                     book the Event Kit supports
.

The Superhero 
Starter Kit
The Superhero Starter Kit holds 
all the basics needed to launch  
little heroes. First, there’s the 
durable, Velcro®-strapped and  
oh-so-shiny Red Cape. We also 
provide masks, wrist shields, and 
three pages of snazzy stickers so 
kids can accessorize their newly 
super selves. Plus you’ll find a ton  
of heroic advice — for example: 
Never tuck your cape into  
your underwear.
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Throw a Chicken Socks Event!
Build Chicken Socks egg-citement in your store by hosting a Chicken Socks 
event. Each event kit comes with everything you need to entertain your 
young customers and drive sales in your store. Order one of these kits 
today and you’ll see what we’ve been clucking about.

Coloring will never 
be the same again! 
Our customized 
rubbing plates, 
glitter crayons, 
and rainbow crayon 
brick make pictures pop 
from the page with texture, 
pattern, and pizzazz. This 
Hatching Party comes with 
instructions, supplies, and 
decorations for 25 kids to take 
coloring to a whole  new dimension.

ISBN: 978-1-59174-412-2

     Crayon
 Rubbings

Roses are red. Violets are blue. 
The petals are cut, so it’s 

easy to do. Our custom-
cut crepe and origami 
paper petals let kids 
make adorable flowers in 
a few simple steps. This 

Hatching Party comes with 
instructions, supplies, and 

decorations for 50 kids to go 
wild making flowers.

ISBN: 978-1-59174-471-9

   Paper
Flowers

Make your 
own

Based on our award-winning 
Hand Art book, this kit comes 

with everything you need 
to show 25 kids just how 
easy it is to turn a plain old 
handprint into a work of 
art. Instructions, crayons, 
pompoms, decorations, 

and party favors are all 
included. It’s the most fun 

event — hands down.

ISBN: 978-1-59174-219-7

                    Just order two 6-packs of th
e 

                     book the Event Kit supports
.

Hand 
      Art 

Free with purch
ase
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Eye Find 
$14.95 US / $16.99 CDN

Age 4+  Page 54 
ISBN: 978-1-59174-573-0  

6-copy display: 154402
ISBN: 978-1-59174-571-6

$89.70 US / $101.94 CDN  

Castle 
$16.95 US / $19.99 CDN

Age 4+  Page 54 
ISBN: 978-1-59174-198-5

6-copy display: 898969 
ISBN: 978-1-59174-199-2

$101.70 US / $119.94 CDN

Clothespin Cars 
$12.95 US / $14.99 CDN

Age 4+  Page 54 
ISBN: 978-1-59174-664-5

6-copy display: 160571
ISBN: 978-1-59174-663-8
$77.70 US / $89.94 CDN

Clothespin Cuties 
$9.95 US / $10.99 CDN

Age 4+  Page 54 
ISBN: 978-1-59174-191-6

 

6-copy display: 898963
ISBN: 978-1-59174-189-3
$59.70 US / $65.94 CDN  

Crayon Rubbings 
$9.95 US / $11.99 CDN

Age 4+  Page 54 
ISBN: 978-1-59174-194-7  

6-copy display: 898965
ISBN: 978-1-59174-192-3
$59.70 US / $71.94 CDN   

Draw It Again 
$12.95 US / $13.99 CDN

Age 4+  Page 54 
ISBN: 978-1-59174-522-8  

6-copy display: 141059 
ISBN: 978-1-59174-520-4
$77.70 US / $83.94 CDN  

Foam Rockets 
$12.95 US / $14.99 CDN

Age 4+  Page 55  
ISBN: 978-1-59174-683-6

6-copy display: 206216
ISBN: 978-1-59174-681-2
$77.70 US / $89.94 CDN

Foam Gliders 
$9.95 US / $11.99 CDN

Age 4+  Page 55  
ISBN: 978-1-59174-315-6

6-copy display: 127493
ISBN: 978-1-59174-316-3
$59.70 US / $71.94 CDN 

Monkeys
$9.95 US / $11.99 CDN

Age 4+  Page 56  
ISBN: 978-1-59174-646-1

6-copy display: 159451
ISBN: 978-1-59174-644-7
$59.70 US / $71.94 CDN

Monsters! 
$9.95 US / $10.99 CDN

Age 4+  Page 56  
ISBN: 978-1-59174-579-2

6-copy display: 154406
ISBN: 978-1-59174-577-8
$59.70 US / $65.94 CDN

Hand Art 
$9.95 US / $12.99 CDN

Age 4+  Page 55  
ISBN: 978-1-59174-163-3

6-copy display: 894305
ISBN: 978-1-59174-164-0
$59.70 US / $77.94 CDN

Paper Pups 
$12.95 US / $13.99 CDN

Age 4+  Page 57  
ISBN: 978-1-59174-576-1

6-copy display: 154409
ISBN: 978-1-59174-574-7
$77.70 US / $83.94 CDN

Paper Purses 
$14.95 US / $16.99 CDN

Age 4+  Page 57   
ISBN: 978-1-59174-344-6

6-copy display: 130342
ISBN: 978-1-59174-342-2

$89.70 US / $101.94 CDN

Paper Flowers 
$12.95 US / $16.99 CDN

Age 4+  Page 56  
ISBN: 978-1-59174-443-6

6-copy display: 135497
ISBN: 978-1-59174-441-2
$77.70 US / $101.94 CDN

Little Letters
$9.95 US / $12.99 CDN

Age 4+  Page 55 
ISBN: 978-1-59174-244-9

6-copy display: 127347
ISBN: 978-1-59174-242-5
$59.70 US / $77.94 CDN

Magic Painting 
$12.95 US / US only

Age 4+  Page 55   
ISBN: 978-1-59174-197-8

6-copy display: 898967
ISBN: 978-1-59174-195-4

$77.70 US / US only

Magnetic A to Z 
$12.95 US / $16.99 CDN

Age 4+  Page 56  
ISBN: 978-1-59174-359-0

6-copy display: 892160
ISBN: 978-1-59174-360-6
$77.70 US / $101.94 CDN

Melty Beads 
$12.95 US / $14.99 CDN

Age 4+  Page 56  
ISBN: 978-1-59174-362-0

6-copy display: 892162
ISBN: 978-1-59174-363-7
$77.70 US / $89.94 CDN

Mermaid’s Palace 
$14.95 US / $16.99 CDN

Age 4+  Page 56  
ISBN: 978-1-59174-525-9

6-copy display: 141061
ISBN: 978-1-59174-523-5

$89.70 US / $101.94 CDN

Highlight This Book!  
$9.95 US / $12.99 CDN

Age 4+  Page 55  
ISBN: 978-1-59174-353-8

6-copy display: 892155
ISBN: 978-1-59174-354-5
$59.70 US / $77.94 CDN

Prices subject to change
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Superhero Kit 
$14.95 US / $16.99 CDN

Age 4+  Page 58  
ISBN: 978-1-59174-248-7

6-copy display: 127351
ISBN: 978-1-59174-249-4
$89.70 US / $101.94 CDN

Twinkly Tiaras 
$12.95 US / $14.99 CDN

Age 4+  Page 58 
ISBN: 978-1-59174-371-2

6-copy display: 892168
ISBN: 978-1-59174-372-9
$77.70 US / $89.94 CDN

Twirly Tutu 
$14.95 US / US only

Age 4+  Page 58  
ISBN: 978-1-59174-312-5

6-copy display: 127353
ISBN: 978-1-59174-310-1

$89.70 US / US only

Super Scissors
$12.95 US / $13.99 CDN

Age 4+  Page 58  
ISBN: 978-1-59174-203-6

6-copy display: 898971
ISBN: 978-1-59174-201-2
$77.70 US / $83.94 CDN

Totally Tape 
$9.95 US / $11.99 CDN

Age 4+  Page 58  
ISBN: 978-1-59174-368-2

6-copy display: 892166 
ISBN: 978-1-59174-369-9
$59.70 US / $71.94 CDN

Check out t
he Chicken Socks 

Events Kits on pag
e 59

Pompom Animals 
$9.95 US / $10.99 CDN

Age 4+  Page 57  
ISBN: 978-1-59174-095-7

6-copy display: 894315
ISBN: 978-1-59174-096-4
$59.70 US / $65.94 CDN

Pop Bead Critters 
$12.95 US / $14.99 CDN

Age 4+  Page 57  
ISBN: 978-1-59174-365-1

6-copy display: 892164
ISBN: 978-1-59174-366-8
$77.70 US / $89.94 CDN

Shadow Games 
$9.95 US / $12.99 CDN

Age 4+  Page 57 
ISBN: 978-1-59174-160-2

6-copy display: 894319
ISBN: 978-1-59174-161-9
$59.70 US / $77.94 CDN

Sewing
$12.95 US / $14.99 CDN

Age 4+  Page 57  
ISBN: 978-1-59174-685-0

6-copy display: 206218
ISBN: 978-1-59174-684-3
$77.70 US / $89.94 CDN

Short Stuffs 
$16.95 US / $18.99 CDN

Age 4+  Page 58  
ISBN: 978-1-59174-528-0

6-copy display: 141063
ISBN: 978-1-59174-526-6
$101.70 US / $113.94 CDN




